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ABSTRACT 
 
Jessica Lee Rich: Nature at work: An eco-sensible study of professional identity making in 
the fracking industry 
(Under the direction of Sarah Dempsey) 
 
Organizational communication studies long have suggested that professional 
identities develop discursively, cohering through multiple narratives of organizational life. 
This dissertation pulls human-nature relations into everyday work practices, investigating the 
role of nature as an active participant in identity formation and challenging an ongoing 
symbolic/material dualism that persists in organization studies. Bridging the areas of 
organizational identity, socio-materiality, and environmental communication, I develop an 
eco-sensible approach to identity work. Eco-sensibility, based in Jane Bennett’s theories of 
vital materialism, reveals how nature provokes, disrupts and substantiates worker identities. 
The study is situated in the work and labor of shale drilling, also known as fracking, in the 
United States. Interviews with blue- and white-collar workers, participant observations, 
analyses of cultural artifacts, and the ethnographic tour, cultivate methodological spaces that 
envision nature as critical to organization studies of identity.  
Individuals working with oil and gas companies navigate stigmas attached to fossil 
fuel production, a major contributor to pollution, contamination, and climate change. My 
findings show that nature, in the form of shale, water, oil, gas, and chemicals, shapes 
professional identities in fracking industries. Work mediates the sensibility of nature’s 
agentic qualities, creating tensions for organizational members that go unnoticed in studies of
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identity. Interview participants who conceptualize nature as more than a resource reported 
internal conflicts for working in extraction. Workers whose identities bind closely to industry 
distantiate from nature through strict, instrumental language. A key contribution includes 
detailing how fracking activities function as hidden organizations that conceal their practices 
discursively and materially through mechanisms such as confidentiality agreements and 
access to drill sites. Worker and public health, community rights, and environmental well-
being consequently suffer. Methods used to study work and organizing also affect 
researchers’ sensibility of nature’s capacity to act. An ethnographic tour conducted for this 
study revealed how professional and community identities are inseparable from local, 
extractive landscapes. By studying organizational life as merely social and discursive, 
communication researchers marginalize the material and thereby risk losing how 
materialities, such as nature, organize work and identities. My project illuminates the 
interplay between work, self, and nature in the negotiation of professional identity making. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
As evidence of climate change grows, organizations must learn how to adapt to the 
Anthropocene, a contemporary moment in which human activity is driving global, 
environmental transformations (Waters et al., 2016). The consensus in the climate science 
community is that large-scale changes are inevitable. The Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) predicts an increase in extreme weather events, polar ice melt, and 
rising temperatures, with devastating effects for environments in North America and across 
the globe (IPCC, 2014). Recent findings in the journal, Science, reaffirm that the Earth is 
proceeding through its sixth extinction event (Ceballos et al., 2015). Conflicts over resources 
are expected to rise (Fowler & Shi, 2016). In the midst of these global changes, human 
understanding of ourselves, our work, and our relationships with the environment are in flux 
(Latour, 2014). Organization studies will require theoretical and methodological approaches 
that make sense of the changing relations between human and nature in the Anthropocene. 
The term, “Anthropocene,” refers to a new geological epoch in which evidence of human 
activity is inextricable from the earth’s processes (Chakrabarty, 2009; Crutzen, 2002). 
Scholars from across natural sciences and the humanities remain divided on the accuracy of 
the term (Castree, 2014). Many suggest that industrialization and fossil fuel production in the 
19th Century ushered in a new period of human impact on the environment (Albritton 
Jonsson, 2012; Chakrabarty, 2009). Strong evidence of fallout from atomic weapons in 
sedimentary rock across the planet also marks the beginning for some (Lewis & Maslin, 
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2015; Waters, Syvitski, Gałuszka, & Hancock, 2015). Others debate that humans have a 
much longer history of producing changes to the earth, e.g. agriculture and the development 
of natural resource markets (Albert, 2015; Barnosky, 2014; Moore, 2015). Still others remain 
unconvinced that the impact of humans is geologically significant to be given its own era 
(Malm & Hornborg, 2014). The current project aligns with those who suggest that no matter 
its origins, naming the era is culturally and morally significant (Ellis & Trachtenberg, 2014). 
Marking the moment as the Anthropocene provokes conversation and brings awareness to the 
historically gradual devastation, or “slow violence,” of industrial processes on human and 
nonhuman communities (Nixon, 2011, p. 2). The ontological and epistemological 
implications of humankind as a geological force are monumental. Human-induced climate 
change is predicted to have drastic ramifications for political, social, and economic systems 
(Biermann, 2014) brought on by “record heat, deep drought, storms the likes of which we’ve 
never seen before,” (McKibben, 2013, p. 746). The poorest communities of the planet 
already are affected (Nixon, 2011). The human subject simultaneously must digest the effects 
of climate change and the notion that our drive toward endless development, growth, and 
consumption participated in its production. 
The Anthropocene initiates a discussion for organization studies about the 
contribution of corporate institutions to global environmental degradation. The 
transformations ushered in by climate change, such as environmental conflicts over fossil 
fuels, necessitate organizational responses to working and living on a warming planet (Lê, 
2013; Wright, Nyberg, De Cock, & Whiteman, 2013). Organization studies already is 
building a strong foundation of research that critically examines the discourses of 
sustainability, organizational responses to climate change, and corporate environmentalism 
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(Mitra & Buzzanell, 2015; Wright & Nyberg, 2015; Wright, Nyberg, & Grant, 2012). More 
research is needed, however, to learn how members negotiate the tensions of working for 
organizations charged with ecological violence. 
My dissertation examines the tensions between human-nature at work in fossil fuel 
industries. Specifically, the project cultivates spaces that bring nature into organization 
studies of identity. Professional identity is an integral part of organizing, as workers construct 
narratives that cohere a sense of self (Alvesson, Ashcraft, & Thomas, 2008). The narratives 
that an individual creates about the self at work have consequences in the decisions they 
make and the organizational goals they pursue. In the following study, I explore how workers 
negotiate their professional identities, meanings of nature, and human-nature relations in the 
environmental conflict over oil and gas drilling in the United States. I examine how nature 
“acts” alongside the human in constructing narratives of work and identity. The project is 
grounded in two questions. First, how do individuals whose work is associated with 
extractive industries negotiate professional identities in the context of environmental 
conflict? Second, how does nature itself shape professional identity? As primary producers of 
the carbon and methane emissions that drive global warming, extraction industries are an 
important context for organization studies in the Anthropocene. Public concern over climate 
grows, as does hostility toward companies that contribute to it. An oil and gas “boom” in the 
United States over the past decade has fueled tensions, leading to charges that drilling 
companies are exacerbating climate change with inordinate methane emissions (Howarth, 
Santoro, & Ingraffea, 2011). Individuals whose jobs are associated with extraction also are 
under fire. They must negotiate the stigma of working with an industry causing the earth to 
warm, not to mention other problems, such as water contamination, earthquakes, and air 
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pollution. My dissertation investigates the discourses and materialities that constitute 
professional identity amid conflicts over natural resource extraction.  
Study Context: Fracking the United States 
 
Over the past decade, advanced technologies in extraction industries led to a “shale 
revolution” across the United States (Brooks, 2011). Discourses surrounding the problems 
and benefits of oil and gas drilling have circulated the industry since the shale boom began in 
the mid-2000s. Oil and gas companies promote their operations as a “bridge” between coal 
and alternative energy (American Petroleum Institute, 2010; Levi, 2015). Scientists studying 
the impacts of greenhouse gases argue that the methane emissions produced by shale 
industries dangerously contribute to climate change (Howarth, 2014; Howarth, Ingraffea, & 
Engelder, 2011; Howarth, Santoro, et al., 2011; IPCC, 2014). Framed by arguments over the 
contribution of greenhouse gases, oil and gas drilling has provoked a multitude of 
environmental, political, and economic responses.  
New, more intensive drilling processes have allowed extraction companies to access 
previously unattainable reserves of mineral resources embedded in the shale rock deep below 
the earth’s surface. Industry, government, and press celebrated an economic boom of job 
growth and opportunities for manufacturing. Once limited to states such as Texas and 
Oklahoma, advances in technology allowed companies to access oil and gas in other regions. 
Drilling brought billions of dollars into states rich with shale oil and gas deposits, such as 
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and North Dakota, as the country was entering an economic 
recession (Chiarella, 2012; Martin, 2012). Landowners became “shaleionaires” as they 
signed lease agreements promising royalties in the thousands and millions for giving 
companies permission to drill on private property (Bar-On, 2010). Companies promoted their 
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role in securing the energy independence of the United States. The boom propelled the 
country into the top three oil and gas producers in the world (Katakey, 2015).  
The surge in production was driven by what is now colloquially known as “fracking.” 
The process differs from conventional technologies, in which companies drill directly into 
readily available pockets of oil and gas. Fracking involves the combination of two processes, 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing. Patented by John Smalley Campbell in 1891, 
horizontal drilling first was developed in the production of flexible shafts (Figure 1) for use 
in dental equipment (Department of Energy, 1993). Campbell suggested in his patent that the 
shafts could be used in larger scale, “such, for example, as those used in engineer’s shops for 
drilling holes in boiler-plates or other like heavy work” (DOE, 7). Similar to a dentist’s 
instrument, horizontal drilling involves a rotating articulated drill bit that allows companies 
to bore wells vertically into the earth and then curve horizontally (Burgess & Van de Slijke, 
1990). Fracking also involves hydraulic fracturing processes. These operations extract oil or 
natural gas by forcefully pumping water, mixed with industrial chemicals, and a “slurry,” 
commonly composed of sand, ceramics, or plastics, into the well and through the immense 
pressure exerted, fracture, or “frack,” the surrounding rock in order to release mineral 
resources (Daneshy, 2010). The oil and gas reserves then rush back to the surface, 
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Figure 1. Campbell’s “Flexible Shaft” was used as a prototype for oil drilling equipment 
 
where workers collect it. The water, or brine, also flows back as “wastewater,” which is 
stored in tanks or ejected in disposal wells underground. While companies used horizontal 
drilling and hydraulic fracturing processes independently for over a century, the combination 
of the two processes intensified production and enabled companies to access oil and gas that 
once was out of reach. Not only did this new technology allow access to new underground 
spaces but also to new regions of where other drilling techniques had been less effective. 
The shale revolution produced admirers as well as critics. While praised by industry 
spokespeople and politicians, concerns arose that contamination of public and private water 
sources from drilling put public health and environments at risk. Environmental and 
community action groups pointed to the dangers involved in natural gas drilling, such as 
water pollution, air toxicity, and eventually increased seismic activity (Behar, 2013; Hopey, 
2012). I learned about fracking while living in Ithaca, New York. Upon moving there in 
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2009, I noticed the anti-fracking yard signs that dotted the small town’s gardens. Graffiti 
appeared throughout the town, as well, revealing some of the negative, local sentiments about 
the process (Figure 2). Statements reading, “Hydrofrackin’ is damn nasty,” and, “That 
hydrofrack won’t taste so good in your beer, milk and soup” made it clear that “hydrofrack” 
was not only undesirable but something that I did want not ending up in my food and drink. 
 
  
Figure 2. Anti-fracking graffiti in Ithaca, NY.  
 
As fracking spread across the U.S, the industry became politically contentious. The 
industry is notoriously criticized for its lack of transparency, beginning with the 2005 Energy 
Policy Act. The federal act exempted oil and gas drilling from regulations including the 
Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act ("Energy Policy Act of 
2005," 2005; Finewood & Stroup, 2012; Rich, 2016). Unlike older manufacturing and 
drilling, the fracking industry also operates largely out of view, isolated primarily in smaller, 
rural towns and distanced by winding, private access roads to the drill sites. Driving along 
PA’s highways on trips to visit my family near Pittsburgh, I became aware of the artifacts 
that signified industry’s existence: the “no trespassing” signs built at the entry to access roads 
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and trucks carrying enormous tanks of water and natural gas along the highways. The 
industry slowly and quietly secured its presence.  
An unfamiliar industry entering more populated states led to problems and criticism. 
Stories about industry-induced water contamination, air pollution, and explosions continue to 
plague states where drilling is active (Begos, 2014; Born & Hamill, 2014; Brasch, 2013; 
Esswein, Kiefer, Snawder, & Breitenstein, 2012; Steingraber, 2011). Homeowners reported 
illnesses from well water that otherwise had been clean for years (Fox, Adlesic, & Gandour, 
2010; Goldenberg, 2014). Earthquakes caused by wastewater injection wells began to occur 
in regions with historically low seismic activity, such as Ohio and Oklahoma. In 2011, an 
earthquake measuring 5.7 on the Richter scale occurred in central Oklahoma near an oilfield 
injection site (Ellsworth, 2013). Until then, only rare seismic activity occurred, measuring < 
2.0. Thousands of industry violations, such as spills and leaks, also began to be reported in 
Pennsylvania and other states (Fink, 2012; Sapien, 2009; Soraghan, 2010b). In 2009, public 
water sources in western Pennsylvania were contaminated when drilling wastewater was 
emptied into a local river, corroding the equipment used to treat public water (Sapien, 2009).  
Communities also reported an influx of workers looking for high-paying jobs with the 
industry (Eligon, 2013). Employment opportunities produced through boom conditions 
attracted workers to states such as North Dakota and Pennsylvania. The situated nature of oil 
and gas requires the industry to follow the resource to various regions in order to increase 
production and maintain profit growth. Geographically, companies, and their workforce, 
must be mobile. As the 2007 economic crisis hit, shale gas production thrived, leading to 
possibilities for those who found themselves unemployed or underemployed. Job recovery 
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and the growth of manufacturing recur as themes in marketing efforts to bring drilling to 
communities in the east and west (Rich, 2016). 
The fracking process is intensive and requires a combination of heavy equipment, 
water, chemicals, and explosives. As the industry grew between 2003-2008, the number of 
workers killed on the job increased by 41 percent, with fatalities ranging from vehicular 
accidents, explosions, and injury from falling objects (Elk, 2012). The industry is dangerous 
for those working on and off site. Along with exemptions from environmental regulations, 
companies are excluded from rules governing the number of hours that oil and gas drivers are 
allowed to operate trucks and transport hauls (Urbina, 2012). Specifically, the hours during 
which drivers wait at drill sites are not counted toward the total hours on the road. In 2008, 
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that the rate of road fatalities 
among oil and gas workers was seven times the rate of those in other industries. The CDC, as 
well as the National Transportation Safety Board, oppose the exemptions and recommended 
that the rules be modified. An ongoing, pressing hazard is the fine particle sand, or silica, that 
workers are exposed to in the fracking process. Breathing the particulates contributes to a 
respiratory condition, silicosis, with similar consequences as workers exposed to asbestos 
(Esswein et al., 2012). With most workers contracted through companies, health problems 
are difficult to track and individuals are left with little recourse after they leave the position. 
Mineral resource extraction continues to be rife with controversy surrounding its 
contribution to climate, environmental degradation, and risks to human health. The conflict 
produces tensions for the industry, those who work for it, and those who regulate it. 
Extraction continues to be one of the most lucrative industries for investors and employs 
large numbers of scientists, engineers, public relations specialists, and manual laborers. 
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Between 2006 and 2016, the industry grew by over 70,000 employees to approximately 
200,000 in 2015 (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2016). Challenging industry is no small task, 
and numerous jobs also rely on the monitoring of fossil fuel industries. Policy-makers, 
regulators, emergency responders, and researchers keep careful watch over industry 
operations. Environmental groups, too, formed with the intent of protecting and conserving 
public access to clean air, land, and water. The following project pulls from interviews with 
workers, observations from meetings and public hearings, cultural artifacts, and fieldwork to 
examine how professional identity is shaped by the continuing conflict over fracking.  
Chapter Overview 
 
In the following chapters, I develop a critical understanding of the work and labor of 
oil and gas industries through multiple qualitative methods and as a multi-scalar study using 
theories that cross disciplinary boundaries. Organization studies, environmental 
communication, and political theory offer especially fruitful lenses for understanding the 
complex relations among work, identity, and nature. Rather than seeking out a the single root 
cause of environmental conflict, my project investigates how the social and material actors 
participating in environmental conflicts co-constitute professional identity. Analyzing 
organizational discourses (Chapter 4), worker narratives (Chapter 5), and a visit to a 
community impacted by extraction (Chapter 6), the project examines how discourses and 
materialities co-constitute professional and personal identities. 
In chapter two, I develop a critique of literature addressing the symbolic and material 
production of professional identity. Here, I argue that privileging discourse in studies of 
professional identity without attention to the material discounts the historical and 
contemporary consequences of Western industrial consumption, development, and waste 
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across the globe. I build an “eco-sensible” approach to organization studies that pulls nature 
to the fore of identity work. The approach emphasizes that humans and nature co-constitute 
meanings of the self at work. The discourses and materialities that cohere in public debates 
over fracking in the United States provide the context for analysis. 
Chapter three argues for mixed methods research in organization studies that 
emphasizes the social and material constitution of professional identities. Methods discussed 
include interviews, participant observations, analyses of material culture, and the 
ethnographic tour. A mixed methods approach is necessary for studying both the discursive 
and material aspects of environmental conflict. I interviewed thirty participants with varying 
degrees of association with oil and gas drilling in areas of regulation and policy-making, 
academia, industry and public relations, labor, and environmental and public health. In a 
grounded approach, participants reveal how they must negotiate the tensions of their day-to-
day activities, their own environmental values, and working for an industry that is the source 
of local and global environmental crises. Individuals whose positions challenge and regulate 
oil and gas companies also face tensions. American oil and gas drilling in the past decade 
changed the geopolitical landscape for energy production. Economics, job growth, and 
energy independence dominate the industry’s rationale for pursuing new extraction projects 
throughout the US. Industry representatives accuse their critics of restraining growth and 
preventing employment opportunities.  
Chapter four analyzes a case study of a specific cultural artifact, the corporate 
communication campaign. The Range Resources’ advertising campaign “Drilling Is just the 
Beginning,” reveals how corporate discourses mobilize past and present labor identities in 
the Rust Belt toward extractive futures. The campaign maintains a jobs-versus-environment 
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dualism to the exclusion of counter narratives and alternative possibilities for human-nature 
relations. The chapter presents how professional identities of extractive workers, and the 
communities where they live, become fixed to the toxic and dangerous conditions of heavy 
industry. 
Chapter five centers on an analysis of in-depth interviews with individuals whose 
work is associated with oil and gas drilling. Worker narratives, supplemented by analyses of 
cultural artifacts and participant observations, provide insights into the relationship between 
work, identity, and nature. Here, I argue that extractive industry practices are representative 
of “hidden organizations” (Scott, 2013). The analysis also reveals how the “dirt” of 
extraction organizes identities, with blue-collar and white-collar workers experiencing stigma 
differentially. In addition, I discuss the potential for tension and resistance as workers 
identify and/or disidentify with the corporate discourses that constrain human-nature 
relations. 
Chapter six presents an ethnographic tour of a town afflicted by a history of mining 
and gas extraction. Visiting the field site facilitated my understanding as a researcher by 
bringing me in touch with the people, places, and things of my study. Utilizing Orlikowski’s 
(2007) notion of constitutive entanglement, I discuss the inextricability of the social and 
material in discussions of work, identity, and nature. The chapter also highlights the 
significance of local knowledge and tours of industrial landscapes in studies of extractive 
industries and identity. 
Chapter seven revisits the insights and challenges of the study topic and methods 
chosen. I discuss significant contributions, as well as summarize significant findings. The 
final chapter includes implications for theory and research. I also address the challenges and 
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limitations of studying hidden organizations, such as those companies involved in extractive 
industries. I offer potential directions for future research and conclude with final thoughts on 
the study and its impact for researchers interested in materiality, organizational control, and 
climate change. 
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CHAPTER 2: BUILDING AN ECO-SENSIBLE APPROACH TO PROFESSIONAL 
IDENTITY WORK 
 
The pressing issue of climate change requires that humans conceptualize ourselves as 
entangled in the ecologies of an ever-warming world that carbon-producing industries, such 
as oil and gas drilling, helped to create. The Anthropocene, a name given to a contemporary 
era of human-induced climate change, is nature’s response to centuries of fossil fuel-based 
industrial development. Nature can no longer be ignored as a passive backdrop to human life, 
and the ability of humans and nature to adapt to such a massive, rapid transformation is not 
yet known. As Latour (2014) notes, “in modernism, people are not equipped with the mental 
and emotional repertoire to deal with such a vast scale of events” (p. 1). The Anthropocene 
calls for approaches that bring nature into organizational communication’s field of vision.  
The Anthropocene produces an urgent need for organization studies to take seriously 
the effects of climate change on work and identity. Discounting nature from professional life 
perpetuates an anthropocentrism that is implicated in climate change itself. Chapter two 
begins a conversation about the materialities of nature and their significance in organizing 
and identity research. I argue that the natural world is a critical materiality that goes missing 
from organizational research on the material and from identity research in particular. First, I 
draw from organization studies of professional identity to present evidence for how identity 
is constituted symbolically and materially. The argument hinges on two premises: one, 
symbols and materialities constitute professional identity and two, communication is the site 
where the symbolic and the material intersect. This move is significant to my broader
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argument, which configures nature as a materiality that constitutes professional identities but 
remains overlooked in the research. Next, I review critical studies of materiality to suggest 
that an opening remains for theorizing nature as actively participating in professional identity 
work. Extending the definition of materialities to be inclusive of nature can resist an 
anthropocentrism embedded in organization studies. I develop an “eco-sensible approach” to 
identity studies that brings nature into organizational communication’s fold. Finally, I discuss 
how conflicts over oil and gas drilling are especially relevant contexts that reveal the 
integrated relations between work, identity, and nature. Emissions from extractive industries 
are charged as the prime contributor to global warming, making dubious the reputation of oil 
and gas companies, as well as those who work for them (IPCC, 2014; Howarth, Ingraffea, & 
Engelder, 2011). I demonstrate how an eco-sensible examination of shale industries exposes 
the significance of nature in professional identity work. 
The Symbolic and Material Production of Professional Identities 
 
Critical analyses of work and identity are necessary to uncover how organizational 
forms are evolving in late-capitalist economies and in the face of dramatic environmental 
changes, as well as the role that an increased environmental consciousness plays in identity 
formation. Professional identity is significant as a means through which management 
historically controls the worker and can be a site of complex negotiations for the working 
subject (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002). The move from Fordist to Post-Fordist forms of 
organizing calls for continued, critical examinations of all sectors of work to uncover these 
transformations and to expose new modes of power and control over the human subject and 
relations between human-nature. 
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Economic, political, and social theorists argue that work in the United States is 
changing. The ecological is an important element of that change, and critical communication 
approaches contribute an important perspective from which to investigate how workers 
understand the evolution of organizing in late-capitalist economies and ecologies. Despite the 
economic benefits promised, extraction remains an unstable field for employment. Typically 
filled by working-class, male-identified bodies, drill-site jobs are complicated by divisions 
between the interests of labor and environment but also the precarious nature of the work 
involved (Scott, 2010). Once typified in the United States by union membership and long-
term employment, traditionally masculine, collectively organized, blue-collar work is a 
contested, and increasingly rare, space through which to analyze discourses of power, 
resistance, and difference (Acker, 1990; Burawoy, 1979; Collinson, 1988; Mumby, 1998). 
Neoliberalism and its associated landscape of deregulation, job insecurity, and 
entrepreneurialism, have produced contingency and instability for |white-collar workers, as 
well (Dempsey & Sanders, 2010; Ross, 2009; Vallas, 2012; Weeks, 2011). Discourses that 
circulate the natural gas drilling debates uncover how extraction workers make sense of the 
contemporary economic moment. 
Complex tensions between human-nature flow through debates over drilling as 
meanings form around the themes of dominance over land, rights to property, and effects of 
industry contaminants on worker and public health. Communicative studies reveal the 
interplay between  work-nature, nature-culture, and human-nonhuman. Such studies are 
paramount in the present state of global environmental change. Climate scientists emphasize 
that there are extreme risks to pursuing the development of natural resources at any cost 
(IPCC, 2014). Further, workers face increased precarity and contingency, which intensifies 
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their dependency on opportunities that arise from natural resource production. Simply 
positioning environmentalism and labor against one another is problematic, if not dangerous, 
to the well-being of the ecological communities within which we live and work.  
Professional identity is a significant site of discursive and material resources, giving 
meaning to an occupational self. Identity is shaped through a continuous interaction of 
discourse and materiality, such as worker narratives (Czarniawska, 1997; Mumby, 1987), 
bodies (Acker, 1990; Ashcraft, 2011; Trethewey, 1999), place and locale (Kuhn, 2006; 
Larson & Pearson, 2012), and texts (Cooren, 2004). A postmodern conceptualization of the 
individual and identity stipulates that  experience comes not from the subject but rather from 
a set of meanings made available via political and historical discourses. People are “living on 
borrowed identities” and “[each] individual exists with produced identities placed in an 
already meaningful world” (Deetz, 1992, p. 40, p. 59). Workers build narratives from 
existing discourses and materialities to create a coherent set of beliefs about the self. Identity 
requires active participation on the part of workers as they negotiate multiple identities. 
Alvesson and Willmott (2002) refer to this activity as identity work, in which “people are 
continuously engaged in forming, repairing, maintaining, strengthening or revising the 
constructions that are productive of a precarious sense of coherence and distinctiveness” (p. 
626). Rather than assuming that identity is natural, stable, or fixed to the individual, this 
project views identity formation as an active process through which the subject participates 
and negotiates meanings of the self (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002; Du Gay, 2007; Tracy & 
Trethewey, 2005). Workers draw from multiple resources, both discursive and material, in 
developing coherent identities. 
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Over the past several decades, two theoretical frames have shaped identity research in 
organization studies, social constructionism and postmodernism. Social constructionists 
privilege the human subject, asserting that professional identity develops from the human in 
the social interactions between workers and within the organization. Postmodern, and more 
precisely Foucaultian, theories of organization privilege discourse and power as relational 
forces that organize identities, systems, and processes as opposed to a property of the human 
subject (Knights, 2009). The present project finds itself partially situated in social 
constructionist and postmodern theories. On one hand, the study extends postmodern theories 
of the working subject as a product of historical economic and political systems of power that 
orient the subject to the natural world. On the other hand, the analysis also relies on 
interviews with human participants and observations which are notably difficult to generalize 
into broader claims about organizational realities (Mumby, 2011). Therefore, my study 
investigates discourses as evidence of how workers make sense of organizational practices 
and relations to nature, recognizing that further conceptual research is needed to reveal how 
the claims are representative of wider economic, social, and political processes. Multiple 
potentialities exist for worker identities but for individuals involved in extractive industries, 
identities necessarily cohere around narratives that support the continuous growth and 
development associated with neoliberal economics. Contemporary workers are products of 
historical processes that serve to naturalize what work means today. The present study 
examines how work how socio-ecological relations are mediated through the identity of 
extractive labor. 
The notion that professional identity is constituted socially and symbolically is 
commonly accepted in studies of organizing and communicating (Ashcraft, 2007; Hogg & 
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Reid, 2006; Larson & Pepper, 2003; C. R. Scott, 2007). Workers “craft their identities 
through interaction” (Alvesson, Ashcraft, & Thomas, 2008, p. 8). Organizational members 
learn and communicate meanings of the self through interactions with one another as well as 
with cultural artifacts that find their way to the workplace. Face-to-face conversations, non-
verbal gestures, emails, and memos build organizational realities among members, 
establishing formal and informal rules and procedures. In identity work, discursive practices 
“render activity sensible for participants” and inform workers of the social rules that govern 
action (Kuhn, 2006, p. 1341). Through an engagement with discourses, workers “embellish 
or repair” identities in the process of constructing a cohesive narrative of the self (Alvesson 
and Willmott, 2002, p. 627). Discourses, however, are not neutral or complete and, as a 
relational force, discourses cannot be separated from power (Foucault, 1980; Mumby, 
1997a). Power is embedded in discourse and social realities circulate meaning and 
knowledge claims (Foucault, 1980; Laclau & Mouffe, 1985). As Foucault (1980) observes, 
“Power must be analysed as something which circulates” through discourses and is 
productive of social relations (p. 98). Power is diffuse, operationalizing discourses and 
knowledge that become conferred as truths. Communication is concurrently stable and 
unstable as workers negotiate the fixed and unfixed meanings of organizational life (Mumby, 
1997a). Professional identity work, which is a communicative process in that it draws from 
an already available set discourses, is therefore a site of power and resistance as the worker 
negotiates meanings about the self (Collinson, 2003).  
Studies relying on the symbolic alone to theorize organizing and identity limit 
understandings of power, however. Discourses can obscure the material conditions that 
organize work and workers (Cheney & Cloud, 2006; Mumby, 1997b). Further, language 
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itself has limits. The material escapes definition, producing what Adorno refers to as a 
“nonidentity” between the thing and the symbolic representation (Bennett, 2010).The present 
study rests on definitions of communication as both symbolic and material (Ashcraft, Kuhn, 
& Cooren, 2009; Cloud, 2001; Kuhn, 2006; Meisenbach, 2008). Identity comes into being 
through discursive and material resources. Organizational documents, work spaces, and 
technologies contribute significantly to identity formation. Materialities, and the meanings 
attribute to them, produce reflection and action on the part of workers (Dale & Burrell, 2008; 
Kuhn, 2006). Therefore, negotiating identity is a site of meaning negotiation and also a social 
and material practice. “Although we might have a narrative of identity, it is not only a series 
of discourses that we hold in our heads; it is a series of practices that we live through” (Dale 
& Burrell, 2008, p. 110). Identity is informed by the materiality of working bodies, the 
spaces that workers occupy, and the tools they use.  
Literature on the topic of “dirty work” is particularly relevant to discussions of 
discourse, materiality, and identity in oil and gas industries. Studies of dirty work highlight 
the implications that the social and material aspects of professional life hold for identity 
work. Dirty work addresses the physical and social practices of stigmatized jobs. It can 
involve white- and blue-collar occupations considered socially lowly, without prestige. 
Ashforth and Kreiner (1999)  recognize dirty work as marginalized by management studies 
but also suggest it is a rich and contested site for analyses of identity. The authors suggest 
that one factor adding to its complexity is the tainted nature of the work involved. Jobs 
defined as dirty work may involve physical, social or moral “taint” that workers must 
negotiate and justify as part of their professional identities (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999; Tracy 
& Scott, 2006). Physical taint is characteristic of work that directly manages environmental 
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or bodily waste, such as garbage or sewage, as well as those jobs that may be considered high 
risk, such as the duties required by extractive or construction industries. While physical taint 
may at first be seem most relevant in the natural gas drilling industry, evidence of social and 
moral taint can be identified, as well, particularly when considered amid the controversies 
surrounding the impact of extractive industries on the land and publics. Social taint involves 
those positions that put the worker in contact with an undesirable Other, for example, 
nursing, social work, or corrections. The undesirable Other in oil and gas may be the industry 
itself, which is scrutinized for its contribution to methane emissions and climate change. 
Finally, Ashforth and Kreiner (1999) define moral taint as occurring in jobs that function 
within morally questionable organizations, such as casinos or pawn shops, that might be 
characterized as deceptive. In the case of natural gas drilling, public relations specialists that 
market the benefits of drilling may carry moral taint, as might landmen, who have been 
accused of negotiating suspect leases with private landowners.  
Jobs that involve oil and gas industries, as associated with politically and 
environmentally contentious practices, involve activities that can be considered by broader 
cultural norms as “tainted” and physically, morally or socially unacceptable (Ashforth & 
Kreiner, 1999; Hughes, 1962; Tracy & Scott, 2006). Due to the taboo nature of dirty jobs, the 
worker’s negotiation of her/his marginalized identity can be even more complex than in other 
positions (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). For organizational members whose work is associated 
with extraction, physical and social stigma manifest in activities tied to the destruction of the 
environment. Drilling is a contentious political issue with implications for public health, 
environmental pollution, and climate change (Finewood & Stroup, 2012; Howarth, Santoro, 
et al., 2011; Matz & Renfrew, 2015). Workers involved in these industries must negotiate 
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multiple meanings of nature, which takes the form of the oil, gas, chemical brine, and sand 
used in production. “It is precisely because the need for edifying meaning and identity is 
often so raw in stigmatized occupations that we can learn a great deal about the social 
construction of meaning from the experiences of dirty workers” (Ashforth, 1999, p. 413). 
Drill site activities, for example, put workers directly in touch with the dirty work of drilling, 
as they manage, extract, and breathe land, soil, and minerals. However, the industry 
celebrates this work, imbuing it with blue-collar pride and arguing that workers contribute to 
the nation’s energy independence (Matz & Renfrew, 2015). Hughes (1958) explains his early 
studies of dirty work as an attempt to understand better how work is made “tolerable, or even 
glorious” both to the worker and to those outside of a profession (48). Workers in the 
extraction industry must negotiate the effects of their practices on the environment as well as 
the responses of the environment to their work. 
For individuals whose work involves shale drilling, the natural world gives meaning 
to their organizational narratives. Meanings about nature, as well as the physical form it 
takes, must be negotiated constantly, as workers develop regulations, study and locate oil and 
gas deposits, transport water and chemicals from drill sites, and market the benefits of 
drilling companies to public audiences. Nature is more than a site or object to the 
professional life of extractive industries. The natural environment actively participates in 
professional life and produces meaning for occupational identities. The present study aims to 
bring nature into the scope of organization studies of materiality and identity. 
Bodies, Corporate Materialities, and Ecological Sensibility 
 
The work involved in oil and gas drilling industries cuts across forms of labor, 
organizational settings and geographies. It involves manual and knowledge work, both of 
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which are inseparable from the materiality of working bodies. Work takes place in offices, 
laboratories, on roadways, and on drill sites. Mineral deposits lead companies to regions 
across the United States, from California to Pennsylvania, North Dakota to Texas. The 
industry involves a multiplicity of materialities that require movement and working beyond 
office walls. 
The capacity of nature to participate in identity work can be made visible in more 
eco-centric studies of organizing. In the next section, I review literature of materialities in 
organization studies to advance two claims. First, in line with emerging literature on 
materiality in organization studies, I suggest that the “stuff” of organizational life has the 
capacity to act. Things matter and have the capacity to participate in the social and material 
production of professional identities. Extractive industry workers negotiate an amalgam of 
meanings and materialities, including bodies, objects, sites, and nature, that are integral to the 
process of identity formation. Second, I assert that existing literature reproduces corporate 
logic by remaining confined to the space and tools of the office. Anthropocentric, or human-
centered, research of professional life limits understanding of how nature, too, organizes 
work and identity. As Kinsella (2007) notes, “human interactions with the natural 
environment force us to confront its obdurate, recalcitrant materiality” (p. 197). Studies of 
work in the shale industry magnify the active role that nature plays in organizational 
meaning-making. Oil and gas are buried deeply and stubbornly in shale rock, requiring 
increasingly intensive technologies to access deposits, with effects for land and human 
bodies. I add to the conversations of materiality that the natural world remains overlooked, 
despite the significant role it plays in organizational practice. 
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The following discussion develops a framework initiated by Ashcraft, Kuhn and 
Cooren (2009), which organizes extant literature on materiality into the categories of bodies, 
sites, and objects. These categories challenge Western conceptualizations of agency to 
suggest that the nonhuman has the capacity to act in organizing processes. Here, the authors 
revise the definition of communication as, “the ongoing, situated, and embodied process 
whereby human and non-human agencies interpenetrate ideation and materiality toward 
realities that are tangible and axial to organizational existence and organizing phenomena” 
(p. 26). The definition opens an important space for social and material contributions to 
identity and for participation by both human and nonhuman actors. The framework remains 
limited in its conceptualization of the nonhuman site and object, what I refer to here as 
“corporate materialities.” Sites and objects do not quite capture the meanings or the potential 
for action embedded in the natural world. My contribution highlights how nature acts 
differently. This intervention de-centers corporate logic as an organizing concept in favor of 
a more eco-centric one. I retain bodies as a vital category and combine sites and objects as 
representative of corporate materialities. I also develop a new category, ecological actors, as 
a third materiality that distinguishes nature from sites and objects. Together, I argue that 
materialities—the body, corporate materialities, and ecological actors—are vital to identity 
negotiation in the work of extractive industries.  
Bodies  
Working bodies are a critical materiality for organization studies of identity (Ashcraft 
et al., 2009). Traditionally, organization studies tend to focus on “mental or codified 
knowledge abstracted from the body” (Ashcraft et al, 2009, p. 32). However, “The body 
becomes a key site for the interpenetration of material and ideational worlds, and 
communication is how that happens” (Ashcraft et al., 2009, p. 32). The materiality of bodies 
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is significant to the present study in that they give meaning to the self and to others, 
particularly through their difference. 
Bodies are not neutral but are rather gendered, raced, and classed through existing 
discourses. In terms of the working body, identity cannot be disconnected from the body. 
Material features socially code bodies in the workplace, delineating who belongs as well as 
who does not (Ashcraft et al., 2009). The body holds implications for identity work, as 
organizational members embrace the differences that their bodies assert or attempt to make 
their bodies fit an organizational ideal (Trethewey, 1999). This ideal is raced, gendered and 
classed as well. Organizations are gendered and produced to meet the needs of the masculine 
body (Acker, 1990). “The closest the disembodied worker doing the abstract job comes to a 
real worker is the male worker whose life centers on his full-time, life-long job, while his 
wife or another woman takes care of his personal needs and his children” (Acker, 1990, 149). 
This “real worker” is also heavily classed. The white working-class masculine body, for 
example, does not escape being marked as different. In Scott’s (2010) research on coal 
mining in West Virginia, she discusses an “epistemology of disgust for Appalachian bodies,” 
which is reproduced in media depictions, from movies such as Deliverance to television 
shows such as The Beverly Hillbillies. Scott suggests that the mountainous land of the region 
(“uncivilized, dangerous places”) converge with the people who live and work there through 
cultural discourses (p. 58). Identity work is a space for engaging questions about how certain 
bodies become mobilized, segregated, and stigmatized in certain types of work. 
Bodies are discursive and material resources made sensible through difference. Those 
bodies that do not “fit” must be managed accordingly in order to belong. They yield to and 
resist prescribed meanings (Ashcraft, 2011; Ashcraft & Allen, 2003; Ashcraft et al., 2009; 
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Trethewey, 1999). “Work is known…in large part by the gendered and raced bodies with 
which it becomes aligned” (Ashcraft, 2011, p. 8). For example, Trethewey (1999) explores 
how women discipline their appearance in order to “fit” conceptualizations of feminine 
professionalism. Identifying with the professional image of femininity requires that women 
make choices about make-up, hair styles, and clothes that code their bodies as appropriate for 
their given employment. Identities are also constrained by the body (Ashcraft et al., 2009). 
Trethewey’s study, for example, shows how certain bodies that are deemed to be unfit 
become objects of evaluation by the self and others. Difference, therefore, can identify the 
body as not belonging. Discourses are “limited by physical capacities…all available options 
are not available to all people” (Ashcraft et al., 2009, p. 34). In oil and gas industries, for 
example, a masculine drill worker aesthetic developed around the blue-collar labor of the 
shale boom. Popular discourses ascribed a limited set of meanings about the worker’s body, 
depicting him as tough, reckless and capable of violence against land and other people. The 
aesthetic circulated a dangerous stereotype of blue-collar workers whose bodies already 
made vulnerable to the toxins of the drill site and economic whims of shale markets. 
Identity work is a space for engaging questions about how certain bodies become 
segregated and stigmatized in certain types of work. The case of fracking is revealing. Job 
ads inviting “roughnecks” and “roustabouts” to the oilfields of North Dakota mobilized a 
population of male workers from diverse parts of the United States who embodied a drill 
worker aesthetic. Narratives comparing the fracking boom to a gold rush and workers to 
cowboys produced a highly masculine, drill worker aesthetic. Products such as shirts 
proclaiming, “Oilfield Trash and Proud of It,” and cowboy boots continue to be marketed 
toward workers and sold next to hard hats and flame-retardant clothing. Work is valued 
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differently depending on who, or which body, performs it (Scott, 2010; Acker, 1990). The 
masculine body of the professional office worker tends to escape scrutiny. His identity tends 
to be more vulnerable to social or moral taint. However, the body of the drill site worker 
involved in the manual labor of drilling was recalled throughout the data collected for the 
present study. The working-class body is more susceptible to criticism than those working 
behind the doors of the office, whose power became conflated with “the industry.” Drill 
workers blamed for spills, explosions but also more vulnerable to risk. As Scott (2010) states, 
“Poor whites are matter out of place” in cultural discourses of the United States (p. 33). 
“[white trash discourse] disciplines an ideal ‘white’ subject…and reaffirms the logic of 
differential worthiness,” in which blame is reserved for the white working-class unable to 
pull itself up by its bootstraps (p. 33). Professional identity is inseparable from the materiality 
of the working body. Human bodies are made visible through difference and jobs are valued 
(and devalued) depending on the gendered, raced, and classed bodies that fill them. In oil and 
gas discourses, those workers subjected to criticism are those most likely exposed to the 
embodied harm of hazardous environments at the drill site, such as respiratory illness from 
fine sand particulates and chemical exposure. An investigation of extractive industries 
reiterates the need to consider discourse and materiality in studies of identity work. 
Corporate Materialities 
Organizational research is advancing theories of how the nonhuman participates as a 
materiality in professional life and has implications for identity work (Ashcraft et al., 2009; 
Dale & Burrell, 2008; Orlikowski, 2007). In addition to bodies, Ashcraft et al. (2009) submit 
two more generative categories, objects and sites. As materialities, objects and sites produce 
identity by inviting self-reflection (Dale & Burrell, 2008; Kuhn, 2006). Objects, such as 
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technology and organizational texts, are one form that the nonhuman takes. Ashcraft et al. 
point, for example, to  Holmer Nadesan’s (1997) study of personality tests act as a conduit of 
control by arranging employees into “normal” and “abnormal.” The instrument also 
participates in the identity work of organizational members, who look to it as a sort of 
gatekeeper that decides one’s fit and then internalize its results. As with a contract, the results 
of a personality test are sedimented in time in space and cannot be changed (Cooren, 2004, p. 
375). The example of the personality test shows how instruments, as organizational texts, 
“make a difference” and can “trigger” behavior (Cooren, 2004, p. 375). 
In addition to objects, sites, such as physical locations, buildings, workspaces, and 
other infrastructures, house organizing practices and produce spaces for identity work. 
Larson and Pearson (2012) observe in their research on high-tech entrepreneurs working in 
Montana, that place largely exists as background in organizational communication studies. 
Research may acknowledge the size of a town where the study is located or whether a region 
is urban or rural. However, the authors argue, “Examining place provides a useful avenue to 
study how the social construction of occupational identity is related to the symbolic and 
material aspects of place and how different aspects of social identity are articulated and 
organized in relationship to one another” (p. 246). Sites are not neutral and instead participate 
in an exchange of meaning with organizational members. Built environments “encourage 
individuals to identify themselves in the organization,” although workers can resist the intent 
of builders and designers (Dale & Burrell, 2008, p. 99, emphasis in original). For example, 
Dale and Burrell (2008) centralize space in their re-examination of Collinson’s (1988) 
research of shopfloor workers in a lorry-production factory. The authors point to how the 
exclusive space of a bathroom in Collinson’s study encourages collectivity among workers. 
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Both objects and sites are salient materialities in workers’ everyday practices, enabling and 
constraining action. Nonhuman, material agents intersect with discursive resources in the 
organization of identities to effect change.  
The case of fracking, and of the Anthropocene more broadly, exposes the limitations 
of categories that restrict the nonhuman to objects and sites. By confining which materialities 
count, the categories marginalize certain workers. Dangerous work environments, from drill 
sites to factories to beauty salons, expose working-class bodies to the most toxic conditions 
(Kang, 2010; Scott, 2010; Zoller, 2009). The categories also remain anthropocentric, with a 
focus on produced objects, built environments and designed spaces. A focus on these 
corporate materialities reproduce a human-nature dualism in which nature is known only 
through its commodification, mass production, and consumption. The Anthropocene calls for 
directions to organizing that de-center the human and respond more sensibly to nature’s 
active participation in organizational life.  
I develop the term corporate materialities to stress the form of objects and sites as end 
products, e.g. printed reports, computer technologies, and the built environment of the office 
space. In the process of production, the origin story of objects and sites is lost. As Parikka 
(2015) states, “The design culture of the new hides the archaic materials of the planet” (p. 
137). Corporate materialities are born of trees, oil, water, sand, and chemicals that compose a 
myriad of nonhuman agents put to work as natural resources. A useful example presented by 
Maxwell and Miller (2012) illustrates this point further. The authors examine the corporation, 
Apple, through a network that employs millions of workers for product manufacturing from a 
diversity of regions and industries, including tungsten mining in China, lithium extraction in 
the Bolivian salt flats, and assembling plants in South Korea, Germany, and the United States 
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(p. 91). The authors also address the waste that rapid consumption of electronics generates, 
as well as the hazardous conditions that waste sites bring to poor communities in the global 
South. Countless human and nonhuman agents are involved in the production of corporate 
materialities. The end product, taking the form of paper, computer hardware, furniture and so 
on, obscures processes that exploit human and natural resources in their production. 
Looking only at corporate materialities, the end products, conceals what I prefer to 
call the “ecological actors” captured in each manufactured object. Critical cultural theorists 
also employ terms such as “extra-human,” “humanature,” “other-than-human,” and 
“transhuman nature” rather than “nonhuman” to avoid the negation of nature and to 
emphasize that that the human, too, is natural (Milstein & Dickinson, 2012; Moore, 2015; 
Rogers, 1998). Ecological actors invite self-reflection and meanings differently than 
corporate materialities. A microcosm of ecological actors participate in professional life but 
are embedded in objects, sites. The pulp of trees creates the paper of reports. Petroleum-
based plastics and metals give way to computer hardware. The iron ore of steel girders 
support office buildings. Reducing organizational materialities to professional spaces risks 
reproducing corporate logic that justifies extractive industries as protecting (Western) 
lifestyles. Studies that exclude the material are also problematic. “Just as modern food 
delivery, water, waste disposal, and climate control systems serve to (falsely) 
liberate/separate us from the constraints of our natural existence, constitutive theories of 
discourse enable a cultural amnesia” (Rogers, 1998, 259). Ashcraft et al.’s revised definition 
of communication, as “a process whereby human and non-human agencies interpenetrate 
ideation and materiality,” responds to Rogers’ criticism to an extent (p. 26). The definition is 
especially generative in its inclusion of both ideation and materiality as well as human and 
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nonhuman agents. Organizational communication could go further in recognizing nature as 
an agent that makes a difference to occupational identities that other forms of materiality do 
not. At stake is maintenance of a status quo in which organizations perpetuate consumption 
of energy and goods on a scale that is quickly endangering the planet.  
Eco-Sensible Identity Work 
Critical studies of professional identity in the Anthropocene urgently require nuanced 
examinations of how human and extra-human nature respond to, resist, and constrain one 
another. Studies of communication—defined as symbolic and material interactions (Ashcraft 
et al., 2009)—that cross organizational settings and geographies uncovers how the collisions 
and collaborations between human worker and nature are a site of meaning-making. I call for 
an eco-centric approach that brings nature into organizing and communicating. “Eco-sensible 
identity work” explores how the materiality of nature challenges, disrupts, and substantiates 
professional identities. Developing political theorist Jane Bennett’s (2010) notion of 
ecological sensibility, I investigate how professional identities emerge from the conflict over 
shale drilling. To assume an ecological sensibility is “to begin to experience the relationship 
between persons and other materialities more horizontally,” or to recognize the human in 
nature and nature in the human (Bennett, 2010, p. 10). Here, Bennett suggests a shift from 
environmentalism to a “vital materialism,” which attempts to level the playing field, so to 
speak, between the human and nonhuman as composed of the same energies and materialities 
at our base (p. xvi). An ecologically sensible view that moves away from human/nonhuman 
and toward all materialities as “a nested set of microbiomes” is for Bennett a way toward less 
environmentally destructive practices (p. 113). I recommend a less radical but still eco-
centric direction for organization studies. My approach embraces nature as both discursive 
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and material but asserts that in nature, there exist different meanings and capacities for action 
compared with corporate materialities.  
Eco-sensible identity work combines two already existing concepts. The first, 
Bennett’s ecological sensibility, reminds researchers that the human and nonhuman share the 
same flow of materialities, e.g. cells, energy, minerals, elements, etc. I see Bennett’s 
sensibility as an invitation to contemplate how nature acts in organizational life. I draw the 
second concept, professional identity work, from organization studies. For the purposes of 
this definition, identity work refers to a communicative process through which a worker 
negotiates meanings about her occupational self. Cultivating an ecological sensibility in an 
analysis of professional identity can expose how nature and human co-constitute 
organizational life. Traditionally, identity work is based on the individual’s response to social 
interaction. It is “the ongoing mental activity that an individual undertakes in constructing an 
understanding of the self that is coherent, distinct, and positively valued” (Alvesson, 
Ashcraft, & Thomas, 2008, p. 15). My goal is not to negate the significance of identity or 
social action. Humans make meaning and the self remains part of the process. An eco-
sensible approach asserts that human and nature co-operate on the same plane of action in 
giving meaning to identity.  
Marked by warming temperatures, melting glaciers, and rising sea level, the 
Anthropocene is evidence of nature’s response to an historical, economic push toward 
endless global industrial development (Moore, 2015). Taking the Anthropocene seriously in 
organization studies requires researchers to challenge assumptions about nature. As argued in 
the previous section, corporate materialities obscure the ecologies embedded in end products, 
leaving nature undertheorized. As its name implies, an eco-sensible approach seeks to make 
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nature sensible in organizational life and challenges an anthropocentrism embedded in 
studies organizing and communicating. The approach primarily contributes to research in 
organization studies in three ways. First, it calls attention to how organizational discourses 
regulate human-nature relations and their implications for professional identity making. 
Second, the approach demonstrates that nature is a critical materiality with the capacity to co-
constitute professional identities. Third, eco-sensibility uproots methodological approaches to 
organization studies, encouraging research that shifts across organizational settings. An eco-
sensible approach takes seriously climate change as necessitating a re-conceptualization of 
how the working subject is oriented toward the ecological.  
The discourses and materialities of shale extraction are ripe for analyzing how 
workers make sense of nature and its relation to the self. Extraction industries, such as oil, 
gas, and coal, are under intense pressure to justify their continued contribution to an already 
warming planet. Local and global conflicts over natural resources such as oil, gas, food, and 
water, have the potential to rise in the Anthropocene creating tension for organizations and 
workers (Fowler & Shi, 2016; Scheffran, 2012). The stigma attached to fossil fuels makes 
contestations over oil and gas drilling especially volatile. Individuals whose work is 
associated with drilling must negotiate the industry’s reputation and its effects on human and 
environmental health. Industries operate across organizational settings, and analysis exposes 
the multiple human and nonhuman agents involved in energy production. An examination of 
work in the context of drilling demonstrates how professional and personal identities are 
inseparable from meanings given to nature and its material form. 
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Eco-Sensible Approaches to the Work of Fracking 
 
A conflict arose in the past decade over fracking, an industrial process that involves 
exerting a highly pressurized combination of water and chemicals deep underground to 
fracture, or “frack,” shale rock and release oil and gas reserves. Technological advances in 
drilling operations led to a “shale boom” in parts of the United States, positioning the country 
as one of  the top oil and gas producers globally within just a few years (Howarth, Ingraffea, 
& Engelder, 2011). Contestations over fracking present a valuable case study through which 
to examine the intersection between work, identity, and nature. The analyses in the present 
project develop possibilities for an eco-sensible approach to studying work and identity. 
First, corporate discourses of drilling companies regulate meanings given to human-nature 
relation, preserving the function of oil and gas as resources that power homes, businesses, 
and workforces. The dominant discourses associated with fracking limit the possibilities for 
how the human worker orients to nature. Second, the shale industry is a valuable context for 
studying how discourses, bodies, corporate materialities, and nature together contribute to 
identity work. Third, the industry spans across geographical, geological, and organizational 
boundaries, requiring multiple methods to examine the interplay between industry, workers, 
and environments. The study builds an important foundation from which to investigate how 
workers orient their professional identities to nature in contestations over shale drilling and 
emerging conflicts in the Anthropocene. 
An eco-sensible lens pulls to the fore how organizational discourses shape human-
nature relations, which has implications for worker identities. As with other conflicts over 
natural resources, the dominant discourses that emerged from fracking reproduce dualisms 
between human and nature. Corporate narratives renew the historically problematic 
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opposition between labor and environment. Companies claim their stake by promising to 
create jobs in struggling communities. Environmental groups argue that companies bring out-
of-state workers and endanger human and environmental health. These socially constructed 
dualisms function in the maintenance of organizational control (Zoller, 2009). An eco-
sensible approach seeks counter-narratives that reveal alternative possibilities for work, 
identity and nature to intersect. 
Bringing an eco-sensibility to studies of organization reveals how nature co-
constitutes professional identities and is an agent that shapes the worker’s sense of self. 
Extractive industry discourses obscure nature’s capacity to act, operationalizing human-
nature relations through a subject-object dualism, in which nature serves as instrumental but 
passive in energy production. Individuals whose work relies on shale industries must identify 
nature as an object to be studied, commodified, extracted, and managed, rather than a part of 
themselves, in order to justify their jobs. An eco-sensible approach reveals that nature has the 
capacity to act but does not act alone. Rather, agency is distributed. Bennett (2010) presents a 
useful example of distributive agency in her anecdote of a cyclist riding a bike across a 
gravel road. While the human rider can respond to the roughness of the surface by leaning 
her body right, left, forward or backward, she is “but one actant operative in the moving 
whole” (p. 38). An actant here refers to any human or nonhuman entity “as a source of 
action,” or any “thing” that makes a difference to the action of other “things” (Bennett, 2010; 
Cooren, 2004; Latour, 2005). Shale industries vividly illustrate how agency is distributed 
among human and extra-human actants, all of whom “work” in the process of oil and gas 
extraction. Human and nature act together, for better or for worse, across the landscape of 
fracking.  
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Eco-sensible approaches also emphasize the tensions produced for workers in the 
context of environmental conflict. Working with the industry produces physically, socially, 
and morally “dirty” work identities. Environmental conflict embroils workers across 
organizational settings. The blue-collar work of fracking is dangerous for those working on 
the drill site, exposing workers’ bodies to the air pollutants, chemicals, and explosives used 
in drilling. Drill work is  stigmatized for the damage done to the earth and workers are 
blamed for industry-related spills and accidents. White-collar work also becomes 
stigmatized. For example, the debate over fracking’s climate impacts took place in academic 
journals, as scientists argued over the potential contribution of methane emissions produced 
from flaring gas. Scientists whose research came down on the side of industry were labeled 
“frackademics” and corporate shills. Contestations over resource extraction are politically 
charged but overlooked as a substantive site for identity research. An eco-sensible approach 
asserts that environmental conflicts are a rich site for understanding how professional 
identities assume stigma.  
Eco-sensibility encourages methodological and spatial flexibility on the part of 
researchers. For example, a study of the discourses and materialities of a broad-reaching 
industry such as oil and gas is enriched by inclusion of interviews, observations, cultural 
artifacts, and ethnography. The mobile nature of the industry also invites the researcher to 
shift among organizational, geographical, and geological settings. Once limited to states such 
as Texas and Oklahoma, advances in technology allowed companies to access oil and gas in 
other regions. The industry grew quickly in states such as Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, 
North Dakota and North Carolina. The industry’s operations also invited various 
organizational responses from non-profit, for-profit, and public sectors. The industry is 
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structured across organizational settings, economic classes, geographical regions, and 
geological formations, which contribute a bountiful set of discursive and material contexts 
for the study of work and identity. White- and blue-collar workers, including regulatory 
managers, public relations specialists, researchers in geology, hydrology, and engineering, 
policy-makers, truck drivers, and safety trainers, maintain the operations of oil and gas 
drilling. An eco-sensible approach to the work of an industry such as shale requires an 
awareness of the multiple locales, organizations, identities, and artifacts that contribute to its 
production. 
Critical studies of organizing and communicating in the Anthropocene are imperative. 
Global climate change inevitably requires a reconceptualization of the relations with the 
environments in which people live and work. The following chapters of this study further 
investigate the intersections between work, identity, and nature, the current state of human-
nature relations in extractive industries, and the consequences of sustaining those relations. 
Moving between discourses, materialities, and methods can generate invaluable insights into 
how workers identify with and orient toward nature. Working toward an eco-sensible 
approach, my study emphasizes how workers give meaning to nature and in turn, how nature 
gives meaning to workers. Eco-sensibility “nudges” researchers toward a recognition of 
nature as a critical materiality and an actor in organizational life. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE MULTI-SITED, CROSS-GEOGRAPHICAL STUDY OF 
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITIES 
 
The conflict over fracking is a productive landscape for exploring occupational 
identity-making across organizational settings, geographies, and human-nature relations. 
Studies crossing geographies and geologies expose the spatial and material differences that 
make a difference in working lives. As the campaign for shale gas reveals, industrial valuing 
of the geology underfoot transforms struggling farmers into millionaires and mobilizes 
thousands of unemployed and underemployed workers to North Dakota. Multi-sited research 
emphasizes the socio-materiality of organizing processes. The present study examined how 
the conflict over hydrofracking constitutes relations between work, identity, and 
environment. 
To examine the relations between human/nature, labor/environment, and 
discourse/materiality, I collected and generated data using three methods: in-depth, semi-
structured interviews, participant observations of public hearings and meetings concerning 
fracking, and analyses of material culture, such as written and visual texts. Qualitative 
research presents an opportunity to develop a reflexive response to phenomena. A grounded 
approach informed my methods and analysis, meaning that the data act as the source for 
building a theory of work and identity in the Anthropocene. The approach is important 
because it cautions researchers against making claims to knowledge to the exclusion of what 
the data are saying. Participant responses, artifacts, and observations gave my investigation 
direction, as I continuously returned to the data to discover which sources to visit and revisit. 
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However, I did not solely rely on the data for the emergent theory, preferring Tracy’s (2013) 
definition of an iterative analysis to describe my approach. With iterative analyses, the 
research process involves continuous reflections of the data collected and existing literature 
to help inform the developing theory. A study of the intersections between labor and 
environment in the public discord over unconventional drilling necessitates an account of the 
rich experiences, geographies, ecologies, and texts that the conflict produces. 
Environmental controversy, as a communicative practice, organizes inequalities 
among a multiplicity of stakeholders (Depoe, Delicath, & Elsenbeer, 2004). For this project, I 
was interested in how the conflict over oil and gas drilling distributed power among 
stakeholders, including both human and extra-human communities. I locate my project at the 
nexus of what Lindlof and Taylor (2011) define as interpretive and critical paradigms. An 
interpretive perspective enabled me to honor the participants’ stories and experiences as felt, 
as real, during our conversations and in the analysis. Critical insights about work, identity, 
and the social constructions of extra-human nature also informed my analysis, which 
identifies the power relations at play in the social, political and economic web among 
extractive industries, working people, and the physical landscape. Extractive industries are an 
extremely mobile object of study. Companies only move to environments where oil and gas, 
organic matter that evolved in shale rock over millions of years, is accessible and profitable. 
Environments matter to work and identity, as well. The growth of fracking over the past 
decade popularized the names of geological formations that previously were the remit of 
industry and geoscience. Those living and working atop shale reserves in Pennsylvania, 
Ohio, North Dakota, and North Carolina, for example, learned other names defined their 
communities: the Marcellus, Utica, Bakken, and Deep River Basins. My field plan, therefore, 
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developed from an aim to examine how power circulates differentially in these regions for 
individuals whose work pulled them into conflicts over fracking. 
Rather than limit my study to the borders of any one location, occupation, or 
organization, I followed the conflict over fracking across landscapes and into multiple 
workspaces. I primarily examined the relationships between work, identity, and environment 
at two field sites, central North Carolina and western Pennsylvania. North Carolina was 
especially significant during this study because the state government was inviting natural gas 
drilling into its borders for the first time, a politically, socially, and environmentally 
contentious move. Western Pennsylvania offered an important contrast in its example as a 
region where drilling has been embedded for over a decade. While North Carolina and 
Pennsylvania acted as the primary physical sites of my research, I also interviewed 
individuals working in New York, Colorado, North Dakota, and Illinois. My project reflects 
the broad reach of the conflict over fracking. As the industry moved eastward, I learned that 
some workers who otherwise had little to do with fracking were catapulted into the fray. The 
study also captures the fluid landscape of Post-Fordist labor processes. Contractual, reflexive, 
and/or working remotely defined the professional experiences of blue- and white-collar 
workers in the study. Following the conflict across state and professional boundaries allowed 
me to investigate the flows of industry and capital as these intersect with work, identity, and 
environment. 
In an interpretive project, the researcher admits her own subjective stance and 
embraces the subjectivity of the participants involved. Narratives develop through 
collaborations between the participant, the researcher, the context of the interview, and the 
topic at hand. A critical motivation also runs through the project. The critic’s job is to 
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destabilize and “defamiliarize” communicative practices that otherwise appear to be natural 
(Alvesson & Deetz, 2000). Critical interrogations expose the process of meaning-making. 
For example, while a popular news article discussing a protest against fracking may refer to 
“environmentalists” as a homogenous group of anti-drilling opponents, my study found that 
individuals employed in the oil and gas industry also consider themselves to practice a form 
of environmentalism. As a critical researcher, I contend that power both constrains and 
enables discourses, producing subjectivities and realities that potentially limit alternative 
ways of being in the world. 
Combining critical and interpretive perspectives challenged my analysis at various 
times through the research process. However, these tensions also encouraged continuous 
reflection about meaning making, both the participants’ and my own as a researcher. As 
Lindlof and Taylor (2011) state, conflicts provide a valuable basis from which to analyze 
discourse from a post-structuralist perspective. From this standpoint, “Interviewees are 
conceived as speaking subjects who utilize [discourses] to perform their identities as well as 
to make sense of their own positions in the social structure” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011, p. 180). 
The discourses, then, become “symptoms” of broader Discourses to which respondents are 
subject (p. 180). As a researcher, it was my responsibility to listen mindfully and to analyze 
thoughtfully, remaining aware at all times that I was representing the respondents’ 
experiences.  
This chapter is a discussion of method, insights gained, and challenges that arose 
throughout the research process. I divide the chapter into five sections. The first provides an 
explanation of the research sites. In the next three sections, I discuss in detail the individual 
methods used: interviews, participant observations, and textual analysis. The fifth section 
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explains my grounded approach and the critical interpretations associated with analysis. I 
wanted the project to attend to the macro- and micro-level processes that operationalize 
discourses of power and resistance in environmental conflicts. Therefore, I utilized a 
grounded approach to my analysis and drew from critical theories to respond to the material 
generated throughout the study. 
Locating the Research Site(s) 
 
Rather than limiting my study to one location or population of workers, I followed the 
social and ecological systems that hydrofracking built across the United States in the past 
decade. I compare the results of this method to the astronomical concept of parallax, in which 
an object’s position, for example a star, changes with the point from which it is viewed. 
Shale drilling, as an object of inquiry, transformed depending on the position of each 
participant. My own thoughts and feelings about this extractive process also changed and 
morphed along the way, revealing the constructed and felt nature of discourse. The research 
introduced me to scientists, policymakers, homeowners, educators, safety and regulatory 
experts, PR specialists, drill site monitors and truck drivers, as well as environmental 
advocates working to ban fracking from their community and state borders. The project 
physically took me from North Carolina to Pennsylvania to Ohio and virtually into the homes 
and offices of participants working from New York, Illinois, and Colorado.  
North Carolina and Pennsylvania were central sites of my research and I will discuss 
the context for choosing these areas in detail below. My study presents the migratory nature 
of the oil and gas industry, as well as the changing nature of work. Many of the people I 
interviewed had moved multiple times throughout their careers. They worked from home, in 
traditional offices, and on the road. Given that oil and gas drilling operating from the east to 
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west coast of the United States, my study allows for the multiple geographical views that 
could emerge from a study of the industry. Therefore, while much of my research is located 
“in” North Carolina and Pennsylvania, the research terrain was somewhat mobile.  
 North Carolina unexpectedly became a research site for this study. Mining and 
drilling industries did not have a history in the state and few people I met upon moving there 
in 2011 were familiar with fracking. That same year, the N.C. state government began to 
review the possibility of lifting a moratorium on drilling, drafting a report explaining the 
review findings. The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) held 
several public meetings for residents of the state to make comments about the government 
review. I attended one of the meetings in a packed auditorium at Chapel Hill High School, 
where a majority of audience members spoke out against the review. Then-Governor Bev 
Perdue eventually vetoed a lift of the ban in Spring, 2012. However, that summer, the N.C. 
General Assembly decided, by one vote, to overturn the Governor’s veto (Bauerlein, 2012). 
The state became an important site for researching the politics, economics, and ecologies of 
fracking as the issue and industry developed.  
 While North Carolina provided a valuable example of a state transitioning to shale 
drilling, I also wanted to understand the impacts of the industry from those living in regions 
where fracking was already taking place. Shale gas operations began in Pennsylvania in 2005 
and by 2010, were widespread in the state and contiguous areas of Ohio and West Virginia. I 
had followed the impacts of drilling in Pennsylvania since 2009 and recognized the state as 
another important site to learn about the perspectives from people living and working there. 
My project found stark cultural contrasts between North Carolina and what has come to be 
known as the Marcellus Shale Region (MSR), particularly in people’s feelings about and 
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approaches to drilling. An inevitability surrounds industry in the MSR, as well as 
disillusionment with state and local political leaders whose loyalties, for many, seem to lie 
with industry. There is an increasing acceptance that fracked wells, like steel factories and 
mines, are a part of the landscape. In North Carolina, there remains hope in local political 
power to slow or even prevent drilling. In both regions, organizations are forming to monitor 
drilling independently of state and federal regulators. Multiple field sites allowed me to 
compare and contrast the economic and physical landscapes that contribute to workers’ 
practices in these places. 
Interviewing in the Context of Environmental Conflict 
 
Between August, 2014 and April 2015, I interviewed thirty individuals to discover 
their views on work, labor, and environment in the context of shale gas development. I 
obtained IRB-approval from UNC for my recruitment (Study#: 13-1340), and in line with 
human subject protection guidelines, participant and organization names have been changed 
to protect personal information. Lindlof and Taylor suggest several strategies for ethical 
interviewing. For example, ensuring that participants understand that their involvement is 
voluntary and that they do not have to answer any questions that make them uncomfortable. 
Another strategy is checking in with participants to assure that my understanding is accurate. 
I have been approved by the IRB to follow up with participants after the initial interview to 
confirm the details regarding the collection of their narratives. 
I chose a semistructured format for the interviews. Bernard and Ryan (2010) suggest 
the semistructured interview enables researchers to ask similar questions of each respondent 
and also the flexibility to go off script, following up with additional questions depending on 
the participant’s comments. Semi-structured interviews provide an opportunity to gather 
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valuable insights into a certain world of work, in this case, natural gas drilling. The richness 
of narratives collected, however, depends on the researcher’s ability to remain open to the 
participants’ experiences and the willingness of the participants to discuss their experiences 
with the researcher. Some limitations that arose included my own position as a researcher 
reaching out to communities as an outsider. I expected that some participants may not 
disclose certain information or may regulate their responses (Lindlof & Taylor, 2011; Tracy, 
2013). As a female-identified, cis-gender doctoral student studying labor and environment, 
my presence inevitably had an impact on the interviews. Senior male scholars offered me 
sage advice about academia. Industry advocates, assuming I was anti-drilling, were at times 
guarded or defensive. In contrast, industry opponents also assumed that I was anti-drilling 
and openly conveyed their opinions. My use of words such as “labor” and “environment” 
became codes for participants employed in oil and gas, some of whom rejected my 
invitations for interviews. Most members of community groups working in opposition to 
drilling were more willing to speak with me, although not all. As Philipsen (1975) found in 
his study of a working-class Chicago neighborhood, reactions to outsiders can be 
informative. Therefore, my own reflections of my position as a researcher studying the topics 
of labor and environment helped to produce deeper insights into work roles and of the 
constitutive processes that produce social relations between researcher and participant. 
Researching Hidden Organizations 
Challenges to investigating work in the oil and gas industry involved the level of 
secrecy surrounding operations and the right to access information. Drilling companies, in 
this sense, become “hidden organizations” that keep their members and activities from the 
view of specific audiences (Scott, 2013, 2015).  While corporate public relations materials 
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suggest that companies remain committed to transparency, industrial processes are protected 
by physical and rhetorical barriers. As Scott (2015) states, “being hidden requires 
communicative effort” (509). Drilling operations in Pennsylvania, for example, take place far 
from public view, with long access roads restricted by company signage sometimes the only 
indication of local operations (Figure 3). Although state regulations prevent drilling in close 
proximity to roads, schools, and other publicly accessible spaces, participants living in shale 
 
 
Figure 3. Access road sign near Dimock, PA. 
 
regions report that driving or walking too closely to drill sites invites suspicion from 
company representatives and produces anxiety in curious local visitors. In addition, non-
disclosure agreements prevent public access to information about industrial processes. 
Companies shield the chemical mixtures used in fracking from public view by claiming that 
the formulas are trade secrets.  
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Workers at various levels sign confidentiality agreements that prevent them from 
speaking freely about their activities, putting their own and public health at risk. In an 
interview with Dave, a water hauler working in North Dakota, he recalled an incident in 
which a hose from his truck blew up, injuring his hand. He was exposed to chemicals that 
were mixed with the water, but the local hospital in Williston that he visited for care had 
difficulty treating him because the chemicals were unknown. As Dave stated, “they had to 
take me to see a specialist because of the chemicals that might have been in my hand. So, 
they didn't say what was in it. They wasn't sure what could have been in it. They didn't go 
into much detail. They just shipped me up to Bismarck to get work done.” State governments 
collaborate with industry in devising chemical disclosure permissions. In Pennsylvania, for 
example, lawsuits continue to work their way through the courts to challenge Section 3222.1 
of legislation known as Act 13, which broadly regulates oil and gas in the state (Phillips, 
2015). The section of the law requires health care professionals to sign confidentiality 
agreements, restricting them from disclosing the causes of patient illnesses that may be 
connected to industry-related contamination. Citizen group, PennFuture, further interprets 
Section 3222.1 as working against the interest of physicians and patients by requiring a 
written statement from the medical professional that prevents her or him from disclosing 
chemicals found in diagnoses to patients (Citizens for Pennyslvania's Future, 2011). 
Investigating hidden organizations can be challenging, but studies of their 
communicative practices are revealing. While drilling companies contend that their practices 
are transparent, they refuse transparency through warnings and exemptions, as well as 
through the hills, trees, and roads that block public view. Despite the industry’s attempts to 
conceal, however, its presence is inevitably disclosed, whether through the road sign or, more 
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violently, in the contamination of the worker’s body. Communication research can, and 
should, maintain rigorous examinations of organizations that hide behind discursive and 
material walls to the detriment of workers and communities. 
Interviewing in the Midst of Conflict 
The interviews generally lasted between 60-90 minutes and were based on an 
information guide (Appendix A) divided into three topic sections: 1) Work and Identity, 2) 
Environment and Identity, and 3) Environmental Conflict and Fracking. My goals with these 
topics included learning about the range of work associated with shale drilling and its 
regulation; to examine how those working to promote and/or challenge the industry give 
meaning to nature and to their own ecological identities; and to investigate the impact of this 
particular environmental conflict on work and professional life. I recruited thirty participants 
from science and engineering, government, drill-site operations, profit and non-profit 
organizations, and community groups. As a result, my interviewees represent a unique 
diversity of perspectives. 
Using snowball sampling when possible, participants led me to additional 
interviewees from their own social networks (Goodman, 1961). The sampling process 
presented unique advantages and challenges. Advantages included access to an elite group of 
researchers, government officials and organizational representatives whose opinions and 
decision-making shape public and media conversations about the risks and benefits of 
fracking. Challenges involved difficulty in reaching those disconnected from elite networks, 
namely drill site workers. In addition, the professional landscape I recruited from and the 
sampling process also presented demographic limitations. The pool of participants included 
only eight women, all white, and one African-American man. The study demographics 
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reflect the demographics of various fields studied. Oil and gas drilling industries, the fields of 
science and engineering, and the United States environmental movement all face similar 
criticism about the underrepresentation of women and people of color (Bullard, 1994; 
National Science Foundation & National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics, 
2013).  
With the growth of industry across the country came increased need for research, 
regulation, and workers at various levels of employment. After talking with the participants 
about their work and experiences, categorizing by blue-, white-, pink-, and no-collar labor 
leads to a reductionism that ignores the contemporary landscape of labor. For example, 
white-collar jobs can be as, if not more, precarious than manual labor jobs defined as blue-
collar (Sobel, 1989). Work histories, too, cross categories that inform current experiences. 
Several participants, for example, worked in factories, steel mills, and drilling fields early on 
in their careers before turning to research or public sector work. Appendix B presents seven 
categories that loosely define the work backgrounds of the thirty interview participants. 
However, I do not want the groupings to be taken as stable representation of work identities. 
Instead, I see the descriptions as a glimpse into a moment in the participants’ lives that my 
study was privileged to enter and classifications that are cognizant of the relationship 
between work and broader economic processes that tie human subjects to their labor.  
The majority of participants held jobs that had been directly impacted by the growth 
of shale oil and gas drilling, whether through increased responsibilities, newly developed 
funding streams, or the creation of new positions and/or organizations. Some participants 
revealed that the conflict over fracking brought unwelcome effects and tensions into their 
daily lives. Further, the conflict transformed some positions politically. For example, 
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researchers whose work had been considered politically “neutral” for decades became 
suspect. The more people I interviewed, the more difficult it became to identify views as 
“anti-” or “pro-” drilling. Rather, attachment to place, professional expertise, politics, and 
organizational membership produced nuanced responses and experiences for each 
participant. 
Negotiating the Discursive and Material through Fieldwork 
 
Along with interviews, my study included a field component. Fieldwork offered 
multiple opportunities for exploring unique relationships among stakeholders, institutions, 
media, and environments in regions impacted by hydrofracking’s growth. Between 2012 and 
2014, I attended six meetings organized by the State of North Carolina on the topic of gas 
drilling in the state. During this time, visited public hearings and town meetings across North 
Carolina as the state’s regulatory committee listened to public comments on its rules for 
industry. I photographed and documented my drives through southwestern and north central 
Pennsylvania, the state’s “boom” regions. Two interview participants also graciously gave 
me a tour of their small Ohio Valley town to reveal the impacts of the gas drilling and mining 
that now both appear across their landscape. Fieldwork was a critical element of the project 
that allowed me to participate in the experiences of a place in the “presence of others” 
(Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). 
 My role at public meetings and events always was as a participant-as-observer 
(Lindlof & Taylor, 2011). By this, I mean that I revealed my position as a researcher to those 
with whom I interacted. In comparison to a complete participant, who conceals one’s identity 
as a researcher, the participant-as-observer role as a researcher is made clear. Such a 
standpoint offered an opportunity to discuss my research. I also was able to connect with new 
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participants for the interview process. Most important, revealing my position offered a 
greater exchange of trust and information between attendees and me.  
In 2012, I attended my first public hearing, organized by the North Carolina 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR) at a high school in the town of 
Chapel Hill, to allow residents to comment on the Department’s initial report on drilling in 
the state. In Summer 2012, the North Carolina General Assembly lifted the state ban on 
hydraulic fracturing. The autumn of the same year, Dr. Bill Kinsella, whose Environmental 
Communication course I was taking at the time, invited me to contribute to the Shale Gas 
Extraction Summit as a participant in the Social Impacts Working Group. In 2013, I observed 
a public meeting of the Mining and Energy Commission during which the board members 
discussed regulations on  compulsory pooling. In 2014, I attended public meetings in four 
different towns in North Carolina: Angier, Raleigh, Sanford, and Reidsville. The Angier 
event, which took place in the town’s elementary school, was described as a town hall 
meeting in which the chairman of the state’s energy regulatory body, the Mining and Energy 
Commission (MEC), presented information to local residents about drilling. The other three 
meetings were public hearings at which audience members were given three minutes to 
provide a statement about the rules and regulations developed by the MEC. Attending each 
meeting and staying at each for two to three hours, I became familiar with the structure, the 
rules, the concerns, and even the speakers themselves, several of whom spoke at multiple 
meetings.  
In addition to the North Carolina state-sponsored meetings, I attended public events 
hosted by various environmental and educational institutions. The forums provided 
alternative spaces to the public hearings for residents to gather and discuss concerns. These 
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events included a lecture entitled “Fracking is a Feminist Issue,” at the University of 
Pittsburgh by Sandra Steingraber, a New York-based biologist who writes about the 
connections between environmental toxins and reproductive health. I also attended public 
screenings, particularly of films that challenge the practice of hydrofracking, that continue to 
tour the country. I attended two screenings throughout my study. The first was a Durham, NC 
screening of Gasland II, which included a question-and-answer session with director, Josh 
Fox. A follow-up to 2010’s Gasland, the second film continues Fox’s interrogation of 
fracking and the political institutions that maintain the industry’s strength. The second was a 
screening of the film Triple Divide, which took place in the community college in Pittsboro, 
NC and included a discussion afterward with the film’s co-directors. The “triple divide” of 
the film’s title refers to three drainage basins in the United States that would be contaminated 
if wastewater from fracking in the northeast enters the system.  
Attending each event and staying at each for two to three hours, I became familiar 
with the structure, the rules, the concerns, and even the speakers themselves. I observed the 
formal, environmental decision-making process and also the informal spaces that attracted 
audiences with somewhat homogenous views on hydrofracking.  Each of the public hearings 
operated similarly in that while encouraging audience participation, tight control over time 
and space kept communication among members to a minimum. The individuals managing 
the events avoided conflict swiftly. At the state hearings, a police presence enforced a level 
of passivity, as well. The events generally were large and holding conversations at any length 
was difficult. As an audience member, I spoke briefly with those around me and made 
several connections that led to interviews, however, even those moments were hard to find. 
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One of the most unexpected but valuable ethnographic experiences emerged from a 
phone interview with an Ohio Valley landowner, George1. We met when he responded to an 
ad I posted on an online forum. George did not want to be recorded during our conversation 
and was hesitant to speak at first. As we talked, he became more open with his opinions and 
especially about the distrust he held for the private gas companies with an increasing 
presence in his hometown. After we finished our conversation, George suggested that I speak 
with his wife. Grace was a retired county employee whose job included local emergency 
response and in recent years, involved increased responsibility as shale drilling spread 
through the state. I was staying near Pittsburgh at the time, so I asked George if it would be 
possible to set up a face-to-face meeting with Grace. The drive would only take an hour and a 
half, and I was interested in driving through an area where drilling was now deeply 
embedded. George and Grace both agreed to meet me and invited me to their home.  
Several days later, I drove through the gaslands of the Ohio Valley for the interview 
at the dining room table of George and Grace’s farmhouse. After the interview, George asked 
if I would be interested in seeing some of the drill sites in town. The three of us loaded into 
the front seat of George’s pick-up, and I took part in a lively narrated tour of drill pads, 
surface mines, and pastoral landscapes of cows and gas flares. My day in Ohio exemplifies 
Tracy’s (2013) concept of fieldwork as “fieldplay,” which emphasizes the adventure-like 
quality of ethnographic research. Re-imagining work as play illustrates how tensions and 
challenges can give way to humor, empathy, and shared experience.  	    
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1Names have been changed to protect personal identifying information. 
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Material Culture and the Significance of the Ethnographic Tour 
 
The conflict surrounding natural gas drilling produces numerous cultural artifacts, 
including popular media, advertising campaigns, pro- and ant-drilling paraphernalia (e.g. 
yard signs, bumper stickers, t-shirts, etc.), web sites, and organizational materials. Lindlof 
and Taylor (2011) describe material culture as having a “duality of being,” meaning that 
cultural objects are human-produced things but then can be manipulated for other useful, 
social, or political purposes (p. 218). As Berland (2009) states, “Communication 
media…constitute, through human labour, the limits of what is experienceable, and the 
manner in which it is experienced, in social formation” (p. 99, emphasis in original). Cultural 
texts are political and social, and in the context of extraction work, an analysis of material 
related to extractive industries is critical to studying how meanings about such work solidify 
in our social worlds. For the present study, I analyzed both contemporary and archival 
material. 
Over the past several years, I gathered hundreds of artifacts in the form of news 
articles, pamphlets, advertisements, and organizational documents. I particularly was 
interested in stories and materials from North Carolina and Pennsylvania pertaining to job 
growth, environmental degradation, and the conflict between jobs and environment. One 
source of data gathering involved active email search alerts. Over time, the alert topics 
changed in order to broaden or limit the information that I sought. Topics included “natural 
gas drilling,” “fracking activism,” “fracking and North Carolina,” “labor and fracking,” 
“shale and jobs,” “oil worker strike,” and “fracking research.” The various topics filtered 
online articles from mainstream news outlets, as well as environmental organizations, and the 
drilling industry. Such artifacts hold the power to preserve and codify meaning (Lindlof & 
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Taylor, 2011). Further, artifacts can encourage action, legitimate expertise, and make claims 
to power (p. 231-2). In the present project, documents were critical to learning how power is 
maintained through discourse, as well as how marginalized discourses resist power. 
I also asked participants to lead me, as the researcher, on a "tour" of the materials 
and/or space(s) that they associate with their experiences living and working in close 
proximity to drilling operations. Ethnographic tours open researchers to deeper, ethnographic 
understandings of participants' experiences (Pink, 2009). Data collected from the tour may 
include, but is not limited to, the space in which the interview is conducted or where the 
participant works, objects, reports, pamphlets, blogs, legal documents, and web pages. A 
significant example of the ethnographic tour came when George and Grace drove me through 
their town to witness the industrial impacts of mining and drilling. Another example involved 
asking Ben, a regulatory manager of a gas company, to tell me about a small bottle that sat on 
his office desk and its meaning for him. The bottle contained oil from the Drake Well, the 
first well drilled in Pennsylvania. As he stated, “I just keep [it] there as a little reminder of, 
we didn't invent what we're doing here. We might be making changes to it, but we're not the 
first ones who thought of it.” Participant stories about the material effects of their work or 
organizational membership can produce insights into their relations with labor, organization, 
and nature. Lisa, who organized a parents’ group to protest drilling near her children’s 
school, drew maps during our interview to show me the buildings, properties, and local 
boundaries designating the local conflict over fracking. As Lindlof and Taylor (2011) 
suggest, textual analyses can reveal unexpected relations to material culture. The choices 
participants make in defining their work or an environmental conflict enabled me, as the 
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researcher, to examine more closely the intimate socio-material processes that constitute 
experience. 
In analyzing material culture, Lindlof and Taylor (2011) suggest that 1) researchers 
remain aware of the contemporary and the historical contexts within which artifacts are 
produced and 2) consider the power and legitimacy of the particular artifact to be analyzed. 
Materials associated with hydrofracking, therefore, were analyzed in the context of broader 
discourses about extraction, labor, and environment. I collected archival material associated 
with historical efforts in labor-environment collaborations to learn how such coalitions have 
been framed in the past. Collecting both contemporary and archival material revealed how 
the divisions between labor and environmental groups have sustained over time. 
Employing Interpretive and Critical Analyses 
 
To address the multiple methods that I employed throughout the study, I used a 
grounded, iterative approach, which allowed a careful and reflexive analysis of the data 
collected. The interviews became a central focus of the analysis, primarily because of the rich 
accounts that participant experiences gave to a research question on professional identity. In 
line with the critical management research, my analysis recognized that identities are 
multiple. Interviews themselves are a form of identity negotiation in which respondents 
develop one possibility for defining who they are at work (Alvesson & Deetz, 2000). I also 
contextualized the interviews with an accompanying analysis of my participant observations 
and cultural artifacts, without which the interviews would lose their narrative effect. For me, 
communication is a socio-material process, meaning that social interactions (i.e. among 
people) must be studied alongside human interactions with the physical world. In the present 
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study, my analysis was most interested in the physical world of shale, water, soil, and trees, 
and its role in workers’ lives.  
Analyses of the semi-structured, audio-taped interviews examined the implications of 
socio-material tensions for worker identity and the meanings that participants gave to their 
work and to nature. I transcribed and coded the thirty interviews, analyzing data for emergent 
patterns and themes. At the same time, I made sure to note examples that conflicted with 
these patterns, as well, since “pattern-seeking often leads to a suppression of variety” 
(Alvesson & Deetz, 2000, p. 147). Rather than discount comments that strayed from the 
pattern of responses, I looked at how and why their meanings disrupted the pattern.  
To analyze the interviews, I followed the steps offered by Tracy (2013) and Bernard 
and Ryan (2010), who provide the following steps for analysis. First, I read through the 
interview transcripts, developing loose descriptions, or first-level codes, of the statements 
being made by the respondents (Tracy, 2013). For example, in an interview with a geo-
scientist, I made note that he was “valuing different ecosystems” and highlighted that he felt 
“climate is the rug coming out from under  you,” because I was interested in learning how 
participants negotiated human-nature relations. I identified significant codes, observing how 
similar concepts emerged in subsequent interviews. A "constant comparison" of the codes 
allowed for reflexivity in the analysis, as I continuously returned to the interviews, field 
notes, and cultural artifacts to look for themes emerging from the data. I next developed a 
round of second-level codes, which grouped the first-level codes into more specific 
categories (Appendix C) (Tracy, 2013). Along with coding and theorizing, the analyses 
involved memoing, which included a running notation of my insights about the interview and 
observational data collected. Finally, I connected the categories through the building and 
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refining of potential theories based on the data analysis, narratives that emerged, as well as 
counter-narratives. From the first to the last interview, a grounded approach continuously 
explored how data confirmed and refuted the categories that emerged. Interpretive and 
critical analyses of participant responses, field notes, and cultural artifacts built the themes 
discussed in the following chapters, which revolve around socio-material production of 
worker identity: the participation of extra-human nature in occupational identity work, the 
professional aesthetics of drilling, corporate discourses of industrial nostalgia, and the socio-
material production of industrial landscapes. 
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CHAPTER 4: ROMANTICIZING RUST BELT IDENTITIES IN THE CAMPAIGN 
FOR SHALE GAS2 
 
Organizational discourses along with cultural texts, such as films, television 
programs, or advertisements, circulate and normalize meanings of work as they are 
articulated to gendered, raced, and classed bodies. Chapter four argues that marketing 
campaigns operating in the Marcellus shale region renew the jobs-versus-environment 
dichotomy by romanticizing labor in the region, binding Rust Belt identities to extraction in 
the past, present, and future of the region. I discuss here how shale marketing campaigns, 
such as Range Resources’ “Drilling is Just the Beginning,” mobilize historical and 
contemporary labor identities in the drive to exploit natural resources in the Rust Belt. 
The Drilling Is Just the Beginning campaign is a particularly interesting example for 
examining how corporate discourses shape public expectations of fracking. Range Resources, 
a Texas company, hired a Pittsburgh company to develop the campaign in the Rust Belt 
(Leonard, 2012). Therefore, the ads position the company’s knowledge of the region from the 
view of “insiders.” Drawing from local working-class identities, histories, and landscapes, 
the company sells the region’s identity back to itself. A critical analysis reveals how industry 
discourses restrict the relationship between human and nature, reifying the subject-object 
dualism.
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2A version of this chapter was published as an article in Environmental Communication. The 
original citation is as follows: Rich, J. L. (2016). Drilling Is Just the Beginning: 
Romanticizing Rust Belt identities in the campaign for shale gas. Environmental 
Communication, 1-13. 
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Public apprehension over the environmental, social, and health impacts of 
unconventional gas drilling, or fracking, prompts various responses from oil and gas 
industries. Natural gas discourses operating in the Marcellus Shale Region USA, for 
example, counter claims of environmental harm by emphasizing the economic growth that 
industry spurs. The danger of this discursive move is the exclusion of material possibilities 
for working, living, and being without fossil fuel industries. I employ a critical analysis of 
one corporate advertising campaign, “Drilling is Just the Beginning,” produced by the natural 
gas drilling company Range Resources, to argue that extraction discourses construct futures 
that depend on shale gas development, thereby marginalizing possibilities for ecologically 
sensible alternatives. 
In 2012, Texas drilling company, Range Resources, aired the first of eight television 
commercials across Pennsylvania as part of the “Drilling Is Just the Beginning” campaign 
(Leonard, 2012). The advertising narrative claims that natural gas drilling, colloquially 
known as fracking, will return manufacturing to the United States several decades after heavy 
industries fled the country’s borders for cheap labor and loose environmental regulations 
overseas. More specifically, the campaign promises to bring jobs and other economic 
opportunities to a region of the nation’s Rust Belt that overlaps neatly with one of the richest 
shale plays3 in the country. In the past decade, natural gas development grew throughout 
southwestern Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio, and northern West Virginia, eco-politically 
transforming the area as an especially fertile section of the Marcellus Shale Region (Matz & 
Renfrew, 2015). My analysis details how the Drilling Is Just the Beginning (hereafter DIJTB) 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3A play is an accumulation of oil and gas deposits stored within rock formations, such as 
shale. The Marcellus is one of forty-eight plays across the United States and stretches 
through Pennsylvania, as well as into Ohio, New York, West Virginia, and Virginia (United 
States Energy Information Administration, 2011).	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narrative romanticizes labor identities in the region, binding people and place to extraction 
and erasing alternative possibilities for working, living, and being without fossil fuel 
industries. 
By 2012, the oil and gas industry was well aware of growing public apprehension 
about natural gas production as well as the need to respond. Pennsylvania residents reported 
toxins in well water and air pollution near drill sites, leading to debates over the risks and 
benefits of unconventional drilling (Brooks, 2011; Seelye, 2011). The 2010 release of 
director Josh Fox’s film, Gasland, famous for its footage of a homeowner lighting his 
methane-contaminated tap water on fire, brought national attention to the issue (Fox et al., 
2010). Corporate public relations emphasized safe practices, the promise of economic growth 
for the nation, and job opportunities in local communities. In 2011, industry reported an 
addition of 45,000 jobs in the Marcellus region due to the growth of drilling (Herzenberg, 
2011). The response conforms with conflict discourses surrounding extractive industries, 
which commonly construct a jobs-versus-environment dualism that leaves communities with 
two choices: employment or clean water, air, and land (Jakopovich, 2009; Lange, 1993; 
Zoller, 2014). In the towns of the Marcellus Shale, industry must convince the regional 
audience that its practices are safe but also that environmental sacrifice is necessary. In areas 
where employment opportunities are scarce, the promise of job growth can outweigh 
environmental concerns. 
One way that drilling companies persuade residents in the Marcellus to accept their 
contentious practices is to frame the industry through the ideals of local culture and notions 
of patriotism (Matz & Renfrew, 2015). Company discourses claim small towns that welcome 
drilling contribute to the nation’s fight for energy independence. I take the assertion a step 
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further to suggest that the industry actively constitutes its significance by upholding a local 
working-class imaginary and constructing extraction as inextricable from the labor histories 
and fates of the region. Gaonkar (2002) defines the imaginary as symbolic and material 
practices that build social life, “the means by which individuals understand their identities 
and their place in the world” (p. 4). Rust Belt towns proudly recall labor as associated with 
steel and coal production that served the nation throughout the mid-20th century. While gas 
development is not new to Pennsylvania, the intensive technologies of hydraulic fracturing 
and horizontal drilling are unfamiliar and the effects are contentious. DIJTB utilizes 
working-class themes recognizable to the Rust Belt, such as pride, patriotism, and resilience, 
to construct positive relationships between extraction, labor, and identity.  
DIJTB similarly ties the local to nation, presenting a deep familiarity with regional 
labor and manufacturing history, and with Pittsburgh, PA in particular. The city maintains a 
proud blue-collar reputation built from its legacy as a center of the steel industry that 
supported the United States through two world wars. Images of the city appear throughout 
the ads. Pittsburgh is an intriguing choice of subject for the campaign. It was the first city in 
Pennsylvania to ban fracking within its limits (DeMelle, 2011). Pittsburgh’s NBC affiliate 
aired the first DIJTB commercial, broadcasting to areas outside of the city where major 
drilling operations take place, including Butler and Washington Counties in Pennsylvania, as 
well as locations in eastern Ohio, and northern West Virginia (Federal Communications 
Commission, 2015). Working with a Pittsburgh-area media company to produce its campaign 
(Leonard, 2012), Range Resources develops a narrative that capitalizes on the local Rust Belt 
heritage and reinscribes the area’s economic relevance on the national stage.  
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Marketing Extraction 
 
Energy industries develop sophisticated communicative strategies to demonstrate 
social responsibility, affirm community partnerships, and relieve environmental and health 
concerns. Advertisements that humanize industry gain the confidence of audiences, even 
encouraging more pragmatic evaluations of oil, natural gas, and coal and their environmental 
effects (Miller & Lellis, 2016). Bsumek, Schneider, Schwarze, and Peeples (2014) reveal 
how coal campaigns appropriate local cultural and economic values into their marketing to 
create familiarity with, or even speak for, a public audience. To address public concerns, 
fossil fuel industries are well-known for mobilizing discourses of job growth and national 
security to emphasize the significance of extractive processes (Bsumek et al., 2014; Matz & 
Renfrew, 2015; Miller & Lellis, 2016; Miller & Sinclair, 2009). A report by America’s 
Natural Gas Alliance announced that industry “is creating job opportunities with real staying 
power” and “keeps America working” (America's Natural Gas Alliance, 2012). Matz and 
Renfrew (2015) describe how a PR campaign sponsored by the Independent Petroleum 
Association of America promotes fear of Middle Eastern oil supplies to gain public support 
for domestic oil and gas exploration. Scott and Bennett (2015) examine efforts by coal 
company, Massey Energy, to frame mining and miners as contributing to national security. 
The Range Resources campaign justifies the company’s drilling activities by drawing 
from the region’s history with extraction and heavy industry. Beginning in the 1880s, the 
Pennsylvania Fuel Company distributed gas from central Pennsylvania to Pittsburgh, making 
it the first large city to put the fuel to work in major industrial production, such as glass and 
steel (Castaneda, 1999). Industries that dominated the 20th century Rust Belt demanded 
extractive processes in every step of production. Manufacturing required iron ore for steel 
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and coke to burn in the furnaces.. Gas industries can construct a strong lineage in the 
relationship between extraction and manufacturing. DIJTB’s claims rest on the intertwining 
histories of fossil fuel and heavy industry in the Rust Belt. 
Place holds critical value in media discourses, emotionally and historically 
constituting relations between identity and the physical environment (Corbett, 2006; Scott & 
Bennett, 2015). For Range Resources, a Texas firm operating in the Northeast, building a 
brand and marketing its connections in local communities is critical. The company 
simultaneously negotiates its position as both outsider and insider in the Marcellus Shale, and 
spatial identity becomes a tool through which the organization’s economic strategy functions. 
Each ad in the DIJTB series uses the same narrator who speaks in the first-person plural, 
signaling an alliance with viewers, “with us.” Extolling the local and national benefits of 
natural gas, DIJTB promises to bring energy independence to the United States and return 
jobs to Rust Belt communities deserted by manufacturing. The campaign, which aired its first 
ad during the 2012 Summer Olympics coverage (Leonard, 2012), relies heavily on a patriotic 
narrative particular to a Rust Belt imaginary that reinforces the ties between extraction and 
manufacturing in the economic trajectory of the region and the nation.  
Organizations legitimize their presence discursively, and marketing acts as a method 
through which to validate and personalize corporate activities. Advertisements mediate the 
meanings between subject and viewer, representing identities through objects, spaces, and 
images. The DIJTB campaign is not limited to selling the reputation of Range Resources as a 
single company, although the ads certainly emphasize the organization’s importance. The 
discourses instead laud the broad contribution of natural gas workers and affirm the region’s 
and the nation’s dependence on extractive industries.  
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Romanticizing Rust Belt Identities 
 
Rather than argue against the environmental criticism that follows oil and gas drilling 
industries, DIJTB emphasizes industry’s role in bringing jobs to communities that need them. 
The following three sections present a critical analysis of the campaign’s ads.4 I examine 
how the ads deploy a revised Rust Belt narrative by weaving fossil fuel extraction into the 
past, present, and future of local identities. 
In “Extracting the Past: Smokestack Nostalgia and Rust Belt, U.S.A.,” I explore how 
DIJTB mobilizes what Cowie and Heathcott (2003) refer to as smokestack or industrial 
nostalgia, which conjures a longing for the heyday of heavy manufacturing’s past in a 
deindustrialized present. The narrative recognizes the pride inherent in the Rust Belt’s labor 
history. The campaign also constructs steel manufacturing as a bygone era. The ads act to 
territorialize the trajectory of regional manufacturing, reinforcing that jobs of the future 
belong to natural gas.  
The next part, “Securing the Present: As Goes Pennsylvania, so Goes the Nation,” 
examines how DIJTB sets forth industry’s desire to liberate the United States from foreign 
oil and mobilizes contemporary shale workers in the war for energy independence. Labor and 
communities become key players in strengthening the nation’s geopolitical power. The 
worker transforms into warrior and the Marcellus Shale the home front, where the fight for 
energy security is waged. Labor’s and local communities’ contributions to the nation’s 
struggle for freedom are front and center. 
The final section of analysis, “Drilling into the Future: Getting Younger Everyday,” 
asserts that DIJTB occupies future generations of Rust Belt workers. The narrative 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4The Range Resources advertisements are available for public viewing through the 
company’s corporate YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/user/RangeResourcesCorp	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establishes how young workers and their families, friends, and communities owe natural gas 
industries for new employment opportunities, without which the towns would remain derelict 
and irrelevant. The ads claim that natural gas drilling is bringing jobs back to an area that has 
witnessed decades of declining populations. Embedded in the promise, however, is a warning 
that without extractive industries, economic stability will not exist. 
Advertisements justify company activities and provide publics with a cohesive 
representation of corporate visions. My analysis follows a Foucaultian perspective that 
suggests everyday discourses, such as advertisements, produce power-knowledge effects that 
potentially silence counter-narratives (Foucault, 1997; Rogers, 1998). A critical case study of 
eight advertisements and regional news sources explores how DIJTB mobilizes nostalgia for 
industrial power in Rust Belt communities. A close reading of the campaign’s narrative 
reveals the multiple truths that corporate discourses obscure. Drilling industries rationalize 
development and simultaneously construct visions of past and future labor narratives. The 
article’s final discussion suggests counter-narratives and addresses the implications of 
discursively securing a region’s labor identities in extractive futures. Here I argue that the 
DIJTB narrative promotes the historical necessity of extraction in Rust Belt communities and 
identities while obscuring the social and ecological violence associated with unfettered 
growth, development, and consumption. Implicated in constructions of the past, is the 
presence and absence of alternative histories and futures (Blair, Balthrop, & Michel, 2013). 
A healthy suspicion of nostalgic claims that tie regional histories and identities to a specific 
industry is necessary to a critical analysis of extraction discourses.  
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Extracting the Past: Smokestack Nostalgia and Rust Belt, U.S.A. 
 
Mention of the Rust Belt evokes a smokestack nostalgia, romantic depictions of 
manufacturing that dominated towns across the Northeastern and Midwestern United States 
in the mid-20th century (Cowie & Heathcott, 2003; Strangleman, 2013). Urban centers that 
thrived on manufacturing and mining until the 1970s included towns now centrally located in 
the Marcellus, such as Pittsburgh, Steubenville, Ohio, and Wheeling, West Virginia. These 
places mediate both memory and the self (Dickinson, 1997). A proud, blue-collar identity 
emerges from the region due to an organized labor movement that supported the factories, 
mills, and mines that characterize the physical and economic landscape. 
The DIJTB campaign appeals to the local, focusing on the areas of the 
deindustrialized North that sit upon the Marcellus. DIJTB is not limited to securing the 
company’s reputation in the region, although the ads certainly emphasize the organization’s 
importance. Rather, the discourses laud the broad contribution of natural gas development as 
carrying the legacy of other heavy industries, such as steel. For example, natural gas and steel 
workers meet in the ad entitled, “Handoff.” The ad opens in black and white, depicting a 
mid-twentieth century scene, as the camera follows a man leaving his house for work dressed 
in a flannel shirt and heavy slacks. A knowing, masculine voice narrates the scene: “Workers 
here have always been a proud bunch.” The language, “a proud bunch,” builds upon the blue-
collar ethos of the scene. The word “here” reflects a familiarity with the viewer and the place, 
as the narrative builds a relationship with the local audience.  
The man drives to a steel mill, standing like a cathedral and dwarfing the workers 
bustling below. The black and white film draws the viewer into the past as the scene moves 
to the inside of the cavernous mill. Steelworkers forge and cut a small pipe among flying 
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sparks. The narrator continues, “All they ever wanted was the opportunity to show what they 
could do and they showed the world, time and again,” affirming the significance of the 
worker, and his pride, to the steel industry.  
A group of workers, pipe in hand, exit the mill through a large door, beyond which 
the first color appears in the ad. Outside, the steelworkers approach natural gas workers 
wearing hard hats emblazoned with the Range Resources logo. The Range employees bring 
color to the scene, although not to the steelworkers, who will remain fixed in black and 
white—and in the past. One steelworker hands the pipe as a baton to a gas worker. The 
voiceover narrates, “Now, thanks to our abundant natural gas, manufacturing is on its way 
back and for a new generation, opportunity awaits.” The men shake hands and look proudly 
at one another. The handoff is an emotional appeal to the viewing audience, who are asked to 
honor the steelworkers of the past and to trust the shale industry with the region’s economic 
future. 
In the handoff, the bodies of workers associated with natural gas development 
become encoded with the lineage of labor’s proud past. It is important to note here that the 
production company filmed the scene with workers on site at the Edgar Thomson Works in 
Braddock, PA (Leonard, 2012). Although depicted in black and white as though no longer in 
the present, the steelworks remains operational and the employees in living color. For the 
purposes of the natural gas narrative, however, steelworkers must remain a romantic 
representation of labor that no longer exists.  
The ads are significant in their attention to Pittsburgh’s Rust Belt imaginary and in 
their production of a future built on natural gas. The ad, “Generations,” responds directly to 
the city’s transition from steel to high-tech industries. Transporting the audience to the 
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desolation left behind by deindustrialization, the ad starts in silence, with footage of a 
deserted mill, windows broken and emptied of workers and machinery. Narration begins: 
“There’s a whole generation of Americans who thinks this is what manufacturing looks like.” 
As the screen turns black, a machine revs and the words, “That’s about to change,” appear in 
stark white text. Natural gas, the ad asserts, is fueling a renaissance of manufacturing in 
Pennsylvania and returning pride to the region. 
In the next scene, workers fill factories, assembling circuit boards, and laboratories, 
and building drilling equipment. The narrator states boldly, “Manufacturing here is on its 
way back, thanks to natural gas.” Young people may only know manufacturing through 
dilapidated buildings that crowd their towns and through stories of past prosperity, but the 
next generation workforce is being revitalized by Range Resources. The DIJTB narrative 
speaks to the company’s understanding of the region’s industrial history and its potential. 
Industry recognizes once forsaken Pennsylvania communities as productive both above and 
below ground. Drilling enables companies to profit from natural gas as a marketable 
resource, to power manufacturing, and to make the towns of the Rust Belt desirable and 
relevant once again. 
Pittsburgh is a particularly nuanced site for a study of nostalgia and post-industrial 
revitalization. The city is recognized for its heavy-industrial heritage and for the resulting 
pollution that earned Pittsburgh the reputation as “hell with the lid off” (Kalson, 2013; Todd, 
2013, p. 53). Despite the economic downturn of the region in the 1970s and 1980s, “best of” 
lists present Pittsburgh today as a model, and even a green, city (Greenstein, 2012; Thrush, 
2014; Todd, 2013). Revived by the medical, technological and academic advancements of 
local universities and businesses, Pittsburgh was at the top of The Economist’s 2011 list of 
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the United States’ “most livable cities” (Percha, 2011). Still, iron and steel penetrate 
Pittsburgh’s cultural heritage, as is evident in the naming of the city’s iconic brands, such as 
Iron City beer, and the city’s football team, the Pittsburgh Steelers. Hard work, struggle, and 
perseverance also continue to constitute the regional identities of its residents. DIJTB 
suggests that extraction is relevant to Pittsburgh’s past but also utilizes the city’s renaissance 
to assert natural gas drilling into its future. 
The Range Resources campaign presents an awareness of the pride deeply engrained 
in Rust Belt identities while emphasizing the natural gas industry’s value to local and 
national economies. Matz and Renfrew (2015) assert that the public relations campaigns of 
natural gas generally frame the industry as dedicated to advancing local communities and to 
developing energy independence at the national level. In the ad, “American Manufacturing,” 
the blue-collar worker embodies both the greatness of country and an authentic, masculine 
identity inherited from mid-century manufacturing narratives. Range’s corporate discourses 
affirm the worker’s importance in the Rust Belt’s regional history, as well as his duty to the 
future of local and national interests. 
The ad opens with a small speedboat driving under the Monongahela River Bridge in 
the sunset of Pittsburgh’s skyline. In the next scene, an elderly man wearing a camouflage 
baseball cap sits on the stoop of a house. His son comfortingly puts his arm around the older 
gentleman’s shoulders as the narration begins, “Our manufacturing industries were once the 
backbone of this country, making our nation strong and our workers proud.” In the next 
scene, two older men in military uniforms shake hands at a veterans’ commemoration in a 
cemetery. The images and narration establish the importance of older generations of men in 
their duty to country and to industry. Companies and their employees, “once the backbone of 
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this country,” share a history contributing to the economic success of the United States The 
statement’s use of the past tense acknowledges the departure of manufacturing from U.S. 
borders. The message is enthymematic, leaving the audience to complete its argument: there 
is a lack in the region and the country that only industry can fill. 
The ad’s sentimentalism alludes to a longing for a strong nation built on fossil fuel 
industries and the labor forces they produce. The narration continues, “A feeling like that 
never fades. Good thing because right here—the area we call home—this is where 
manufacturing will become American again.” A montage of hopeful scenes follows, 
honoring generations, city, and nation: two young boys in red, white, and blue stand next to a 
shopping cart fashioned as a rocket; burly bikers, one in an American flag bandana; a toddler 
running unsteadily across a porch; aerial shots of Pittsburgh. Range Resources promises to 
revitalize local economies in the region, a welcome reprieve to communities that continue to 
suffer from economic downturns both past and present. The Texas company stakes its claim 
in Pennsylvania, “the area we call home.” 
Securing the Present: As Goes Pennsylvania, so Goes the Nation  
 
Industry and government historically utilize discourses of nationalism to promote oil, 
gas, and coal production. DIJTB, too, honors natural gas workers as serving their country. 
Linking worker identities to those of the warrior is a strategic move aimed at Rust Belt 
communities that celebrate their historical contributions and sacrifices to war efforts. 
Industry leaders, workers and their environs are common subjects in honoring the Rust Belt’s 
past. In fact, Savage (2003) compares Pittsburgh’s memorials of the steel industry and its 
leaders to monuments of military generals and soldiers. “War built ‘men’ and nations; steel 
mills built ‘men’ and the infrastructure of the modern world” (p. 249). Maintaining 
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articulations between worker and soldier is critical to present-day extraction discourses. 
Patriotism functions as a tool to recruit members into a new “war” effort, the fight for energy 
independence. DIJTB depicts the gas fields as the front line and the shale worker-as-warrior 
as inheriting the honorable lineages of both wartime soldier and steelworker. 
Domestic resource extraction assumed a patriotic role as U.S. political relations with 
the Middle East, and its supplies of oil, transformed after September 11, 2001 and the 
subsequent occupation of Iraq (Mitchell, 2013). The Department of Homeland Security 
developed policies that suggest energy security take precedence over environmental concerns 
(Todd, 2013). Federal laws, such as the Energy Policy Act of 2005, specifically tie oil and 
gas extraction to issues of energy security and symbolically designate those working in the 
field as critical in the fight for independence. The Act created opportunities for 
unconventional drilling to spread throughout the Marcellus and includes the contentious 
“Halliburton loophole,” which exempts oil and gas industries from federal environmental 
protections, such as the Safe Drinking Water Act  ("Energy Policy Act of 2005”; Finewood 
& Stroup, 2012; Howarth, Ingraffea, & Engelder, 2011). Despite the risks that follow when 
companies regulate themselves, public officials and industry representatives argue that the 
exceptions are necessary in the struggle for security and economic growth.  
Oil and gas PR campaigns routinely call upon workers and communities to join 
America’s present-day efforts to become energy independent, despite the public health and 
environmental sacrifices such contributions entail (Bsumek et al., 2014; Miller & Lellis, 
2015; Scott & Bennett, 2015). Industry discourses promote the American landscape as 
productive of new energy futures (Todd, 2013). For example, the American Petroleum 
Institute suggests that “Natural Gas is America’s New Frontier,” creating “new jobs and 
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wealth” (American Petroleum Institute, 2010). The DIJTB campaign, too, constructs 
relationships between the local, national, and global. According to Range Resources, the 
natural gas industry gives workers and community members the opportunity to participate in 
a local effort (shale drilling and its peripheral economies) with global effects (America’s 
energy independence from foreign oil and gas). Worker identity is imbued with not just local 
but national pride. 
The ad, “Energy Independence is Back,” directly associates labor with honor and 
national security. The first scene opens very differently than others in the campaign. An oil 
tanker sits in the middle of the ocean against a sunset. A warning tone sounds and the 
narration begins, “For too many years, our nation has been dependent on foreign oil from 
countries like Iran, Kuwait, and Saudi Arabia.” Situated in a contemporary context of the 
debate over U.S. dependence on foreign fossil fuels, Range Resources concludes the 
problematic nature of this reliance: Dependence is weakness and the country must assume 
control over its energy future. 
In the light of the following scene, an aerial view presents a natural gas drill pad built 
in the midst of sprawling green hillsides and set against a misty sunrise. The music 
transitions to the light twang of a guitar, as the narrator states, “Now, Americans can rely on 
natural gas from right here in our own backyard.” “Backyard” holds literal meaning here, 
with the drill pad built only several hundred yards from a white farmhouse. The scene moves 
to depictions of natural gas workers on the drill site. Continued narration gives “thanks to 
workers like Greg, Laura, and Josh,” three young people appearing stoically in Range 
Resources hardhats and uniforms. An American flag waves from its position on a drill rig. 
Sounds of warning turn to hope and promise in the transition to nationally produced fuel and 
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in the unmistakably Anglo names of the workers involved. Greg, Laura, and Josh signify a 
local, exclusively American, identity, and demonstrate the role of the shale workforce in 
broader, nationalist efforts to escape the grasp of Middle Eastern oil and gas.  
To drive home the patriotism of drilling, the ad, “Over There,” explicitly speaks, or 
sings, to the liberation of America’s economy from foreign natural resources. Billy Murray’s 
1917 recording of George M. Cohan’s, “Over There,” provides the soundtrack: “Over there! 
Over there! Send the word, send the word, over there! That the Yanks are coming!...We’re 
coming over, and we won’t come back till it’s over, over there!” The song is aggressively 
pro-American, written during the First World War to raise the morale of soldiers departing 
for an unknown and inevitably tragic future (Rikard, 2004). Range Resources re-
contextualizes the lyrics in the campaign for energy independence: “With the help of natural 
gas…from right here at home…America’s dependency on foreign oil…and the issues that 
come with it…may soon be over…over there.” Operationalizing an overtly patriotic theme 
reconstitutes support for natural gas as love for country. As part of the broader DIJTB 
narrative, “Over There” contributes to identifying local workers and communities as critical 
stakeholders operating on the home front. Local drilling arms the United States in a struggle 
to free the country from its energy ties “over there”, an undeniable reference to the Middle 
East. 
Patriotic sentiments of the advertisements can be found off-screen, as well. For 
example, at a 2013 Range Resources event in Washington County, PA, one speaker noted, 
“Oftentimes, we think about energy independence and we’re talking about the cost, but we 
forget something very important. We forget about the cost that America bears for sending our 
families overseas for America to be the peacekeepers of this world” (Range Resources 
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Corporation, 2013). The connection between shale gas development and freedom evolves 
into a topos across public relations efforts in praise of industry activities. Images of drill pads 
built into the rolling hills of Pennsylvania and nationalist anthems, then, contribute to larger 
discourses of securing the future of American political and economic strength. Acts such as 
operating a drill, leasing one’s land to a gas company, or sacrificing environmental and 
public health transform into the signification of one’s loyalty to the nation.  
The DIJTB narrative constructs sentimental relations between energy security, 
community, and natural gas drilling by suggesting that the industry is liberating the nation 
from its reliance on foreign energy. However, a less romantic counter-narrative can be 
advanced that reads drilling’s presence not as protector but as one more industrial assault on 
the region that disrupts the solidarity of local identities. Cowie and Heathcott (2003) recall a 
previous attack on labor communities in the devastating effects of deindustrialization: 
Indeed, to many workers who walked out of the factory gates for the last time in the 
sunset of America’s golden age of industry, it must have felt exactly like an 
occupying force had destroyed their way of life, driving them not only from their 
workplaces but often from their homes and communities as well. (p. 1) 
 
Read through the alternative interpretation of occupation, drilling industries assume a more 
sinister presence. After deindustrialization, a new power rises in the form of shale promising 
jobs, economic stability, and control over a geopolitical struggle over oil and gas. The 
narrative asks communities to trust the industry’s assurances, but doing so requires denying 
the destructive economic, social, and environmental effects of the new regime. 
Themes of energy, security, and freedom continue in the ad entitled, “Hockey.” A 
father plays a game of street hockey with a group of boys in a suburban neighborhood. The 
voiceover begins, “Children never seem to run out of energy. At Range Resources, we’re 
working hard so that our nation can say the same.” The company enters the narrative as a 
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paternal figure, providing for the United States through endless supplies of natural gas. As a 
car approaches, the group moves to the side of the road with their net. The camera, now 
inside the moving car, allows the audience to peer into the boys’ faces as the narrator 
continues, “Natural gas drilling here is helping America become less dependent on foreign 
oil, and with that, comes a little piece of freedom we can pass along to our kids.” As the car 
passes, the children return to their game.  
Children, representing the energy and resilience of the nation’s resources, inherit the 
security that drilling provides. As Cozen (2010) states, “The term ‘energy’ signifies an 
individualistic, active power that offers a consumer’s mobility through the world…In energy 
advertisements, the energy product is the underlying enabler” (p. 356). Discourses of energy 
are productive, enabling industry to mobilize generations of new workers and consumers.  
Regenerating the future is an especially significant promise in a region that has witnessed a 
decline in population over several decades. DIJTB constructs natural gas development as 
providing new opportunities for local workers and energizing communities from “right here 
in our own backyard.” 
Drilling into the Future: Getting Younger Everyday 
 
DIJTB builds stable meanings of a nostalgic past and geopolitical security in the 
present, laying the foundation for the campaign’s promise of jobs for future generations. 
Relying on discourses of nostalgia, however, reinforces what Cowie and Heathcott (2003) 
call an “aura of permanence,” the appearance of stability created by industrial development, 
rather than addressing how the exploitative nature of capital necessitates its movement and 
impermanence (p. 4). Perpetuating the myth that a region can return to an economically 
viable past linked to extraction and manufacturing ignores the mobility of capital, as well as 
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the destruction that its movement wreaks on communities and environments. Capital 
investments search for ways to cut costs, even if that means abandoning communities and 
workforces (Bluestone, 1983; Cowie & Heathcott, 2003). As Cowie and Heathcott suggest, 
studies of deindustrialized regions must remain suspicious of attempts to reduce communities 
to their industrial histories.  
DIJTB offers a tribute to the past and promises for future generations, but erases the 
inevitably temporary nature of economic development. The ad, “Beyond the well site,” depicts 
the lives of young people who now can find work in the region thanks to natural gas, while also 
connecting to Pittsburgh’s revitalization. Images appear of young professionals working in 
various locations, such as a bike shop and an interior design studio. The narrator remarks, 
“For the longest time, our young adults have had to search far and wide just to find work, let 
alone pursue their dreams.” The ad speaks to the region’s struggles after deindustrialization 
and the flight of young people unable to find work there. The narration continues, “That’s 
changing with natural gas development.” Another man photographs fireworks over 
Pittsburgh’s skyline, as the speaker remarks, “Now a new wave of opportunity is flowing 
through our region, bringing good paying jobs that reach well beyond the well site and far 
into the future.” The drilling industry, according to Range Resources, is an economic partner 
in the rebuilding of the region. 
The ad plays off of an optimism that rests on an image of Pittsburgh as economically 
resilient. However, for DIJTB to maintain a narrative committed to idealistic futures, 
alternative stories must be concealed. The effects of deindustrialization are disparate, and 
resilience itself is discursively complex and experienced in a multitude of ways (Cowie & 
Heathcott, 2003; McGreavy, 2016). Many Western Pennsylvania communities, and 
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neighborhoods within Pittsburgh’s city limits, continue to experience poverty and 
environmental pollution resulting from years of industrial operations and subsequent neglect 
after deindustrialization. The narrative relies on the erasure of these alternative local 
histories, identities, and experiences in order to promote the promise of drilling. 
The ad, “Younger,” touches upon the problems of living in the Marcellus, although 
the narrative steers clear of environmental concerns and again touts the industry’s 
commitment to jobs and workers. The ad takes the viewer into the everyday experiences of 
local communities where drilling grows. As operations increase, so does road congestion, 
noise, and worker populations (Ladd, 2013; Matz & Renfrew, 2015). The ad asserts that 
community sacrifice is necessary because of the promise that industry brings to young people 
in the form of a viable future. The narrator begins, “Suddenly, your neighborhood may not be 
as quiet.” The camera scans a bustling restaurant, accompanied by the speaker’s reassuring 
voice, “You may have more of a wait at your favorite dining spot and it may take you a little 
longer to get home from work, but that’s okay. It just means more of our young adults are 
finding jobs as a result of natural gas development and our region is getting younger 
everyday.” The ad reasons that the temporary inconveniences caused by drilling operations 
are trivial because without drilling, young people would be forced to leave their communities 
for opportunities elsewhere.  
DIJTB suggests that industry is rebuilding the region, that the area is “changing with 
natural gas development”, and changing for the better. At the same time, the campaign 
constructs towns of the Marcellus as laying prone to industries that extract from the land and 
community as capital necessitates. The narrative asserts that the region is not viable without 
extractive industries. “As a result of natural gas development…our region is getting younger 
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everyday.” Range justifies industrial activities through the unstated threat that the Rust Belt 
will return to dereliction without drilling. The discourses normalize extraction and further 
present as desirable the exploitation of human-nature in the region. Fossil fuel industry 
discourses that maintain a romantic vision of a past tied to extraction, therefore, also risk the 
re-imagining of identities with broad implications for both people and place. 
Discussion 
 
Crucial to establishing power over the meaning of a place is the ability to define its 
history. The rich working-class history of the Rust Belt is productive, enabling extractive 
companies to maintain their significance in the lives of the people there. To sustain the 
DIJTB narrative, and the jobs versus environment dichotomy, corporate discourses mobilize 
a positive relationship between industry and labor in the past, present, and future of the Rust 
Belt.  
The above analysis argues that DIJTB participates in broader cultural discourses that 
privilege extractive histories and futures. First, I discussed how the campaign’s corporate 
narrative romanticizes the Rust Belt’s past and suggests a shared history between extraction 
and manufacturing. Ads sentimentalize the pride of labor’s past and promise the return of 
manufacturing to the region. Next, the analysis looked at how DIJTB reaffirms the historic 
relationship between labor and patriotic duty. Discourses connect the worker’s role to a 
broader struggle for energy independence and in the process tie the human subject to work 
and to sacrifice. Nation and the working body, whether soldier or laborer, intertwine through 
the corporate lens. Finally, I reveal how the ads secure natural gas drilling in the future of 
young professionals and communities. I also suggest that DIJTB acts a cautionary tale: 
without drilling, the Rust Belt will be left to corrode into the landscape.  
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In this final section, I discuss the implications that arise when corporate discourses 
romanticize labor identities. In Foucaultian terms, corporate narratives privilege industry 
while subjugating alternative knowledges in the Rust Belt. In the case of the DIJTB 
campaign, marginalized narratives include the strained relations between industry and labor, 
accounts of environmental, economic, and embodied violence that heavy industry historically 
brings to a region, and now, the stories of natural gas drilling practices that put workers, 
ecologies, and public health at risk. The concluding discussion speaks to the problematic but 
also the generative nature of the Range Resources’ campaign. Nostalgia provokes critique 
(Strangleman, 2013), and in depictions of the past, nostalgic narratives produce a moment for 
those living in the Rust Belt to negotiate identities and to re-examine the complex relations 
between labor, industry, and environment. 
Implications for labor and environment 
As a migratory industry that moves as new shale deposits are discovered, corporate 
campaigns that promote natural gas must be adept at addressing the concerns of the specific 
region in which drilling will occur. By memorializing the past, for example, companies can 
offer struggling Rust Belt towns the chance to celebrate industrial histories. However, the 
clean, nostalgic past produced by Range Resources is troublesome in that it neglects 
industry’s role in the region’s economic depression. An alternative narrative reveals how 
companies fled the region in the 1970s and 1980s as international borders opened to new 
flows of capital. Neoliberal policies also contributed by aiming to break unions and weaken 
labor laws (Dewey, 1998). Industrial commemorations rarely recognize that the battles 
themselves often took place between the owners of production and their labor force nor do 
they show the polluted landscapes upon which the fights occurred. Instead, the events look 
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toward a hopeful future, “replaced by visions of regeneration and progress” (Savage, 2003, p. 
254). Acknowledging one historical trajectory of a region while silencing others is vital for 
the contemporary promotion of natural gas development. A healthy suspicion of nostalgic 
claims is necessary in consuming and examining corporate discourses.  
Another implication that arises from industrial romanticism is that it presents the 
appearance of constancy (Cowie & Heathcott, 2003; Strangleman, 2013). DIJTB recalls a 
nostalgic relationship with the past by encouraging memories of industrial prosperity. Images 
of deindustrialization promise a return to a more fruitful economic era despite the flight of 
heavy industry from the region decades ago. Discourses rest on the assumption that a stable 
economy is the permanent effect rather than an anomaly of capitalist production. Asserting 
that a return to mid-century manufacturing is desirable erases the degrading environmental 
and labor conditions that industrial projects produce. The narrative obscures the nature of the 
neoliberal state, which by necessity migrates to the cheapest and most efficient sources of 
labor and natural reserves. As Harvey (2005) notes, the economic neoliberalization initiated 
by the Reagan Administration in the 1980s involved a “particular blend of policies to curb 
the power of labour, deregulate industry, agriculture, and resource extraction” and to allow 
capital to flow freely across borders. Throughout the campaign, DIJTB builds an aura of 
permanence around industry that neglects the mobility of capital and the historical 
exploitation of human-nature in the Rust Belt. 
Within Range Resources’ narrative, the human-nature relationship remains one of 
unrestrained, even celebrated, instrumentalism. Local and national identities intersect in a 
call to save the United States from dependence on foreign resources and to rescue future 
generations from economic ruin. Nature is a space to be explored, challenged and controlled. 
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While such views may be unsurprising from the oil and gas industries, my analysis reveals 
how extractive discourses utilize the working-class imaginary of the Rust Belt to embed an 
instrumentalist paradigm. By building a shared history between extraction and 
manufacturing, DIJTB asserts that fossil fuels are part of the region’s cultural heritage. 
Drilling is tied tightly to the region’s industrial past and its future. However, this logic 
constitutes the region as dependent on short-term extraction projects that manipulate and 
exploit human-nature relations for economic gain. Lasting effects of drilling such as air 
pollution, wastewater spills, and traffic accidents, remain unstated. Nature persists as a 
resource rather than recognized in its constitutive relationship with the human. 
Concluding Thoughts 
 
Berland (2009) suggests that visual communication, such as advertisements, mediates 
the political constitution of ecological and social spaces. Drilling Is Just the Beginning 
produces a moment in which to contemplate Rust Belt identities, especially as extractive 
discourses continue to appropriate the area as the Marcellus Shale Region. Researchers in 
communication, labor, and environmental studies are critical to renewed interest in Rust Belt 
identities, as towns once again are sacrificed to the whim of capital. Constituting the region 
as already and always reliant on extraction leads to an enclosure of identities that inhibits the 
potential for communities to explore radical possibilities of being with nature. Industrial 
nostalgia erases practical alternatives to extraction, such as renewable energies, but also 
ontological possibilities for human-nature relations and for more complex social, political 
and ecological identities of a place. Pursuit of fossil fuels and natural resource extraction 
becomes integral to community experience, as opposed to the development of 
environmentally sensible practices. Deconstructing the nostalgic production of a region’s 
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past can challenge the conceptualization of a place as tied inevitably to destructive industrial 
processes. In Foucauldian terms, drilling industries are implicated in the suppression of 
counter-narratives that otherwise define a place. However, Foucault (1980) reveals that 
power never is fixed and rather circulates, regulating experience through discourse. Critical 
analyses of communication campaigns expose how corporate discourses homogenize the 
experience of a place but also can disrupt discourses of power that normalize and perpetuate 
social and environmental violence. 
It is important for researchers, especially those interested in energy and human-nature 
relations, to continue to critique discourses that romanticize the past. Further, we must 
continue to investigate how fossil fuel industries construct their significance for public 
audiences. More practically, public relations management of alternative energy organizations 
can learn from the corporate discourses of extraction that articulate economic viability to the 
past. At stake are the irreparable damage to the earth through industrial processes and the 
normalization of a form of industry that perpetuates ecological violence for the sake of 
economic interest. 
Chapter four demonstrates how corporate discourses maintain a human-nature 
dualism, propagating a problematic vision of nature as a resource. The case of the Range 
Resources campaign is especially salient. The ads draw from a specific set of tropes 
associated with the Rust Belt, such as pride, nationalism, and blue-collar masculinity, to 
market the industry, and the region’s image, to western Pennsylvania. I extend the discussion 
initiated here about work, identity, and nature in chapter five, which examines how workers 
associated with drilling industries negotiate their professional identities and the stigma that 
brands fracking. 
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CHAPTER 5: ORGANIZING NATURE 
 
This chapter explores interviews conducted with thirty participants whose paid and 
unpaid work is associated with shale oil and gas drilling. Their responses reflect broader 
social, political, economic, and ecological processes. I, therefore, pull from a variety of 
sources, such as popular media, public hearings, lectures, and my own visits to areas 
impacted by drilling, to give the interviews context. I also explore the challenges and 
opportunities that human-nature relations and environmental conflicts present to studies of 
identity. 
The first theme I discuss, “Listening to the ‘Dirt’ of Dirty Work” explores how 
workers negotiate the stigma associated with oil and gas industries. While companies attempt 
to maintain clean, transparent organizational identities, their “dirt” is distributed across the 
identities of those associated with them. The theme examines how discursive and material 
struggles involving public spaces, landscapes, and working bodies in the shale oil and gas 
fields organize and discipline occupational identities. The second theme, “Nature as 
Organizational Identity” reveals how workers negotiate and resist identification with industry 
and the human-nature relationship. Here I show how nature actively engages, resists, and 
endangers work practices. The focus is on how nature “works” in professional identity 
making and the meanings made about nature in the course of one’s occupational activities.  
Theme 1: Listening to the “Dirt” of Dirty Work 
 
Research on dirty work tends to focus on how workers negotiate identities associated 
with the stigmatized nature of their jobs. The following analysis puts a spotlight on the “dirt” 
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of dirty work, showing how it originates with industry and is distributed among the bodies 
and identities of workers. My analysis rests on two arguments. First, I propose that oil and 
gas companies are, in part, what Scott (2013) refers to as “hidden organizations.” I will 
discuss how industry invites criticism and distrust by hiding its “dirt,” the contamination, 
pollution, and toxicity of its operations, from public view. Companies use a variety of 
methods such as non-disclosure agreements, legislation, and regulatory exemptions, to 
prevent individuals and communities from revealing information about their activities and 
operations. Second, I assert that despite efforts to distance companies from the problems they 
produce, the industry’s dirt still emerges. Interviews with workers and analyses of cultural 
artifacts show how dirt communicates materially and symbolically through working bodies, 
environments, communities, and stigmatized identities. 
Drilling Companies as Hidden Organizations 
In his discussion of hidden organizations, Scott (2013) defines their “communication 
identity,” or the relative visibility, from largely recognized to anonymous. According to 
Scott’s framework, three dimensions characterize the hidden or not so hidden nature of 
organizations: organizational visibility, membership identification, and relevant audience. 
Organizational visibility involves how well known an organization’s identity is to public 
audiences. Membership identification concerns the organization’s members and their 
willingness to be affiliated with the organization. The relevant audience involves individuals 
who receive messages from the organization and/or those whom organizations attempt to 
conceal information. Scott uses the transnational oil corporation, Royal Dutch Shell, as an 
example of an organization with relatively high organizational visibility, with mass public 
recognition, and members who generally are willing to express their affiliation with the 
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company. Scott further asserts that due to bad publicity in Shell’s past, that the company 
further presents itself as committed to transparency.  
In my own study of oil and gas companies that run drilling operations in the United 
States, I found that these organizations have fairly public identities and mass audiences, and 
employees tend to be open to discussing their membership. However, I also found that oil 
and gas companies take great efforts to keep hidden their operations, activities, and 
especially potential and actual hazards. Methods of concealment can include exemptions 
from federal and state laws, confidentiality agreements, and putting pressure on individuals 
who are perceived to threaten operations. Taken together, I suggest that drilling company 
practices takes extensive measures to hide their material and symbolic “dirt.” 
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 dramatically changed the landscape oil and gas 
production by exempting industry from federal environmental regulations. The Act, signed 
by President George W. Bush, released the industry from regulation under several acts, 
including the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the Safe Drinking Water Act 
(Finewood & Stroup, 2006). An 2006 article from the Energy Law Journal reveals that the 
Act was written partially in response to potential “opposition” to liquefied natural gas:  
The primary tools available to LNG opposition are the powers, embedded in various 
federal and state laws...Aware of the potential delay caused by some of these 
tools...Congress passed, and the President signed [the Act], which included LNG-
specific sections intended to restrict certain state powers, while at the same time 
including provisions to facilitate states' input into the LNG terminal siting process. 
(474) 
 
The Act restricted state and federal regulatory power where it would interfere with the 
growth of drilling industries. In its efforts to further open production of natural gas, the Act 
included what has come to be called the “Halliburton Loophole,” in reference to the 
involvement of Vice-President Dick Cheney, a former executive with Halliburton, in its 
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creation. The measure removes the method of hydraulic fracturing from regulation by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (Axtman, 2005). Through the measures outlined in the 
Energy Policy Act, the power to regulate natural gas is transferred from the federal to state 
governments, which can led to further political complexity as states could facilitate the 
actions of industries operating in their borders. In North Carolina, for example, the Mining 
and Energy Commission was formed as a regulatory authority with the passage of the state's 
pro-fracking bill in 2012. Exemptions shielded industry from federal rules while state laws 
facilitated the growth of its infrastructure within their borders. 
An example of one state law that was developed to enable industry operations was 
Pennsylvania House Bill 1950, or Act 13, Pennsylvania. The legislation, which remains 
under debate, was celebrated by drilling proponents. As then-Governor Tom Corbett (2012) 
stated, “Thanks to this legislation, this natural resource will safely and fairly fuel our 
generating plants and heat our homes while creating jobs and powering our state’s economic 
engine for generations to come” (Pennsylvania Office of the Governor, 2012). For industry 
proponents in the state and local communities, the Act was seen as lucrative in a time when 
jobs and resources were scarce. In contrast, those who questioned the bill saw the secretive 
legislative process leading to the bill’s writing as undemocratic. Jesse White, then a 
congressman from western Pennsylvania stated:  
This bill…was negotiated behind closed doors, without input from anyone who had a 
realistic view of challenges facing local communities—and topped off with half-
hearted endorsements from local government and environmental groups who were 
pressured into supporting the bill against the wishes of their members to provide 
political cover. (Pennsylvania House, 2011) 
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Individuals and groups who offered dissenting opinions were relegated to public forum, such 
as newspaper editorials and letters, and excluded from the decision-making processes 
controlled by state and industry interests.  
 Due to the unique chemical formulas that companies develop for the drilling process, 
the industry is known for keeping tight control over when that information is disclosed. Of 
particular relevance to disclosure and the hidden nature of oil and gas companies is Section 
3222.1. The Section controls the use of information by physicians who treat patients for 
conditions that may be related to contaminated water systems. The Section orders companies 
involved in hydraulic fracturing to release to the public a listing of chemicals used in 
industrial processes, as long as the listing does not infringe on the company’s right to protect 
trade secrets. The document further states: 
A vendor, service company or operator shall identify the specific identity and amount 
of any chemical claimed to be a trade secret or confidential proprietary information to 
any health professional who requests the information in writing if the health 
professional executes a confidentiality agreement and provides a written statement of 
need for the information. (Detrow, 2012) 
 
The latter requirement of this statement, regarding health care professionals, generated 
protest by public and medical workers who interpret the vagueness of the section as impeding 
professionals’ ability to care for patients. As a former dean of the University of Pittsburgh 
Graduate School of Public Health, stated, “Right now, any physician reading the law would 
not go anywhere near the issue, because the language of the law has a very chilling effect” 
(Banerjee, 2012). The language requires a written statement from medical professionals 
ensuring they will not disclose chemicals found in diagnoses to patients or the public 
(PennFuture, 2012). Non-disclosure agreements affect a range of professionals who come to 
be associated with extractive industries. While recruiting participants for the present study, I 
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reached out to Nathan, who had worked in North Dakota for several months and shared his 
experience in a public forum. He had signed a confidentiality with his employer and was 
hesitant to speak with me until he learned that his name would be protected.  
Companies put legal and other types of pressure on community members, 
landowners, and those whom they believe have the potential to expose or damage their 
operations. For example, in my interview with Louis, a journalist working for a newspaper in 
the northeast, he discussed his encounters with the industry through his work: 
…a couple of companies that are not exactly my biggest fans have gone beyond 
complaining to me [to] complaining to my editors about coverage. I get that regularly 
from oil and gas companies. They are trying to influence the message not only in 
what they do but how they get reported on as individuals…I've had companies, 
editors complain about the tone of my questions--not how the story’s going to work 
out but the tone of my questions--with the hope that they will shut them down. I've 
gotten very good support from my editors, generally speaking, but there is this very 
chilling effect. 
 
Similar to observations made about the influence of Act 13 on health professionals, Louis 
mentions the “chilling effect” that industry has on the voices of those seen as a threat. In 
another example, in 2014, a drilling company brought a legal claim against anti-drilling 
activist, Vera Scroggins, in northeastern Pennsylvania, which the court upheld, charging that 
she was a danger to industry activities (Goldenberg, 2014). Ms. Scroggins had been giving 
informal tours of the damage she witnessed from drilling. The 62-year-old grandmother was 
barred from over 300 square miles of the county in which she lives, barred from the county 
hospital and grocery stores, as well as the houses of friends and family. In another case, a 
lifetime gag order was enforced on a Pennsylvania family, including their two young 
children, after settling a lawsuit with Range Resources, a company operating on their land 
(Goldenberg, 2013). The order prohibited the family from speaking about fracking or 
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Marcellus shale as part of the settlement agreement. These stories further highlight how 
industry conceals its practices at the federal, state, and local level. 
While individual companies, such as Shell in Craig’s (2013) example, may make their 
organizational images and commitments publicly available, I showed in this section how the 
oil and gas industry more broadly also remains hidden in many ways. Federal exemptions 
restrict regulators from looking too closely at their operations. State rules and non-disclosure 
agreements limit who can speak about the chemicals and practices used in production, even 
at the risk of public health. In addition, companies sustain pressure on communities and 
journalists who bring unwanted attention or who may reveal the damages that their 
operations cause. The industry, as a whole, makes extensive efforts to secure an unsoiled 
identity. 
Attempts to protect their transgressions from exposure has invited criticism, and the 
fracking industry has become stigmatized over time. Despite its efforts, the industry’s “dirt” 
still finds ways to communicate materially and symbolically. In the following section, I turn 
from a broader focus on industry to the work involved in maintaining its operations. I assert 
that as workers negotiate the stigma related to industry, they simultaneously must negotiate 
meanings about nature. Dirt “speaks” loudly through the pollution, spills, and toxins that 
appear in air, water, and soil, exposing working bodies to risks and identities to criticism. As 
workers defend their work, they also must negotiate the environmental damage caused by 
their employers.  
Negotiating the Dirt of Drilling Industries 
In the process of negotiating the stigma associated with fracking, workers are forced 
to confront the relationship between their work and the environments it impacts. The earth’s 
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response to industry operations is hard to ignore. Concerns have grown around fracking and 
its contribution to climate change (Howarth et al., 2011). Numerous stories and studies have 
emerged from communities and landowners about spills, contaminated water supplies and 
their effects on people, animals, and land (Adgate, Goldstein, & McKenzie, 2014; Finewood 
& Stroup, 2012). Earthquakes now plague regions where seismic risks once were negligible 
(Ellsworth, 2013). As a result of these concerns, those working with the industry, or 
perceived as protecting it, find themselves having to defend their work as it relates to 
environmental destruction. 
As a politically, socially, and environmentally contentious issue, fracking is dirty 
work, in all senses of the concept. Dirty work is defined as those jobs that generally are 
considered reprehensible, shameful, or otherwise unwanted. The jobs carry with them 
varying levels of physical, social, and moral stigma, or “taint,” that the workers in them must 
negotiate (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999; Hughes, 1958). Dirty jobs are not inherently dirty, 
rather their tainted nature is socially constructed (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). “Dirt is defined 
by its context, by its relation to preferred orders, by its perceived threat to those orders and 
by a desire to keep it at a distance” (McMurray & Ward, 2014, p. 1126). Work becomes dirty 
based on the meanings produced and circulated in comparison to normalized, “clean” jobs. 
Defining a job as dirty invites evaluation of the work, as well as the worker who performs it. 
Meanings shift, and identities become more or less tainted depending on the social, political, 
and, I suggest ecological, rules that govern their evaluation. Ashforth & Kreiner (1999) claim 
that workers generally use three techniques, reframing, recalibrating, and refocusing, in their 
negotiation of stigma. The first, reframing involves “infusing” the job with affirmative 
meanings (pp. 421-422). Reframing also can include denying responsibility for stigmatized 
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tasks and re-assigning blame to others. The second, recalibration, is a reassessment of the 
standards set for one’s work by highlighting its more fulfilling aspects. Recalibrating, the 
authors note, also can involve playing up an otherwise unappreciated role and is generally 
used when the speaker believes the audience will be receptive. Finally, the technique referred 
to as refocusing, occurs when a worker deflects criticism that pertains to a job or task. 
Ashforth and Kreiner describe refocusing as an effort to decenter one’s attention from 
stigmatized responsibilities and toward activities with more positive attributions.  
In line with Ashforth and Kreiner and other research in dirty work (e.g. McMurray & 
Ward, 2014; Tracy & Scott, 2006), I found that workers involved in fracking also use the 
above techniques to defend the more undesirable aspects of their work. However, an analysis 
of work across organizational settings also reveal that the “dirt” of dirty work organizes 
stigma differently among workers. These differences structure my analysis. First, I examine 
the stigma associated with the labor of shalefield workers. I suggest that the discourses 
circulating through the American fracking boom have produced a “drill worker aesthetic” 
that aligns the masculine, blue-collar body with toxicity, violence, and waste. The aesthetic 
contrasts with the image depicted by Range Resources in chapter four, which positions the 
shale worker as one to be revered. Through interviews with two men who worked in North 
Dakota and analyses of various media reports, personal narratives, and marketing campaigns, 
I found that the worker’s body was stigmatized the closer it came to toxic materialities. 
Working in the shalefields involves physical hazards, including high-pressured oil and gas, 
wastewater, and chemicals, that expose drill-site workers to embodied risks. The work also 
invites criticism of those who followed industry to the shalefields for lucrative pay and “Wild 
West” experience. 
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Juxtaposed with the blue-collar work of the shalefield, I found that the knowledge 
workers of extractive industries also experienced stigma. Knowledge workers are those 
whose organizations and jobs are “intellectual in nature and where well-educated, qualified 
employees form the major part of the workforce” (Alvesson, 2001, p. 863). Researchers, 
marketers, educators, and policy-makers, who develop, publicize, and facilitate fracking 
operations, are examples of the knowledge workers associated with the industry. 
Environmental conflict subjects knowledge workers to critique, as well. Perceived as 
disconnected from the material dirtiness of fracking, knowledge workers’ bodies generally 
are left unexposed. However, these workers negotiate their own forms of social and moral 
taint, with some surprised by the hostility that their work engendered. 
(Re)Producing the Drill Worker Aesthetic 
In this section, I draw attention to what I refer to as the drill worker aesthetic to 
illustrate the dominant discourses that are available for discussing the blue-collar labor of 
fracking. The fracking boom produced a specific working-class identity articulated to 
masculine, working bodies in the shalefields and circulated by media and their public 
audiences. My discussion of the aesthetic serves several purposes. First, I want to 
demonstrate how the aesthetic is reproduced through popular media reports and imagery. 
Second, I suggest that the aesthetic is dangerous, in that it shifts attention from the industry to 
individual workers. Third, I use the aesthetic to examine how two men who worked in North 
Dakota respond to this stigmatized identity. 
The physically dirty work of fracking can be seen in many depictions of shalefield 
workers. Over the past decade, the masculine, working-class body, and the damage of which 
he is capable, was mobilized by popular discourses that emerged from the story of fracking in 
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the western United States. Articles and photographs depicted unemployed and 
underemployed men fleeing to shalefields as the nation went into a recession. The images 
were visually striking, and in a way capture workers out of place and time (Figure 4, Figure 
5). Well-paying, blue-collar jobs, generally in decline since the 1970s, were growing and 
making news. In an interview with Nathan, who spent time working in Williston, North 
Dakota, he shared that jobs were available to high school graduates that paid upwards of 
$100,000 per year. Narratives drew comparisons to the gold rush and likened workers and 
company leaders to cowboys of the wild west. An Esquire article about the boom occurring 
in North Dakota began as follows: 
Crude oil looks like poison. Messy poison. On a drill site, it covers everything like a 
hemorrhage. It coats, smothers, smudges. The image of a gusher, where oil ejaculates 
from the earth through the latticed construction of a derrick, is an American cultural 
essential. You're covered in poison. You're letting the earth be covered in it, too. 
Because you're rich. Blood, poison, money. Oil shows itself. (Chiarella, 2012) 
 
The quote pinpoints the intersection of money, sex, laboring bodies, and land that drew 
attention to shale boom towns and to the workers themselves. However, the jobs come at a 
cost. Underlying the aesthetic are dangerous conditions involving dirt, silica, chemical brine, 
and methane put workers’ bodies at risk of harm. 
  
Figure 4. Roughnecks guide a steel pipe into place. (Dobb, 2013; Richards, 2013b) 
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Figure 5. Floor hands at work on an oil rig in North Dakota. (Burton, 2014a) 
 
 
Figure 6. An aerial photograph of a “man camp” in North Dakota. (Burton, 2014b) 
 
Rather than a focus on the damage being done to workers’ bodies, the aesthetic 
became associated with violence toward both land and other humans. The fracking process 
and its toxic spills denigrate water, land, and air, ascribing these jobs with moral weight. 
Increased public attention to the effects of fracking on climate further intensified the work’s 
stigma. Reports also attributed crime, substance abuse, and prostitution in boom towns to the 
increased number of young men with money to spend and few places to spend it (Eligon, 
2013). Depictions of “man camps,” quickly built trailer parks and dormitories, characterized 
the living conditions as small towns and companies hurried to board an influx of workers 
(Figure 6). Stories portrayed the camps as fraternities filled with reckless men desperate for 
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entertainment in remote locations (Dobb, 2013; Eligon, 2013). Men living in the camps also 
were put on display (Figure 7, Figure 8). In an interview with Geoffrey, an active participant 
in the anti-fracking movement, he reiterated the aesthetic in his own perception of drill-site 
workers: 
A lot of the documentaries have pictures of the workers. They're usually…strong, 
white, grimy, hard-working men that are moving the pipes around, setting up the 
drills…Those are hard jobs and they usually take someone who is strong and large. 
You don't see lots of frail, skinny people doing it. You don't see women.  
 
Along with his observation of workers as powerful and muscular, Geoffrey introduced a 
classed aspect of workers’ identities. Drill workers, he said, are the “sort of people desperate 
to make money for their family or for themselves…but they're willing to take all the long 
hours and the dirty conditions and the health risks because it's good pay.” The aesthetic is 
limited to those struggling to make ends meet and, more important, must sacrifice their 
bodies to do so.  
 
Figure 7. Oilfield workers at a man camp in North Dakota. (Richards, 2013a) 
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Figure 8. Men outside a bar in Williston, North Dakota. (Burton, 2014c) 
 
Study participants who lived in shale regions also responded to the driller aesthetic. 
Charlotte, an administrator employed with a nonprofit watchdog group in Pennsylvania, 
made the following observations about visiting her hometown after industry grew there: 
Lots of Stetsons, boots, I'd say. Carhartts are pretty standard [here] for folks but more 
so for those in the industry, I would say. Younger men, usually some with more 
money than they know what to do with. I went into a bar with my dad when I came 
home one day, and I was uncomfortable. It was rowdy, it was noisy, and it was a bar I 
had been in before. 
 
Here, Charlotte identifies a specific uniform that she associates with the drill worker—
cowboy hat, boots, and heavy duty clothing of the manual labor. While she sets drill workers 
apart from the local population, their presence also requires her to negotiate her own local 
identity, revealing that she felt like an outsider in a familiar place. She notes not only that she 
notices the workers, but they make her feel uncomfortable.  
When visiting a town in the Ohio Valley, I stopped into a store that catered to the 
shale industry and found the aesthetic on full display. The shop was filled with equipment 
and flame-retardant work clothes, as well as intricately designed leather work boots and t-
shirts with sayings, such as, “Quality Oil Field Trash and Proud of it” (Figure 9). The latter 
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suggest that the shale field is more than a place where work happens. It actively gives 
meaning to the worker and a sense of belonging, however temporary.  
     
Figure 9: Products for sale in a shalefield specialty shop in the Ohio Valley, U.S.A. 
 
 The worker, tainted by popular discourses, invites criticism, which I suggest is a 
dangerous side effect of the drill worker aesthetic. The problems associated with the industry 
often is blamed on individual worker mistakes by the public and by the industry, as well. 
Dominic, who oversaw a safety training program for shale workers, made the following 
remarks about the potential hazards of workers’ disregard: 
[Have] people made mistakes and done the wrong things? I believe they have, 
meaning the drillers in the energy companies, especially the ones that came, they all 
came from the Midwest, those that came from Oklahoma to here because of 
Marcellus. I don't think they were as regulated or there wasn't as much oversight in 
Oklahoma. They thought nothing of it. They had a 5 gallon bucket of something, of 
some kind of waste. They just sort of dumped it into the ground and nobody bothered 
them. You can't do that in Pennsylvania…a beautiful state obviously and you know 
that. You lived here. 
 
In Dominic’s quote, the aesthetics of place and the worker intersect. Dominic draws 
comparisons between other regions and his home state of Pennsylvania. He also 
acknowledges familiarity with me, as the researcher, presuming my agreement. Rather than a 
personal opinion, the comment is a “social act” between him and me that draws from already 
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existing regionalized and classed discourses about drilling workers (Mallinson & Brewster, 
2005, p. 796). In Dominic’s observation is a reproduction of the reckless characteristics 
associated with the aesthetic and the industry, largely, is left blameless. 
The industry, too, shifts blame to its workers for accidents, even in the most tragic 
cases. Lisa was involved in a parents’ group formed in response to a well being drilled near 
her children’s school in Pennsylvania. During our conversation, she shared a story of a 
worker who was killed at a well site in a neighboring county:  
The guy in Greene Co. that got killed…What they do when there's a large incident 
like that, the [Department of Environmental Protection] does what's called an After 
Action Report. So basically, they gather up all the information…they analyze what 
happened that day and it's all in a big report. From that After Action Report, [they 
decide] what we need to change and this is what we need to do. [The company’s] 
AAR comes out [after the accident]. They blame the dead guy. Isn't that nice? He was 
a rookie. They called him a ‘greenhat.’ ‘He was a greenhat. He didn't know what he 
was doing.’ I said to [a local official], ‘Don't you dare put a greenhat on this site, if 
that's your answer to me, that it's a greenhat, it's a rookie mistake.’ 
 
At its peak in 2012, the rate of fatalities in oil and gas industries was eight times as high as 
other industries (Geewax, 2013). While Lisa disagrees with how the story is told, the 
discourses circulating the worker’s death unsettle her and deepen her distrust of both the 
industry and the workers themselves. The man who was killed, Ian Robert McKee, was a 
contractor from West Virginia working in Pennsylvania. An investigation found that the 
accident was due to “possible human error and a failed screw and nut assembly” (Tony, 
2015). The official language removes the company’s liability, the explosion also forces 
industry into the public eye.  
In the midst of the popular discourses and public’s reflections, individuals are doing 
the work of fracking. Along with the toxic environments where they work, they must 
negotiate the meanings produced about their own identities. I spoke with two men who 
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worked in North Dakota. Nathan, originally from the East Coast, spent two months working 
on Williston and Dave, who resided in the Southeast, spent two seasons there. Their 
comments demonstrate how Nathan and Dave managed the stigma associated with fracking 
but also the drill worker aesthetic. 
Like many workers, the lucrative opportunities available in North Dakota drove 
Nathan and Dave north. However, going to work in the shalefields for money alone is an 
undesirable part of the drill worker aesthetic, characterizing the workers as greedy and 
irresponsible. Dave mentioned that “the money was great,” however, he follows the comment 
by stating, “I was happy making the money I was bringing in but I was also, what I saw an 
incident or a seal or something that I thought was wrong, I did report it…” Here, Dave 
refocuses attention from the economic to the environmental. In dirty work, refocusing 
involves emphasizing the non-stigmatized features of one’s work over the stigmatized 
features (Tracy & Scott, 2006; Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). High salaries accompany the 
dangerous work in the shalefields, leading to depictions of workers as driven only by money. 
Dave made sure to qualify his comments about money with assurances that he was careful 
and not reckless. He also removed himself from the general population of workers, who fled 
to North Dakota desperate for work: 
[I enjoyed] meeting new guys, new people from all parts of the country…North 
Carolina, Florida, Texas, California. So, we'd talk about what's going on there, and 
most of the time the reason was unemployment in their area…I was a little different 
because as [a business] owner, I was still paying myself at my business. I didn't lose 
my income. 
 
Dave stated that while money was a reason he went to North Dakota, he did not need the 
money like other workers. He already owned a small business but wanted “a change.”  
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Nathan, too, admitted that he wanted to work in North Dakota after hearing from a 
friend that he could earn a lot of money in a short amount of time. He also discussed at length 
his environmental commitments that he had to refuse in order to do the work of fracking:  
That's the irony because my specialization when I was in grad school was in 
environmental non-fiction, so reading writers in the tradition of Thoreau, people who 
are concerned about place and stewardship. That's the great irony, that I had a very 
negative opinion before I went, so for me, it was a completely selfish financial 
decision and it didn't align with my values but paying the bills sometimes supersedes 
one's values. 
 
Nathan, who was unemployed before he went to North Dakota, recognized that money was a 
driver. However, he reframes the stigma by first addressing his environmental politics and 
then sharing that it was only out of necessity that he would compromise his values. 
Reframing can  involve negating or “neutralizing” a stigmatized aspect of the job (Ashforth 
& Kreiner, 1999). Nathan negates the shame of going against his values by emphasizing that 
it was necessary to “pay the bills.” He also contrasts his own, more responsible actions with 
the irresponsible actions of other workers 
My friend, who's no longer working up there…was training me very well… 
Even though I was only there for a [short time], I was actually training some of the 
other people who maybe didn't have the basic math skills or didn't understand the 
process because the training…Training is severely lacking and a lot of the men I 
worked with would brag that they had this terrible accident at a certain point in their 
work learning process and they learned in that way. You know, trial and error rather 
than doing it right the first time because you'd been prepared to do it well… 
 
Nathan observes the disregard for formal training that other workers have, while also 
disassociating from problem behavior. While other men were proud of their training-by-fire, 
Nathan stresses that his training was more conventional and even prepared him to help others 
with fewer skills.   
Similar to Dave, Nathan shifted his own identity away from other workers in North 
Dakota. Here, he shares his reflections about his experience in the man camp: 
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I was living with four other men in an apartment, which actually was pretty good 
living conditions compared to some of the camps that men were living in. So, I think 
that took a toll on me because I'm used to everything being very quiet and orderly and 
it's just not. [Laughs] It's men behaving badly. 
 
Nathan’s remarks reflect the drill worker aesthetic in his description of his roommates and 
other men living on site. The men are rambunctious cowboys living in close quarters as they 
work long hours over rough terrain. However, Nathan is careful to distance himself from the 
stereotype. Dirty workers often create in-groups and out-groups among the population 
(Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). In this case, identification with the aesthetic is undesirable. He 
moves on to talk about his friendship with an engineer who shared his love of reading:  
I befriended an engineer who liked to read so we talked and there was one bookstore 
in town that he went to. Williston is just your stereotypical small town that's just 
caught in the middle of a boom so my experience of Williston was trying to avoid the 
town, for the most part. 
 
Again, Nathan detaches from the greater population of workers, and Williston itself, to 
emphasize more “civilized” spaces, such as a bookstore. He shifts attention away from the 
dirty work and discusses other aspects of living in North Dakota with less stigma. 
Nathan talked about North Dakota through the eyes of an observer, rather than as 
someone who belonged there. For Nathan, the drill worker aesthetic and North Dakota came 
to represent an anti-identity, produced in opposition to his own more conscientious identity 
(Elsbach & Bhattacharya, 2001; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003). The aesthetic and the place 
characterize a barren, lawless region of impetuous young men:  
my friend worked in Pennsylvania before and [their] laws are very different, very 
stringent, even responsible and North Dakota is the Wild West. Even protestors don't 
want to go there [laughs]…Anytime you have that much money in a place where 
people are not rooted to the place…Most of the people I worked with did not live in 
the area. They didn't care about the place itself, so we had many spills that were not 
taken seriously. They're venting and burning the natural gas so when you look out 
across the landscape, all you see are flare stacks…so what's the impact of that? They 
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don't care…the people who come to work on that land are not connected to it in any 
way. 
 
Nathan’s reflections here are significant for two reasons. First, he points to the aesthetics of 
North Dakota as a place, revealing how landscapes invite value judgments. North Dakota, 
portrayed as barren and desolate with oilfields vast enough to see from space, becomes a site 
of comparison for those living in states known for picturesque landscapes. Second, according 
to Nathan, the workers come from different regions and feel disconnected from the place, 
leading to disregard and even a willingness to destroy the land and air. “People construct 
themselves through their interaction with the environment” (Scott, 2010, p. 221). Nathan’s 
comments reveal how identities cannot be separated from the materialities of land and 
bodies.  
In this section, I show how the drill worker aesthetic is produced and reified through 
mediated and public narratives about shalefield labor. It is also reproduced through the 
workers themselves, who embrace its distinct style. In the case of Dave and Nathan, 
however, the aesthetic, characterized through greed and reckless behavior, is associated with 
the dirty side of fracking, as the men distance themselves from its characterizations. The 
danger of the aesthetic also can be seen in the criticism that workers face for accidents, even 
when they themselves are harmed in the process. The aesthetic is both materially and 
symbolically significant. The worker’s body comes to be identified with the lawless 
landscapes that he tends and characterized as a physical, moral, and social threat. The 
aesthetic also characterizes drill workers, as without roots, wild, and untamed, putting them 
at risk of being constructed as disposable as the land they frack.  
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Knowledge Work as Dirty Work 
Knowledge workers involved in extractive industries generally escape the physical 
stigma associated with the drill-site worker. In addition, the spaces where white-collar work 
happens often can keep the white-collar body from public scrutiny in the debate over 
fracking. However, environmental conflicts push some workers into the public eye and the 
stigma can come of a surprise to those who perceive their work identities as free from 
politics. The tensions surrounding fracking as a public health concern and a local and global 
environmental threat magnify its significance and the intensity for identity work. In this 
section, I discuss interviews with knowledge workers and their experiences with the stigma 
of dirty work. I found that knowledge workers experienced stigma and, similar to the blue-
collar worker, negotiated the tainted nature of the job through techniques such as reframing, 
recalibrating, and refocusing. My findings also demonstrate that dirty work is contextual. 
Individuals who are perceived as opposing industry are as likely to experience stigma as 
those perceived as supporting it.  
Some respondents were up front about the conflicting feelings they had working for 
the industry. Mark, for example, was a former academic studying geosciences and now 
works as a contracted researcher for the oil industry. The conflict, for Mark, stems from his 
own political leanings, which he shared come from “an incredibly progressive place and 
background…I am an absolute fruitcake, way left of center.” He discussed his own 
reservations but shared that he mostly enjoyed his work: 
I take some [crap from friends] now and I give myself some of the same crap because 
there's conflict of interest for sure. I love the environment…I don't want to eff it 
up…A lot of my colleagues who work for [the company] actually have some of the 
same conflicts… [One friend] described his work as dirty money. I practice geology. 
I love it, but it bothers him sometimes. I collect dirty money. So, people are human. 
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By describing their salaries as “dirty money,” Mark underlines the internal friction that he, 
and co-workers, experience in their work for the industry. He also refocuses attention toward 
the less stigmatized aspects of the job. In this case, his position allows him to continue 
working in the geosciences.  
Kate, a policy-maker developing industry regulations in North Carolina, similarly 
negotiated the stigma associated with her position by refocusing, or pivoting to other aspects 
of her job that are less tainted (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). Kate had experienced public 
criticism from environmental groups for her disregard for research that revealed the risk of 
fracking. She defended her role, however, as a public servant. For example, she suggested 
her position requires her to remain politically neutral on environmental controversies: 
I am now a public servant and…I'm no longer in a position to make qualitative 
judgments about…the very controversial research that's come out…it's just, I'm no 
longer an unbiased, or maybe I'm now unbiased is a better way of saying it. I am now 
in a position where I am a judge in some ways, or a decision-maker, and I have to 
determine on my own the rightness or fit for any research that's coming out… 
 
By refocusing her responsibilities, Kate is able to deflect some of the criticism that her public 
role invites. As an objective decision-maker, she serves the public best by embracing what 
she calls an unbiased position on controversial issues. Refocusing is commonly deployed by 
workers in negotiating stigmatized identities as they demonstrate the more valued aspects of 
the job (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999).  
In contestations over fracking, the industry’s damage to the environment is of great 
concern. Therefore, drilling proponents must devise ways of demonstrating industry’s 
benefits. Bev worked closely with shale workers enrolled in a community college training 
program in Pennsylvania. She was invested socially in the program and its students and felt 
that the training equipped workers with important on-site skills. She also was invested 
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financially in the energy industry, revealing that she held a lease agreement with a drilling 
company on her property. This dual positionality, as both leaseholder and industry 
representative, intensified the identity work that Bev did in defense of fracking. She was a 
vocal proponent, as evidenced in the following comments:  
I'm quite an advocate, naturally. It makes Pennsylvania a lovely place to live and 
people don't appreciate that they turn on their furnace or they turn on the stove and 
they can grill their cheese sandwich with that pretty blue flame, and they take it for 
granted, and we've had natural gas forever, and it would be miserable here 
without…now we have this wonderful new resource of it that takes a small, few- acre 
pad and brings forth this beautiful thing instead of a well, a well, a well, a well, and I 
think it's magical and lovely and I am quite in favor of it. 
 
Bev spoke excitedly about the benefits of industry for the state economy, for families, and for 
the landscape, all of which were articulated to meanings of warmth, comfort and beauty. 
When discussing claims of harm to the environment, Bev explained: 
…fracking is never a danger to water. Do you know that? The actual fracking 
process, the water is like a mile down…What happens rarely, occasionally is that 
somebody spills something on the surface and people extrapolate to say it was the 
fracking. It wasn't the fracking. Someone wasn't environmentally responsible…but 
they clean them up and the world cleans itself up in many ways…in Pennsylvania, 
we're pretty water rich. We have a lot of rivers and streams and if you don't use water, 
it flows way on down the Ohio River and the Mississippi and out into the ocean and 
turns into saltwater that we don't use anyway but then it rains back on us as fresh 
water. So…the world is designed to recycle our water. 
 
Her comments highlight two techniques that workers employ when reframing: denial of 
injury and denial of victim (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999). First, she refuses the view that 
fracking is harmful or injurious by suggesting that it takes place deep in the ground and that 
companies care for any spills that occur above ground. Second, she denies the industry is to 
blame and instead attributes fault to two victims: the worker and the earth. Here, the worker 
bears the brunt of the blame for the spills that occur, for not being “environmentally 
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responsible.” She also denies injury to the earth, which itself is mistreated in the process, by 
suggesting that it is able to “clean itself up.”  
Dustin, an industry spokesperson, shared Bev’s views that fracking is good for 
Pennsylvania. After living out of the state for a number of years, he gave credit to the 
industry for providing an opportunity that brought him back home: “it's deeply personal to 
me, it certainly extends beyond the professional. My brother and sister are in the industry as 
well so my parents are quite grateful for it.” Like Bev, Dustin sees his stake in fracking as 
both personal and professional. He also sees the industry as contributing to region’s 
workforce, which suffered setbacks after the decline of steel. Work and place are intimately 
connected for Dustin:  
There’s a Steelers bar in every town across America because Western Pennsylvanians 
had to leave and go find work elsewhere. Given the sensibilities and DNA of 
Pennsylvanians, we've always built things. We were the arsenal of America during 
WWII because it was our call and our manufacturing that allowed us to have the tools 
to lend and this is deeply ingrained in who we are as people… when I see claims 
being made oftentimes from folks who aren't from here about how quote ‘bad’ things 
are…how unsafe and unregulated and the sky is falling kind of fear mongering, that 
upsets me. 
 
Dustin’s justification of the otherwise moral taint associated with fracking is a form of 
recalibration. “[Dirty] workers are inclined to retell and relive positively valued experiences, 
thus giving periodic boosts to their occupational esteem” (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999, p. 422). 
Ashforth & Kreiner (1999) note that recalibration often is used when the audience is assumed 
to agree with the speaker. In this case, Dustin and I had talked about how the both of us grew 
up in Pennsylvania and our attachment to the region. By emphasizing the good that the 
industry does for the state, he draws from our shared history and my connection to its people 
and place. 
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Respondents perceived as supporting the industry revealed that they were surprised 
by some of the negative responses from friends, colleagues, and the public at large regarding 
their work. James, a professor studying geology and fluid dynamics, stated, “There have been 
minor sort of political things…we've lost some friends ‘cause of the political positions.” 
Another scientist, Frank, received criticism for his research on water contamination, which 
supported industry claims. As he stated, “The blogosphere is nuts. [I’m] known as a 
"frackademic." Frank also shared this anecdote from his experience: 
some of the virulence I was a little surprised at and it remains. I was at a 
concert…and we were having dinner outside, and there was a table next to me, and 
my [doctor] was there with three women, and I walked over and said, ‘Hi,’ and I 
introduced myself. [Later] he said he couldn't hear the concert because one of his 
women friends couldn't stop talking about how evil I was because, over fracking. He 
was trying to listen to this guitar player, and she wouldn't shut up. She was infuriated 
that I was his friend…virulence is just extraordinary. So I’m a little surprised at that 
but I’ve learned to accept it.  
 
Frank’s acceptance of the hostility he experienced is an example of normalization, a process 
whereby the “extraordinary” aspects of dirty work are “rendered ordinary” and less 
disruptive (Ashforth, Kreiner, Clark, & Fugate, 2007, p. 150). Despite Frank’s insistence that 
he has learned to accept the criticism of his work, he expressed frustration when it came to 
assumptions about his concern for the environment: 
…the irony is that I agree with almost every anti-fracking position except one--that is, 
it's going to contaminate your water…I'd say I'm an environmentalist. A lot of people 
don't like me because of my position on fracking but I'm an environmentalist! Of 
course I am! I work in wetlands and try to preserve them. I value the environment but 
also, I don't have any pretense that the environment we see today is going to be the 
environment that's going to be here a hundred, two hundred years from now ‘cause it 
won't be. 
 
The conflict over fracking required Frank to defend his environmentalism, which had 
previously been unquestioned. His identity as a researcher and as an environmentalist 
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otherwise had aligned. However, his work identity became morally tainted under public 
assumptions that he was supporting a polluting industry.  
Meredith, a public relations specialist with clients in oil and gas industries, had 
staffed an informational table at public hearings in North Carolina and we shared our 
observations about the venues. The speakers at the hearings I attended were predominantly 
against drilling in the state. Before each hearing, protests formed outside the venue, with 
public officials and local community members encouraging the crowd to support a ban on 
fracking in the state. Also in attendance at the hearings was a small, well-organized group of 
drilling proponents. In Raleigh, the crowd was quite vocal, booing speakers who supported 
industry, many of whom could be identified by their bright blue shirts, stating, “Energy 
Creates Jobs.” At a hearing in Sanford, NC, crowd members were less vocal and protested by 
waving red flags in the air as drilling proponents stood up to speak. Meredith shared that her 
experiences at the hearings were unpleasant: 
I mean, I had people yell at me, curse at me, push me because they think I’m killing 
the environment, and that’s just ridiculous. That’s just crazy. And I think groupthink 
is very strong in situations like that. People don’t really understand what’s going on, 
but they get very frenzied very easily. So, I’m not a fan of protests. 
 
The white-collar worker is generally safe from such threats; however, public contestations 
over fracking exposes individuals to criticism. By publicly representing the industry, 
Meredith’s body, like those of the drill workers, was made a target of verbal and physical 
abuse. Meredith’s experiences also initiated a conversation about crowd members, 
particularly those in Sanford, a small town set in a rural area southwest of the more urban 
Raleigh. “I think [the Raleigh hearing] was more business focused, industry focused. Sanford 
was a lot more people…who maybe are in touch with nature more and so that's sort of 
influences their behaviors more.” Meredith contrasts Raleigh, a place of business, or white-
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collar activity, with Sanford where people are “in touch with nature.” Whether farm work or 
drilling, manual labor becomes imbued with classed assumptions about the uncivilized and 
uncultured body.  
Those who work closely with industry may be expected to experience stigma 
associated with it. Their jobs are seen as contributing to the dirty work of fracking. However, 
I also found that environmental conflicts produce stigma in identities that dirty work 
literature traditionally excludes. Further, an identity can become tainted depending on the 
interests of the group ascribing meanings. Some of the individuals I interviewed were not 
used to having to defend their identities publicly. Many were shocked by the public 
responses to their work and identities. Until fracking stirred political and environmental 
tensions, these individuals assumed their personal and professional identities to be apolitical. 
Lisa, who came into the issue through concerns about her kids’ school, stated: 
Up until [2013], I was a [health professional], a mom, a wife, a cousin, a daughter, 
but I’ve never been an activist…I was living my life like everyone else. I moved to 
this area, thinking it’s a beautiful area…So, we had the expectation…saying this is a 
rural community, beautiful farmland. You don’t expect an oil rig, benzene, silica 
sand, everything. All of a sudden your life is disrupted. 
 
Lisa shared that she experienced a lot of criticism from members of the school community, 
such as other parents and board members, who saw her group as troublemakers and 
inhibiting economic growth. In one case, Lisa recalled someone who, “took out an ad in the 
paper. Talk about  vilified. [It] called us terrorists.” Lisa’s experience as an opponent of 
drilling reveals how dirty work itself is a fluid concept. Her position as an opponent of 
drilling near her children’s school made her a target of fracking supporters. Infusing industry 
with positive meaning, drilling proponents characterize those like Lisa as “activists” 
inhibiting economic growth.  
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Similarly, Walt expressed his frustrations with the conflict over fracking and its 
impact on his work as an academic researcher studying the effects of methane emissions. He 
was outspoken about industry’s contribution to a warming atmosphere. As a critic of 
industry, his work attracted negative reactions as well: 
Jessica: You mentioned that for many years you were working on research that wasn't 
necessarily so public and then it became public. Could you talk a little about what it 
was like to go through that transition? 
 
0011: Heaven and hell. Maybe not the perfect words. Certainly the heaven isn't the 
perfect word, but hell is…The hellish part was and continues to be the personal 
attacks from in most cases from expected quarters but also cases from unexpected 
quarters. So there's attacks on me as a person, my credibility, my reputation, my 
honesty. Most recently, somebody hacked into my [university] password and began 
sending emails under my name out to people around the country. Those emails were 
not nice, so I had to [laughs] and they copied me when they did that. They were in my 
face. ‘Here, you lost control of your own email. We got you.’ 
 
Walt’s experience highlights the contextual nature of dirty work. While this analysis largely 
focuses on the work of industry, it is evident that the identities of those who oppose industry 
also come under fire. The conflict over fracking politicized worker identities, requiring 
individuals to negotiate newly exposed stigma. Walt’s also comments reveal how 
environmental conflicts can bring stigma to professions that the worker assumes is fairly free 
of reproach, as he describes his life pre- and post-fracking as “heaven and hell.” Until his 
participation in the issue of fracking, Walt stated that his public exposure was limited to his 
academic community. How dirty work comes to be defined largely depends on who is doing 
the defining.  
Conclusion 
In this section, I first emphasized how industry attempts to suppress its “dirt,” and in 
doing so, may be situated as a “hidden” organization. I showed how this can occur through 
exemptions from federal and state regulation, industry-influenced rules, and through pressure 
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on communities and media. Second, I demonstrated how industry’s dirt still shows itself in 
other ways, most notably through the stigma that workers must negotiate. Using a variety of 
techniques, including refocusing, recalibrating, and reframing, workers justified their jobs 
with a disreputable industry. My findings reveal that how a job becomes “dirty” is largely 
dependent on a set of political and social discourses as well as gendered and classed 
materialities. In fracking, stigma is aligned with the masculine, working-class body. The 
discourses of fracking mobilized a drill worker aesthetic that aligns men employed in the 
shalefields with toxicity, violence, and waste. Unlike the drill worker, the bodies of 
knowledge workers are somewhat protected from public critique. Knowledge work, 
perceived as disconnected from the “dirt” of nature, is left unexposed. Stigma stemming from 
environmental conflict did not leave white-collar identities unscathed, however. These 
workers must negotiate their own forms of social and moral taint and often were surprised 
when the conflict over fracking exposed the moral and social taint of their work. Workers 
must manage industry’s disreputable image despite attempts to suppress it. 
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Theme 2: Nature as Organizational Identity 
 
Much of identity research involves examining how workers build coherent narratives 
about who they are at work (Alvesson et al., 2008). However, identity work is just as much 
about workers “understanding who they are and aren’t, what they do and don’t, and what 
they should and shouldn’t do” (Carroll & Levy, 2008, p. 76). Organizational disidentification 
occurs when employees see little or no overlap between their identities and an organization’s 
identity (Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003). I suggest here that extractive discourses encourage 
disidentification between workers and the natural world as an “organization.” My argument 
rests on two premises. The first premise is that materialities, along with discourses, co-
constitute professional identities. The second is that nature is one of the materialities that 
participates in workers’ identity formation. Oil and gas industries maintain power through 
dominant discourses that shape meanings of human-nature relations through negative 
identification. That power relies on workers at various levels of industry and government to 
disidentify with nature, to treat nature as not human, as exploitable.  
Recent organization studies have advanced the notion that materialities, along with 
discourse, constitute professional identities. The materialities of an organization encourage 
reflection, action and identification (Dale & Burrell, 2008). Ashcraft et al. (2009) critically 
advance the role of materialities as active participants in organizing and communicating. 
Organizational documents, technology, and spaces of work, in coordination with human 
actors, have the capacity to effect change. Along with humans, nonhuman “agents” can 
produce effects (Bennett, 2010; Latour, 2005; Cooren, 2004). Workers draw from both 
material and discursive resources in negotiating their professional identities (Kuhn, 2006). 
Meisenbach (2008) includes materiality in her definition of occupation identity, which is “the 
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shifting, material, and discursive framing of image and practices associated with a particular 
type of work” (263). As a site of communication and meaning making, identity work 
involves a constant “grappling with the dual presence of material and symbolic elements” 
(Ashcraft et al., 2009, p. 35). Identity work is a material and discursive process. 
Organization studies scholars also have made strides in theorizing the form that 
materialities take. Ashcraft et al. (2009) suggest that materialities include both human and 
nonhuman actors and generally fall into three categories in studies of organization: bodies, 
sites, and objects. To this list, I add extra-human nature. Through their everyday activities, 
workers make sense of the built, and I argue natural, environments that constitute 
organizational life and identities. As climate change, hurricanes, and gravity show, extra-
human nature is an agent that responds differently than a building, a contract, or computer 
hardware. However, the natural world is overlooked by organization studies scholarship, 
which is generally confined to white-collar spaces and the human-designed environments of 
the office (Carlone & Taylor, 1998). Nature’s exclusion marginalizes the work of those 
whose bodies are exposed to the most toxic and dangerous aspects of nature. Also, omitting 
extra-human nature from the list of organizational materialities makes invisible how 
organizations perpetuate problematic human-nature relations. 
To review, materialities, along with discourse, have the capacity to participate in 
identity work (Rogers, 1998). I also propose that extra-human nature is a critical addition to 
the list of material actors that function in organizational life. Taken together, these premises 
lead me to conclude that nature has the capacity to actively participate in identity work. 
However, the dominant discourses circulating extractive industries restrict how the human 
can identify with nature and encouraging disidentification with the natural world. 
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Extractive industry discourses operationalize a limited set of possibilities for nature to 
act. As chapter four demonstrated, oil and gas companies use marketing to persuade 
communities that drilling leads to economic growth, jobs, and energy independence. The 
preceding theme in this chapter also presents how community members and workers 
themselves participate in giving meaning to extractive work. Underlying industry claims is 
the insistence that extra-human nature is a resource that exists in service to human need and 
profit. Such instrumental views of nature can be seen emerging in John Locke’s philosophies 
of labor and property. Locke’s (1999) writings on property emphasize the import of the 
individual in transforming the land, that tout the divine right of man to use his labor to make 
the earth productive5. For Locke, labor is a private undertaking that, through one’s work, 
transforms what otherwise would go wasted into product and property. Locke insists that 
labor and nature are intimately connected, but primarily through man’s dominance and 
ownership over resources. Nature, for Locke, is not only passive but also designed by God 
for exploitation. Locke’s philosophies encouraged a vision of America that is particularly 
strong in extraction discourses, suggesting that the human subject exists “within a vacant, 
decontextualized space…inviting improvisation of identity through commodities against the 
backdrop of infinite nature”  (Coleman, 2006, p. 102). The value of nature rests on its value 
to humans, whether as a resource, object of study, or an environment to be conserved for 
human enjoyment. 
The extractive industry depends on employee and public consent to the extraction and 
commodification of nature in order to maintain its operations. Nature takes on an 
organizational identity in industry discourses. Workers who are aligned closely with industry 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5The use of masculine pronoun is intentional. In keeping with the historical context of John 
Locke’s work, propertied men were the subjects of the writings 
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must disidentify with nature in order to carry out occupational tasks that degrade 
environments. Disidentification is a form of separating one’s work identity from the 
characteristics of another, be it co-workers, a role, or an organization (Elsbach & 
Bhattacharya, 2001; Sveningsson & Alvesson, 2003). Workers can “disidentify with 
organizations of which they are members, nonmembers, or ex-members” (Carroll & Levy, 
2008). The following analysis suggests that workers negotiate their membership with the 
organization “nature” through a range of identities. Those whose identities align most closely 
with industry are most likely to distantiate from nature through objectification. I also found 
examples of those who gesture toward the “vagueness/tangibility” of identification with 
nature through linguistic devices, such as anthropomorphism and metaphor (Carroll & Levy, 
2008). In addition, moments of resistance emerged, in which respondents leaned toward 
disidentification with industry.  
My analysis indicated that those who closely aligned their identities and goals with 
industry’s were most likely to express the strictest views of nature through objectification. 
The objectification was not direct, however. Rather, participants connect extraction to 
professional and personal meanings. For example, Dustin, who worked as a shale industry 
spokesperson in Pennsylvania, touted fracking as an opportunity for the state and its 
residents: 
We are really on the doorstep of fantastic generational, multi-generational 
opportunity to leverage these resources that we have now and become a magnet for 
manufacturing and the supply chain that supports all of those manufacturing 
investments. 
 
Nature, in the form of oil and gas, is an economic resource possessed by industry to 
“leverage” for investment. Dustin also shared that natural resources are not only 
economically valuable but also linked to the nation’s progress: 
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…if we're going to commit to being a shining city on the hill and have a high quality 
of life and high quality of standards of living and have freedoms and have 
opportunities, we need affordable energy. 
 
Dustin’s comments are in line with industry’s proclamations. Exxon’s (2012) annual report, 
for example, claimed, “Energy is more than a commodity. It is an enabler of progress.” For 
Dustin, extraction and environmental concerns are not mutually exclusive, however, “the 
environment” is conceptualized through its use value for humans: 
We care about the environment very much. We're hunters, we're fishermen, we spend 
a lot of time in the outdoors…we don't inherit our environment from our 
grandparents, we borrow it from our children and our grandchildren and we very 
much believe that and we have to be good stewards. 
 
The natural world here is a setting for leisure and hobby that should be conserved for its 
usefulness. Dustin also shared that Pennsylvania’s shale gas boom is “deeply personal” and 
“extends beyond the professional.” He worked out of state for a number of years and saw 
fracking as presenting an opportunity to bring him back home. With siblings also employed 
with the industry, he expressed that his “parents are quite grateful for it.” Dustin’s narrative 
identity can only remain coherent if nature’s identity remains as an object for human use.  
Discourses that celebrate natural resources as a gift to human progress and security 
were central for those whose professional identities and reputations are interwoven with 
industry’s successes. Peter, a geoscientist whose research advanced fracking technologies, 
shared views of nature-as-resource that closely reflect Locke’s philosophies, stating, “it's 
very clear that…managing earth's resources is one of the most important aspects of being a 
human being, of being allowed to work the surface of the earth.” Peter saw extraction as a 
way of preserving “the human lifestyle” and “comfort” for “millennia.” He also trumpeted 
fracking’s environmental benefits: 
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I would argue that in fact fracking has been one of the biggest environmental 
blessings that the United States has ever had in that…fracking has driven the 
replacement of coal with gas-fired electrical generation to the extent that the 
reduction of CO2 into the atmosphere was in fact moved downward. 
 
While there is some scientific debate over the contribution of methane emissions to the 
warming of the atmosphere, Peter sides himself squarely with those who see natural gas as a 
“bridge fuel” between coal and alternative energies, such as wind and solar. When asked how 
he would define nature, Peter replied: 
I think of the countryside and the woods. I think of being a Boy Scout, camping out in 
a tent or on the ground…[also] the beauty of a bunch of the natural parks that 
America was so forward thinking in setting up…[Unfortunately], most of the East 
Coast by the time Roosevelt came along had been developed but he was able to grab 
large tracts of land in western United States to preserver nature the way it really was 
and allow generations to just enjoy the pristine beauty.  
 
Similar to Dustin’s, Peter takes the view of nature as assuming a separate identity from the 
human, as resource, a setting of exploration, or an object of beauty. As Elsbach and 
Bhattacharya (2001) state, disidentification leads to “extreme and simplified perceptions of 
the relationship between one’s identity and the identity of an organization” (p. 399). Even 
when confronted with the earth’s capacity to act, Peter negotiates the human-nature 
relationship as subject-object: 
Peter: The way [earth stress] plays back to the gas shale industry is that horizontal 
wells are drilled in one direction…the reason for that is the earth stress controls the 
propagation of hydraulic fractures…the origin of that earth stress and the magnitude 
of the earth stress becomes really very interesting and that's the other part of what I 
do for research. 
 
Jessica: So, the stress of the earth is actually cooperating with the process and helps 
the drilling to be more productive? 
 
Peter: Well, I like to think of it the other way around. The earth presents to the 
petroleum engineer a challenge in that it has a stress in a certain orientation and the 
petroleum engineer takes advantage of that stress. So, it's more or less the seizing the 
opportunity. 
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Peter pushed back on my comment, which suggested that the earth corroborated in the 
drilling process. Instead, he sees the earth as a “challenge,” and the petroleum engineer as 
using the stress of the earth as an opportunity to extract oil and gas from its bedrock. The 
possibility of imagining the earth as collaborating with or pushing back on the human 
engineer’s actions, would require a re-conceptualization of his identity and the scientific 
profession to which he belongs. Not only do Peter’s comments reflect an instrumentalist 
notion of nature that conceives the human as master over his environment, but they reflect 
broader gendered discourses that position a masculine science over a feminized earth 
(Merchant, 1980). The petroleum engineer “takes advantage” of the earth’s weakness, a 
weakness grounded in the word “stress.” As Milstein and Dickinson (2012) state, “From a 
gendered perspective, an individual orientation is further problematic because it obscures 
interconnectedness and highlights the rational individual…scientific individuating can 
protect aspects of nature, such as an endangered species…this powerful individual 
orientation, however, must be combined with an equally powerful communal, or ecocentric, 
lens to restore ecosystems” (p. 514). Peter explained the relationship between the engineer 
and the earth through one of rational dominance that places the human in control of nature, 
not a part of it. 
Making nature sensible 
In some cases throughout my analysis, nature moved from an objective identity 
toward one with more sensibility. Martin identified as a geologist working in environmental 
hazards. Working in a state agency, Martin discussed having difficulty in the past proving his 
profession’s value to government co-workers, as he shares in the following example: 
I remember when our previous [agency] secretary was here, and he was talking about 
law enforcement agencies and I said, I'm in one of the toughest law enforcement 
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agencies in [state government]. He looked at me because he knew I didn't have any 
regulatory authority and he thought, ‘This is going to be good.’ He said, ‘What do 
you enforce?’ I said, ‘Well, at the geological survey, we deal with landslides. We 
enforce the law of gravity, and it never gives you any slack!’ 
 
The comment was both humorous and sincere. As a scientist, Martin’s held a deep 
understanding of the earth. He observed that its behavior is unpredictable and does not 
always work with socially-imposed rules. Martin, along with a few other geoscientists in the 
study, shared a humility in relation to the earth’s ability to act. Martin laughed about what he 
saw as human foolishness when it came to working with the earth’s rules. “If you're going to 
build inside a landslide area, at least make sure your building is on a nice solid foundation so 
we can have it slide down the hill and pull it back up with a tow chain!” As a scientist, 
Martin was deeply aware of the capacity for nature to respond.  
Other respondents generated identification through linguistic device. James, a 
geoscientist working in fluid dynamics, explained the process of natural gas moving through 
the earth as similar to gas moving through body’s digestive system. “Physics of fluid flow is 
completely different if you have gas as well as water…everybody knows that because when 
you have gas in the digestion, you know you're not moving…fluid through your intestines 
very well.” According to Lakoff and Johnson (1980), “The essence of metaphor is 
understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (p. 4). Metaphor acts 
as a way for James to explain what Adorno refers to as the “nonidentity” of the nonhuman. 
As Bennett (2010) explains, Adorno’s nonidentity is the “gap” between symbolic 
representation and the thing, which inevitably escapes language. “For Adorno this gap is 
ineradicable, and the most that can be said with confidence about the thing is that it eludes 
capture by the concept, that there is always a ‘nonidentity’ between it and any 
representation” (Bennett, 2010, p. 13). Language can do only so much in describing the 
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world, so humans employ linguistic devices to represent materialities that otherwise remain 
out of the purview of language. 
Anthropomorphism, when the nonhuman is given human characteristics, can be a 
valuable mechanism, as well, that signals identification (Bennett, 2010). Ben, a regulatory 
manager worked for a gas drilling company in the northeast. Similar to Dustin, Ben had 
returned to Pennsylvania after some time and was grateful for the opportunity to live in his 
home state. With “the steel mills closing…so many people moved away including myself. I 
moved out of the area for about 10 years.” Trained as an environmental scientist, he was very 
much aware of the contestations surrounding drilling. He also was adamant about the 
company’s aims to be good stewards of the environment. To explain how the company took 
care to preserve the environment, he shared the following anecdotes: 
I always sort of jokingly call it ‘Granny's Apple Tree’…we're looking at an aerial 
[picture] …and we say, ‘Oh, we shouldn't find a problem right here,’ but then when 
you go and talk to the landowner, and they say, ‘Well, we don't want you to build 
there because my grandmother planted that apple tree and we don't want it cut,’ and 
so we work very hard to respect those wishes…I have a picture someplace...of 
[another] of our locations… there was a big oak tree there, and [the landowner] came 
to us and said, ‘I'd really rather not cut that down so just slide the road over.’ So, we 
redesigned it to make it work…he actually stuck up a sign next to the tree that 
said...,‘This tree thanks [company name] for saving my life’ 
 
He was proud to belong to a company that was willing to respond to the environment. The 
tree’s lingering presence was evidence that he worked for a company that cared about people 
and the environment. In Ben’s second example, a tree “speaks” through the homeowner 
through the sign thanking the company for saving the its life, acknowledging that the 
company respected the tree itself and the homeowner. Among the many examples of nature-
as-object in discourses I studied, Ben’s story was striking. Here, nature took on a more active 
role both materially and discursively.  
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Other examples of anthropomorphism emerged, as well, particularly in discourses 
produced by environmental organizations. The group, Croatan Earth First!, for example, 
produced flyers for 2011 event that depicted squirrels wielding wrenches (Figure 10). The 
wrench is symbolic for the group, representing the monkeywrenching tactics put forward as a 
form of protest against environmental degradation by Edward Abbey (2010) in his book The 
Monkey Wrench Gang. As (Foreman, 1993) states, Abbey called humans “to act heroically in 
defense of the wild, to put a monkeywrench into the gears of the machine that is destroying 
natural diversity” (p. 23). 
 
Figure 10. Croatan Earth First! event poster, “Folk Against Fracking” 
 
Anthropomorphism enables humans to convey their own wants and needs through 
extra-human nature. As Bennett (2010) states, “A touch of anthropomorphism…can catalyze 
a sensibility” (p. 99) and “gesture toward the inadequacy” (p. 25) of other modes of 
description. Closely related is Cooren’s (2012) notion of ventriloquism. Central to 
communication, Cooren asserts, is the “capacity to make other beings say or do things while 
we speak, write, or, more generally, conduct ourselves” (p. 4-5). Ventriloquism is enacted 
anytime agency is attributed to the human or nonhuman (Mitra, 2015, p. 5). Cooren (2012) 
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gives the example of an official’s invocation of a policy to rationalize a particular choice. 
According to Cooren, “he/she is ventriloquizing these bylaws by indirectly making them say 
and do something” (p. 5). I see ventriloquism and anthropocentrism as having utility in 
uncovering moments of identification with nature. In another vivid example, a collection of 
testimonies entitled, Shalefield Stories (2014), shares accounts from those living in 
communities impacted negatively by fracking. The last account is written in the voice of 
Card Creek, a wetland located in Pennsylvania: “…I and my…[wetland] neighbors will 
never be the same. We can’t, because once shale gas extraction infrastructure, taking up 
many acres, is in place—it never goes away.” Nature is given human characteristics that 
enable those speaking about it to envision its more active role. I note these techniques, 
metaphor, anthropomorphism, and ventriloquism, to suggest that the human already seeks out 
ways to make nature sensible. 
Resisting Industry Discourses 
Previous examples demonstrate how workers distantiate from nature through strict 
instrumental language. Language, however, is a means through which humans motion toward 
identification with their environments. In this final section, I discuss instances that illustrate 
resistance to the dominant discourses of fracking by those who work or have worked in oil 
and gas industries. In these examples, respondents conceptualize and physically experience a 
more complex relationship between work, identity, and nature that defy the possibilities 
operationalized by industry discourses. Resisting these discursive parameters encourages 
tension for workers and can lead to disidentification with industry. 
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Identification and disidentification can emerge for current as well as former members 
of an organization. Consequences of disidentifying with an organization can include 
“counterorganizational action,” as well as “public criticism” (Elsbach & Bhattacharya, 2001).  
Witnessing the extreme toxic materialities of extractive environments can encourage workers 
to resist dominant discourses. Further, seeing the effects of extraction on the body and land 
can encourage workers to speak publicly. I first met Dave, who hauled water in North 
Dakota, at a public hearing in North Carolina. A small business owner in the south, Dave did 
not identify with the industry but rather saw a job in North Dakota as an opportunity for 
change. “And it was a big change, believe me. It was a big change.” Accidents plague those 
working among the drill sites, and Dave was not immune. He shared an experience in which 
the hose used to transfer water from the truck to storage barrels blew up due to the high-
pressure of the water: 
Dave: I had a hose blew in my hand and almost blew off my middle finger, so when 
they took me to the hospital, which I had my gloves on, because of the chemicals and 
stuff that was in the glove, the hospital said to get to Bismarck which was three hours 
away. They had to drive me to Bismarck, so they could give me a shot of codeine or 
morphine. Morphine, I think it was. Then, they had to take me to see a specialist 
because of the chemicals that might have been in my hand. So, they didn't say what 
was in it, they wasn't sure what could have been in it, they didn't go into much detail, 
they just shipped me up to Bismarck to get work done.  
 
Jessica: How did they treat your hand after that happened? 
 
Dave: They opened it up a little bit and cleaned it out and then…they cut on top of 
my hand to make it drain so that the fluid would drain out. My hand swelled up real 
bad so it would drain. That lasted about four weeks…When I had that spill on me, my 
line blew, I got some [brine] in my face and my eyes and my mouth and nose, you 
just, for an hour you just taste that saltwater. I put some water on my face, cleaned 
myself off, but it was still just there.  
 
Nature in this instance is a toxic “co-worker,” holding the capacity to give meaning to 
worker’s experience as much as the worker gives meaning to nature. Nature is made sensible 
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through work and in the physical work of fracking, it can also be destructive. The accident 
reiterates both the embodied risks that workers endure in order to work for the industry, but 
also the dangerous relationship that industrial processes develop between the human worker 
and nature. Some estimates put the number of different chemicals used in fracking upward of 
700, and the particular combination is often kept confidential. Companies claim their special 
blend as proprietary secrets. The saltwater or “frackwater” is difficult remove from the skin 
and similarly difficult to remove from the land. As Dave recalled, “The problem with 
[saltwater] is, if it gets into your drinking water, you're not gonna get it out…it kills 
everything.”  He discussed the incident with relative calm, considering the salt and chemicals 
that remained embedded in his own skin, as though accepting the incident as part of the job. 
It was Dave’s experience with the industry that encouraged him to speak out at public 
meetings.  
... I'm not a great public speaker…Once I realized what people were concerned about, 
then I knew more how to interject what I wanted to say. That's why I came up… if 
something happens, you've got to respond to it. You can't hold information back. 
 
Dave shared that he was not comfortable speaking in public, describing one venue as 
“hostile.” His willingness to speak came from listening to the concerns of others but also 
from witnessing the problems first-hand.  
Oil and gas companies are known to restrict dissent through methods, such as non-
disclosure agreements. The agreements are used to silence lease holders from making public 
the problems companies have caused, such as spills and contamination (Goldenberg, 2013). 
Workers, too, often must sign such agreements before they will be hired. For example, one 
respondent, Nathan, was hesitant to interview with me because of the agreement he signed. 
He eventually agreed to an interview, and he was careful about revealing any specifics about 
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his work or employer. However, he was frank about his opinions of the social impacts of 
fracking. I met Nathan after he had spoken out about the consequences of fracking operations 
he observed while working in North Dakota for several months: 
the reason I [spoke out] was to add something to the conversation, to the discussion of 
fracking [in the state]…I thought just that maybe people weren't considering all 
aspects. They simply focus on the political wrangling and they focus on the economic 
benefits and the environmental impacts but there's so many other issues, and I thought 
maybe I could add my voice to that discussion. 
 
Nathan shared that his experience working in the industry changed the way he thought about 
fracking as a political and environmental issue. He told me that in the past, he had studied 
environmental non-fiction, “reading writers in the tradition of Thoreau, people who are 
concerned about place and stewardship.” When asked about his thoughts on 
environmentalism, Nathan stated: 
I think that to be an environmentalist is to be a human being…environmentalists 
today are looking for certain types of solutions to problems that only cause more 
cause problems…Some of the thinkers that have been important to me have been 
Thoreau, Wendell Berry, Ed Abby, Barry Lopez and these people, I would say, take a 
more holistic approach…If there's a problem with the environment, we should stop 
doing the things we're doing rather than negotiating the political solution…I think 
politics and economics are obviously inseparable. 
 
His views resist the corporate logic that circulates in the dominant discourses of extraction, 
which also led him to recognize tensions between his politics and his work.  
[laughs]…that's the great irony, that I had a very negative opinion before I went, so 
for me, it was a completely selfish financial decision and it didn't align with my 
values but paying the bills sometimes supersedes one's values.  
 
Nathan’s comments suggest that he did not go to North Dakota based on identification with 
the industry or the benefits touted by industry discourses. Rather, the industry offered 
lucrative opportunities and, as he states, financial need supplanted his beliefs. Even though 
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Nathan was in North Dakota for a brief amount of time, he stated that the work changed his 
thinking about fracking: 
I think before I had this experience, I would have taken a typically environmentalist 
stance that it's a problem, it should be stopped. It's doing more harm than good, but I 
think after this experience or because I've given it more thought, it's much more 
complex…I don't think that we can fault the individual workers for doing the work 
they're doing, but the corporations need more oversight and honestly, some of them 
do a good job…Their safety standards are far beyond anyone else's, but there are so 
many other small companies who don't have the same safety standards…these smaller 
companies are the ones causing the bigger problem…the damage done to the areas 
culturally and environmentally is beyond belief.  
 
Nathan recognizes the many variables, e.g. economics, safety, culture, environment, at play 
in individual decisions to work for industry as well as the nuances of the companies 
themselves. He does not identify with industry and even more so, his comments  represent 
the counterorganizational action that industry attempts to silence through mechanisms of 
control, such as confidentiality agreements.  
Resistance to dominant discourses also appeared in discussions with respondents 
surrounding human-nature relations. During interviews, I asked individuals to describe nature 
in three words. Most answers were unsurprising, for example, people described the 
“outdoors” through images of trees, pristine, beautiful, water, wildlife. Mark, a geologist, 
gave an extended response that caught my attention. “Not necessarily humans versus nature. 
It's humans in a symbiotic relationship with nature, that protects nature, and in turn nature 
protects us.” The statements are significant in that they refuse the logic underlying extraction 
discourses of a subjective human and objective nature. The comments are also important 
because Mark, who works as a contractor for an oil and gas company, expressed more 
tension about his ties with industry than other respondents. 
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Mark came into his position as a contractor with an oil and gas company from 
academia. He identified strongly as a researcher in earth sciences. For example, he presented 
the difference between engineers and geologists as, “Engineers and geologists can’t see eye 
to eye because the engineer wants the answer to be 42.68 and the geologist is, like, ‘Well, it's 
12 million years ago plus or minus 5 million years, and that's pretty good.’” Mark 
appreciated these differences and also grounded his worldview in his deep understanding of 
earth systems: 
I say, if you study geology, it's one of the most humbling things you do. I know a lot 
of detail about how this earth evolved, and we are tiny little peons in the organisms 
on this planet that haven't been around for that long, and we think we're God's gift…I 
know the fossil record and the fossil record shows that every six to nine million years, 
dominant species come and go. 
 
The earth sciences discipline shaped Mark’s professional identity but also how he understood 
his place in the world, adding, “that's what the geology perspective always gives me with 
society. I just see it on a much longer time-scale, a much bigger.” Geology, he asserts, gives 
him a “sense of place,” a belonging with the earth itself. Mark explored the idea of place by 
tracing societal development back to geological processes: 
You can argue that the evolution of societies, Mesopotamia, early civilizations, are all 
fundamentally based on where resources are and it's geologic processes that put those 
resources where they are. Why rivers are where they are. Why mountains are where 
they are. If you get this deep time sense of the place you live, that might improve 
your sense of place.”  
 
Mark’s comments reflect what Moore (2015) calls a relational view of human-nature 
histories, that begin not with human or nature, but a co-production of humanity-in-nature (p. 
5). His identity as a geologist stabilized his professional narrative and informed his 
environmental commitments and politics. As Mark shared, “I'm way out left, but that's ironic 
given what I do. Way out left is usually super pro-environment.” Here, Mark expresses 
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tensions surrounding his work with the oil and gas industry. He shares that he has difficulty 
internally as well as socially in negotiating his work: 
I come from an incredibly progressive place…I am an absolute fruitcake, way left of 
center. I have friends with generally the same political leanings…As an academic, 
you're kind of safe. So, I took a lot of crap when I interned with [an oil company] by 
friends and I take some again now. I give myself some of the same crap because 
there's conflict of interest for sure. I love the environment. I don’t want to eff it up. 
 
Similar to other respondents, Mark’s professional identity is also personal; however, he 
distantiates from industry, even criticizing it. “The industry itself has done a really good job 
of keeping the [fracking] process as opaque and non-transparent as possible,” for example 
with non-disclosure rules surrounding industrial chemical use. His comments reveal the 
tensions that can emerge for individuals employed by an industry with which their political 
and environmental principles are at odds. 
Conclusions 
 
The analysis above demonstrates how workers negotiate their relationship with the 
organization “nature” in through various levels of identification and disidentification. 
Workers who are invested personally and professionally in oil and gas industries were found 
to distantiate from nature, objectifying it as a resource. In addition, I found examples of 
workers and organizations gesturing toward identification through linguistic devices, such as 
anthropomorphism and metaphor. Finally, I discussed how identifying alternative 
possibilities for human-nature relations can encourage resistance against the dominant 
discourses produced by industry. 
Chapter five suggests that environmental conflict is a significant site for examining 
professional identity work. Together, the two themes explore nature’s potential to organize 
identities. Contestations over fracking expose the fluid character of dirty work, as well as the 
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varied distribution of stigma across identities and organizational settings. Oil and gas 
industry discourses are an important source for examining the dualism between human-
nature and how workers consent to and resist its constraints. More work needs to be done on 
how workers align their identities with the environment. Making nature sensible in work 
across organizational settings can reveal differences that matter to organization studies, 
worker health, and ecological well-being. 
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CHAPTER 6: WHAT LIES BENEATH?: TOURING SOCIOMATERIALITIES OF 
THE OHIO VALLEY’S “GASLAND” 
 
Constructing Nature through Work/Place 
 
This chapter discusses my tour through the town of Pearson, located atop the 
Marcellus and Utica shale plays of the Ohio Valley that runs across the borders of 
southwestern Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio, and northern West Virginia. Personal narratives of 
mined and drilled landscapes uncover muddled relations between work, local identity, and 
industry. In previous chapters, I argue that identity-making is a communicative process that 
relies on the interaction between the discursive and material, between human and extra-
human nature. The present chapter advances the discussion by arguing that identity work is 
inextricable from local landscapes that have been exploited by extractive industries.  
Tours of extractive regions by local residents can give researchers a sense of the 
constitutive entanglements, using a term from Orlikowski (2007), of human labor, identity 
work, and the extra-human. Rather than treat the social and the material as separate entities 
that shape one another a priori of the relationship, Orlikowski recognizes constitutive 
entanglements as sociomaterial processes. “A position of constitutive entanglement does not 
privilege either humans or technology (in one-way interactions), nor does it link them 
through a form of mutual reciprocation (in two-way interactions). Instead, the social and the 
material are considered to be inextricably related — there is no social that is not also 
material, and no material that is not also social” (Orlikowski, 2007, p. 1437). Orlikowski 
focuses on the sociomaterialities of technology and humans in organizational life. I suggest 
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that the concept of constitutive entanglement can and should be extended to the sociomaterial 
organization of work, identity, and extra-human nature to emphasize how extractive 
landscapes are sociomaterially constituted through local identities, human labor, industrial 
development, geological constraints and allowances, and other ecological processes. 
My analysis involves interviews with George and Grace Anderson, a retired couple 
from Pearson, about the effects of industrial upheaval in their hometown. The conversations 
that take place during the interviews and my subsequent tour through Pearson, reveal how 
Grace and George negotiate the landscape in terms of their local history with industry. 
Despite the appearance of Pearson’s landscape as pastoral farmland, George and Grace 
conceptualize the nature of the place as an industrial landscape, exemplifying how 
institutional and eco-social histories govern local knowledge. 
Unlike a more formally organized “toxic tour,” a concept I discuss in the next section, 
my drive through Pearson was spontaneous, comprised of the three of us driving through the 
town in the front seat of George’s red pickup. However, the trip was no less political than 
planned excursions that seek to expose the destructive effects of industry. As the Andersons 
narrated the landscape, they recounted their own histories of living and working in a town 
turned inside out by extraction. The landscape gave meaning to George’s and Grace’s lives. 
My conversations with the couple reveal how they negotiate their relationship with the 
environments built within their town’s borders. Further, Grace’s account provides a glimpse 
into the effects of her occupational knowledge as a retired emergency planner. Her comments 
reveal the subtle intersections of professional identity and identity of place. She uses her 
position as a retired emergency planner as an opening to speak about her work without 
repercussions and about the impacts of drilling on the town. However, her position constrains 
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her connection to the landscape. Grace’s professional knowledge restricts her relationship to 
the land to one between protector and protected. The physical environment remains an object 
to be acted upon by the human subject.  
The Andersons present an intimate account of their co-existence over time with 
multiple extractive processes that continuously have operated in their lives. Juxtaposed with 
the Range Resources discourses reviewed in chapter five, the following analysis traces the 
material effects of industry on the lives and land of the Marcellus and Utica. My time with 
the Andersons uncovers the co-constitutive relationship between human-nature-industry and 
its connection to local and professional identities. 
Contextualizing the Ethnographic Tour 
 
The following analysis coheres around semi-structured interviews, participant 
observations, and an ethnographic tour in the Marcellus/Utica shale play. Ethnographic tours 
help to develop deeper, multi-sensory experiences as participants lead the researcher through 
meaningful spaces (Pink, 2009). To share and make public their experiences with polluting 
industries, local residents also organize informal tours of affected communities. “Toxic 
tours” enable an embodied involvement with the sights, sounds, and smells of living in a 
noxious environment (Pezzullo, 2007). I was committed to visiting locations where drilling 
occurred as part of my fieldwork. Not only did I want to get a first-hand look at fracking’s 
impacts, but I also see touring toxicity as also a form of political participation. Visits connect 
under-represented communities, which are located disproportionately near toxic sites, with 
others and can be a source of discussion, education, and action (Bullard, 1994; Pezzullo, 
2007). Guides present their stories to guests as a way of making visible the damaging effects 
of industrial processes on local communities. As Pezzullo suggests, the toxic tour is a form of 
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resistance, invested in putting the guides “out of business” (p. 21). Unlike the tour associated 
with leisure activities, such as those one takes of museums or parks while on vacation, toxic 
tours are critical of the sites visited. Touring industrial landscapes builds understanding of 
nature as labored. As Barca (2014) observes, landscapes are the product of human labor, 
which becomes especially clear in regions impacted by mining and gas drilling. 
Given the economic dependence of communities on industries that operate within 
them and employ local people, exposing company activities as suspect can put one’s 
livelihood at risk. For example, Vera Scroggins, a retired grandmother and industry critic 
from northeastern Pennsylvania, continues to a fight a court order that bans her from over 
300 miles of property leased by Cabot Oil and Gas. According to a Cabot spokesperson, 
Scroggins is “a public menace” who “trespasses on the soul of the community” by organizing 
bus tours of local drill sites and speaking out against the industry (Goldenberg, 2014). 
Resistance to development is punishable by law and holds material consequences. In the case 
of Vera Scroggins, the court order barred her from visiting the county hospital, restaurants, 
the town’s lake, and other local sites. For those who benefit from the industry, through leases 
or through work, their criticism of drilling companies also may threaten jobs or income 
necessary to living. 
My tour guides, George and Grace, also retired, were relieved somewhat of the 
constraints of their jobs yet still limited by a financial agreement with the company drilling 
underneath their property. The effects of professional identity emerged throughout my time 
with the couple but manifested differently. George, a retired general contractor, had some 
distance from his previous work, and his remarks were mostly punctuated by uncertainty and 
frustration over the effects of coal mining and fracking. On the other hand, Grace, who 
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retired very recently, vacillated in her comments, reflecting on her positions as a resident, a 
leaseholder, and a retired emergency planner. Grace’s professional identity produced and 
limited possibilities for action in the conflict over industrial development. 
Negotiating Place and Identity: A Tour through the Utica Shale Region 
 
My visit to Ohio emerged serendipitously from a phone interview with George 
Anderson, a landowner and gas leaseholder. George responded to an ad about my study that I 
posted to an online forum about local issues related to shale gas development. The discussion 
board was filled with questions about leasing land to companies, advice on negotiating 
agreements with landmen, and conversations about state rules and regulations monitoring gas 
drilling. Out of the three people who emailed me, George was the only one with whom I 
eventually spoke. He mentioned that he rarely posted to the forum, preferring to use it to 
learn from others and to gather information.  
As a leaseholder for several years, George remained suspicious about the industry’s 
agenda, even though his agreement with a gas company “put money in [his] pocket.” Signing 
the lease, he said, “was the hardest decision to make in my life.” His decision may have been 
made easier by Ohio’s forced pooling statute. Forced pooling and forced unitization laws 
allow companies to drill beneath property, whether an owner signs an agreement, given a 
certain percentage of the surrounding land is leased (Trachtenberg, 2011). George noted that 
forced pooling “doesn’t sound like the United States of America. Sounds like the Soviet 
Union.” His reference to the Soviet Union reflects the lingering effects of the Cold War on 
George’s generation as well as the deep-rooted articulations between private property and 
American economic values. He held off signing a lease, even as landmen came to his house 
and the more aggressive company agents entered his garage to speak with him. He continued 
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to refuse their bids, telling them to get off his land. Then, one day, the company eventually 
sent an offer that “almost made [him] fall out of the desk where [he] sat.” He hired an 
attorney to put as many protections on the land as possible. George’s lease ended up being 
thirty pages long, a source of pride as he compared its length to neighbors’ five-page 
agreements. He also had plans to renegotiate the lease, which was coming to an end in the 
next couple of years. 
George did not want to be recorded during our conversation and was hesitant to speak 
at first, especially about his views of the company who shared his lease. As we talked, he 
became more open with his opinions, revealing the distrust he held for the private gas 
companies that occupied an increasing presence in his hometown. In his 60s and retired, 
George had lived in Pearson his entire life, having grown up there on his family’s farmland. 
Working various jobs over his time there, he spent the years before his retirement as a 
general contractor and developed a deep familiarity with the town and its people. The jobs he 
held throughout his life appeared to be secondary to his identity as a resident of the town. He 
saw the effects of coal mining on the region, which continued even now as drilling spread 
over the landscape, leaving George to feel “ram-rodded” by extractive industries. At the 
same time that George was critical of fracking operations, he also noted the benefits, 
remarking, “I’m sure it’s been a great boost to the economy.” He noted the new hotels and 
gas stations that popped up around the typically quiet, working-class towns of the area, 
bringing growth and money into local businesses. 
George’s comments were filled with both understanding and frustration. He noted 
that industry was good for the local economy and residents but he was exasperated about the 
industrial history of the town and its effects on his neighbors. He had witnessed people 
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selling their land to coal, only to see those companies later desert the community. George 
used the term “honeycombed” to describe the local spaces hollowed out by mining, a 
startling description of the effects of coal operations. Anger entered George’s voice 
throughout our conversation as he talked about neighbors’ reactions to recent shale gas 
development. “I don’t see people being as interested or concerned as they should be…unless 
something shows up in their backyard…[They’re] more concerned with the $2000” to buy 
“beer or marijuana.” Suddenly aware of the judgments he was making, George walked back 
this last comment, admitting “it’s not true, but people are making money off of industry 
[and]… what price do we pay? What will the future be like for young people?...CEOs do not 
care about me while [they’re] buying yachts.” The comments reveal the class relations deeply 
at play here. George admonishes those using money for drugs and alcohol and also questions 
the motives of company executives as purely profit-driven. At the same time, his concern for 
whether those in power “care” was a recurring theme, exemplifying how emotion intersects 
with the political economy of fracking. 
In the end, George seemed to be most bothered by the uncertainty of his future and 
the town’s, taking the industry’s treatment of the town personally. “Are the companies going 
to leave me with refuse [like coal]? Is this going to be a wasteland? Chernobyl?” He 
commented on  the lack of public forums to discuss the development, as well. Only one local 
event was held, featuring a university researcher, an expert in natural gas extraction, but no 
company representatives in attendance. The absence of industry representation particularly 
bothered George. “Why doesn’t the company rent a fire hall? What are they hiding? Why 
don’t they like us?” The comments reveal George’s identification with his community, “us,” 
as positioned against a suspect industry, “they.” He expected the largest company in the 
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region to show care for the people and place affected by its operations. After all, the 
company’s mission touts its commitment to community and environmental stewardship. 
Despite experiencing the broken promises of mining over his six decades in the town, George 
longs for approval from the companies that used and exploited the region over and over 
again. 
After we finished our conversation, George suggested that I speak with his wife, 
Grace. She was a retired county employee whose job responsibilities increased dramatically 
as shale drilling spread into the state. I was on a research visit to Pennsylvania and staying 
near Pittsburgh at the time, so I asked George if I could set up a face-to-face meeting with 
Grace. The length of the trip was manageable in a day, and I was interested in driving 
through an area where drilling was now deeply embedded. George and Grace both agreed to 
meet me, generously inviting me to their home.  
Several days later, I drove through the tri-state corridor between western 
Pennsylvania, northern West Virginia, and eastern Ohio to George and Grace’s house. The 
route took me into Weirton, West Virginia and Steubenville, Ohio, once powerhouses of steel 
manufacturing and now sitting quietly in the valleys of the Appalachian hills. The 
unmistakable tractor trailers transporting gas and hauling water to and from drill sites passed 
me on the highway. The region sits at the intersection of coal, steel, and natural gas, a 
crossroad for extraction, where industries repeatedly exploit the energy of human and natural 
resources. It is not surprising, perhaps, that when I asked George which three words he thinks 
of when I say the word environment, he replied, “Oil and gas.” Unlike coal and steel, 
however, natural gas companies remain relatively out of sight. Access roads and “No 
Trespassing” signs are generally the only visible symbols of their presence.  
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As I neared the small town where George and Grace live, I pulled over into a 
shopping plaza parking lot to double check my directions. Not far from the strip mall housing 
a dollar store and Wal Mart, a large industrial campus sat atop a hill, a glaringly white 
building almost too bright to look at in the morning sunlight. A brand new addition to the 
town, George and Grace later told me that the complex was a processing station, also known 
as a cracker plant, for the natural gas extracted throughout the expanding Utica Shale Region. 
The process involves breaking, or “cracking,” ethane into ethylene, a petrochemical used in 
many plastic products. Cracking also potentially can lead to the release of hazardous and 
carcinogenic pollutants into the air, leading those living and working nearby exposed to 
contaminants (Frazier, 2012). The plant stood in stark contrast to the otherwise non-descript 
two-lane road lined with chain restaurants.  
Several minutes later, I passed through the shopping area of the town and was back 
on the winding Ohio country roads, surrounded by trees, houses, and rolling hills. I soon 
pulled into the house that I thought was George and Grace’s, although I couldn’t see the 
house number. As I checked my notes again to make sure I was in the right place, an older 
man in denim overalls came over to the car, asking if he could help me find someone. I asked 
if he knew anyone by the name of George Anderson. He looked up, as though thinking for a 
minute, then smiled slightly. “Are you Jessica?” he asked. I had found the right place.  
George took me through a gate into the old farmhouse where he lives, and Grace 
warmly welcomed me at the door. The two of them quickly fell into a light bickering, which 
reminded me of my own parents, jokingly accusing one of being unable to hear what the 
other said. Grace invited me to sit at the dining room table, as a cat wound its way around our 
feet, and offered me a glass of water. We spoke for the next forty-five minutes about her 
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experiences living in the region and her work, in particular. George wandered in and out of 
the conversation, joining occasionally. Two weeks prior to our meeting, Grace retired as a 
county administrator in emergency planning, a position she held for over two decades. While 
George remained cautious of sharing his views about fracking, Grace said she felt that her 
retirement permitted her to speak more freely about her experiences.  
We began our conversation by discussing one of the major responsibilities of her job, 
which involved preparing for emergencies based on the Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) 
of locally drilled wells. Oil and gas companies are required to document the chemicals 
contained in their wells; however, verification of those chemicals is not mandatory. Drilling 
companies consider the mixture of chemicals used in fracturing operations to be proprietary, 
and for this reason, environmental groups, such as the Natural Resource Defense Council, 
suggest that the disclosure process is not as transparent as companies allege (Soraghan, 
2010a). Further, a legislative exemption, referred to as the Halliburton loophole, exempts the 
public disclosure of chemicals (Finewood & Stroup, 2012). The MSDS, then, is a negotiable 
document that is legitimated through 1) processes of consent by state-industrial complexes 
and 2) everyday use in organizational practices and procedures. Despite its arbitrary nature, 
the MSDS’ authority is secured as public employees, such as Grace, rely on it for risk 
assessment and emergency response. 
The MSDS directed the county’s crisis planning. As Grace explained, there were 200 
gas wells in the county, and each “might have eight or nine chemicals in it and just because 
[a different company owns the well], it doesn't mean they're going to have the same 
chemicals.” Grace was responsible for identifying the chemicals, as listed on the MSDS, and 
determining: 
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…what the dangers are to people, what the dangers are to responders, what the 
dangers are to flora, fauna, what the evacuation zone is for that, what nursing homes, 
schools are in that evacuation zone, how many people are there that you would have 
to deal with, where you're going to evacuate them to, how much of the product is 
there and who the contact person is for that and that's for each chemical. 
 
The MSDS, along with the procedures established at the state and county level, introduces a 
system of classification and differentiation between human communities (people, responders, 
nursing homes and schools) and physical environments (flora and fauna). 
While Grace’s position always involved responsibilities, those increased as shale gas 
moved into the region. Grace again commented on her retirement in terms of relief: 
That [plan] would be about three pages long and there's one for each chemical in each 
well, so you're talking about maybe 24 pages per well...That's one of the reasons that I 
was glad retirement was getting closer. That started here, oh, it started getting bad 
here, not bad but more active, about two years ago… Honestly, I think there was a lot 
of people that knew a lot more [was] coming here than before it actually became 
public, even known to [the planners], but that's what I did. That was my job. 
 
The job, she said, was all consuming and she was on call “24/7/365,” because she was the 
only employee in emergency planning for the county. Small counties, Grace explained, 
receive less funding, so limited staffing is common. She recalled a conversation with a 
woman who applied to take her place once she retired:  
When I interviewed people for my position, one of the girls said, ‘Well, I need a 
change.’ I said, ‘Honey, this isn't a change. This is a way of life…You're young, and 
you go out on Saturday night and you have a few drinks and you get called out two 
hours after you get home and get in that county vehicle and drive it? No. You've got 
to be there, so what are you going to do? You're not going to drink. You're going to 
have a set of clothes laid out every night before you go to bed so you can get up and 
leave.’ 
 
It became clear that Grace was exhausted by the responsibility of her position but also proud. 
Her pride was especially evident as she reflected on the impacts of gender on her job.  
Grace: I had my training all done when my predecessor retired and [experienced] a lot 
of prejudice. There were people who looked at me and said, ‘You're doing a man's 
job.’ I said, ‘No, I'm doing the job.’ I had to become a lot tougher. I had to become a 
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bigger bitch. You know what a bitch is? A Babe In Total Charge of Herself. [Laughs] 
I'm not a babe anymore. Anyway, it did take a lot of...  
 
[George interjects]: Balls.  
 
Grace: Yeah, for lack of a better word. They'll steamroll you if you let them. I think 
they came to respect me. 
 
Grace saw herself as different from other residents of the county, and being a woman in a 
position of power reinforced her experience as distinct. “My saying has always been, I've 
lived in this county all my life. I've never fit in, and I'm damn proud of it.” Grace’s pride as a 
tough, capable woman in an organization of predominantly male co-workers, therefore, 
reinforced her professional identity. 
In speaking about her community, Grace also observed the disinterest of local 
residents in an emergency preparation activity organized by her office.  
Years ago, we put together a PowerPoint telling all about emergency management 
and what services would be offered to them and what they needed to do to take care 
of themselves…We got a grant that came up with a kit and it had an aluminum 
blanket in it, radio, batteries…We told [residents], if they would come and take this 
training and sign off that they have it, they could have a kit. We had meetings all 
around the county. Probably 25 people took advantage of it. So we ended up doing in-
service for the teachers and giving them the kits to use in the classrooms. People are 
complacent. ‘That'll never happen here.’ Well, you don't know what's going to 
happen here. 
 
At the same time, she defended her neighbors, particularly in their relationship with the gas 
companies that recently moved to town.  
One reason they got all these plants in here, because the county's been depressed, and 
[people are] grateful. We got industry now. We've got money in our coffers. They'd 
been broke for years and had to get the budget out of the red before the end of the 
year because you can't end the year in red, and I honestly think the industry was 
counting on that…I said…at this meeting one day, ‘The main thing you guys don't 
seem to understand is this isn't BFE.’ I said, ‘There are people here.’ I think [the 
company] treats [us] that way--stupid natives. 
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Grace’s comments reveal a complexity of thoughts and feelings about industry-community 
relations. First, she resents a corporate logic that takes advantage of struggling rural 
communities by promising economic growth to a desperate population. These “stupid 
natives,” Grace notes, are presumed to accept handouts from polluting industries. Second, 
she refuses to define her community as “B.F.E.” The abbreviation stands for “Bumfuck, 
Egypt,” a colloquialism embedded with classed, raced, and sexualized assumptions about 
rural living. It signifies a place situated in the middle of nowhere, in contrast to the 
cosmopolitan and marginalized both culturally and economically. According to Grace, 
companies see such a place as also void of people or, perhaps, signifies people who are 
uncivilized, too close to nature. “There are people here,” she argues. With her retirement, 
Grace no longer was in a position to protect the county’s residents and the loss of 
responsibility appeared to be bittersweet. “It's second nature to me. I'm having a hard time 
with [retirement], because it was my life.” 
After 45 minutes, George sat down to participate more fully in the conversation and, 
as he had done with our phone interview, asked me to turn off the recorder. The couple 
shared more thoughts about the experience of living in the middle of shale drilling, which 
they agreed was “abrupt.” Truck traffic continued to kick up dust from the road, making it 
difficult to sit outside or keep their patio clean. “We never sit on our front porch, and the dirt 
that comes in the house!...if you look at the window sills, you'd say, ‘These people live in 
filth.’ But it's all coming from the road.” They also explained that unmarked, white pickup 
trucks, the preferred mode of transportation between sites for drilling employees, became 
more common. There was now a thirty-minute wait at restaurants they liked to visit, such as 
Cracker Barrel and Bob Evans. The grocery stores were busy to the point that they changed 
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the regular times that they go shopping. Prices increased, as well, with George noting that 
bell peppers now sold for two dollars a piece. They also shared a memorable occurrence of a 
methane flare that disrupted their lives for three or four days at the start of nearby fracking 
operations. The noise sounded “like a jet engine and…made it look like the woods were on 
fire.” The flare was so bright that “you could read outside at night,” George said.  
The couple had adapted, because they felt they had to adapt. Recalling George’s 
earlier comment, where else could they move? Pearson was their home. The traffic 
eventually slowed. The flaring stopped, now appearing in the distance, taking the form of 
what George called “an eternal flame.” George and Grace seemed resigned to their new life 
on a shale play. They did not seem at ease. “We don’t know the effects,” George said. 
Uncertainty about the future remained constant throughout my conversation with the 
Andersons. 
Once we wrapped up the interview, George asked if I would be interested in seeing 
some of the drill sites in town. I asked whether we were allowed to approach them, and he 
said, straight faced, “Why? Haven’t you ever been arrested?” “Not yet,” I replied, and he and 
Grace laughed. The three of us loaded into the front seat of George’s pick-up, and soon I was 
being given a narrated tour of drill pads, surface mines, and pastoral landscapes.  
As soon as we pulled onto the main street, we saw the first of many out-of-state 
license plates, this one from Alabama. At an intersection, I noticed two of the white, 
unmarked pickup trucks that George and Grace mentioned earlier. The industry conceals its 
activities well. For example, George took us to our first stop, an overlook of the nearest drill 
site (Figure 11 ). To get  
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Figure 11. View of a drill site from atop an access road. The bright orange flare of a gas well 
can be seen on the left side of the photo. 
 
there, we drove up a long and winding dirt road to which I otherwise would not have given a 
second thought. Once we arrived, two more white trucks sat at the entrance, which was 
cordoned off by a long fence. The drivers, both men, appeared to give us little notice, even as 
I got out to take photos. 
George continued driving through back roads to where he knew we could gain a 
closer view of a site that already had been fracked (Figure 12). The wells currently were only 
visited occasionally for maintenance and the transfer of gas to cracker plants or to other 
states. Grace made a point to tell me about the purpose of an innocuous orange windsock  
 
Figure 12. Operational drill site, windsock and flare magnified.   
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blowing in the wind. In case of a leak or explosion, she explained, emergency planners will 
know which part of town to evacuate. Through her work, the potential for crisis became a 
part of Grace’s daily life. I asked the Andersons whether they had met anyone working at the 
sites. George recounted a story of a site that he would visit on his daily walks. He became 
friendly with the foreman, “a nice young fellow,” who drove him to the site where he learned 
about the operations. However, the interaction was short-lived after one day, George called 
the local sheriff’s office regarding seven semis from the site that were blocking the road to 
the point that traffic was unable to pass. George said the foreman soon gave him “the cold 
shoulder,” figuring the man suspected George of calling the sheriff. The unsustainable 
relationship between industry and community was a point of reflection and contention for 
George.  
Next, George drove to a recently built well pad (Figure 13). The pad was large, at 
least the size of an American football field, and empty. The white cement glared, awaiting 
equipment and the tanks that eventually would be installed. As I took photos, George and 
Grace recalled companies reclaimed land left desolate by coal. Signed by President Carter, 
Figure 13. Empty well pad and site of future drilling. 
 
living in the town as farmland turned into mines in the 1950s and then into the 1970s as the 
1977 Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act required coal companies to pay for the 
cleanup of abandoned mines. While the Act was meant to return land to a usable state, the 
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Ohio countryside in Pearson was not. In explaining the political effects on the landscape, 
George’s voice changed from frustration to disbelief. The land, which was so familiar to 
George and Grace, had been used for coal mining until it became unproductive for the sake 
of capital, and now the couple saw natural gas as promising to repeat the past.  
Driving along, the landscape was green and rolling, with an occasional cluster of trees 
and patches of golden brush (Figure 14). George pointed to toward the horizon. “That’s all 
reclaimed land, Jessica, as far as you can see. There ain’t shit.” Wanting to know more, I 
asked whether the land could be farmed. Noting that the land was reclaimed, George pointed 
Figure 14. Reclaimed land from mining operations. 
 
to the boulders and explained that trees no longer could grow due to the large rocks buried 
close to the surface. The reclaimed land was unusable for agriculture, apart from long grass 
for grazing. I followed up George’s comments by asking whether there are similar rules in 
place for the natural gas industry. Grace replied, “I doubt it because [the operation’s] not on 
the surface.” George nodded, “I agree.” Jokingly, Grace asked, “Will you write that down, 
that he agrees with me?” before continuing, “you can’t reclaim what’s underground.” Our 
discussion of the boulder-filled hills in front of us was a reminder that neither the ground 
above nor below could not be returned to its previous state. New industry processes brought 
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new problems that likely will bring new laws and regulations. In the meantime, however, 
residents of the town wait.  
From our interview, it was obvious that Grace does care about what happens to the 
town. However, she compartmentalized her feelings about fracking into pre- and post-
retirement experiences. Humor played into Grace’s views of the company’s operations and 
the town’s reactions to it. She responded to George’s concerns about gas line ruptures and 
catastrophe with, “And I don’t care anymore!” The remark seemed to come from a place of 
relief rather than flippancy. Grace’s professional knowledge produced on one level, a 
rationality about the dangers of fracking processes and on another level, the ability to make 
light of the possible risks that remained. Further, Grace’s remark about having “lived through 
the coal days,” reveals the tendency to imagine coal as occurring in the past. However, at the 
time of my visit, surface mining and natural gas drilling operated simultaneously within just 
a few miles of one another. Our final stop, an operational surface mine, revealed that this was 
still “coal country.” We drove to a hill overlooking the mine, the edge lined with enormous 
tires from the “earth movers” that dug the gap (Figures 15). Despite claims by industry and 
pro-drilling politicians of natural gas as a “bridge fuel” between coal and renewable energy, 
 
Figure 15. Strip mine overlook with earth mover magnified. 
 
Pearson sits at the center of the two industries operating simultaneously. Coal continues to be 
extracted at the same rates even as natural gas drilling grows throughout the United States. 
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Discussion 
 
I discuss my experience in Pearson for two reasons. First, in line with the broader 
dissertation project, I want to emphasize the sociomateriality of identities as produced 
through human and extra-human nature. By emphasizing organizational life as social and 
discursive, researchers marginalize the material and thereby risk losing how materiality 
organizes. Further, a social-material dualism overlooks the nuances of human and extra-
human relations, as well as the role that corporate and professional discourses play in 
regulating those relations. In Pearson, the landscape is a sociomaterial process, a constitutive 
entanglement, that depends on human labor, local economies and geologies, and even the 
geopolitics of energy. As my visit with Grace and George shows, local and professional 
identity work is inseparable from the materiality of that landscape. 
A second takeaway from this chapter is to emphasize the significance of touring 
industrial landscapes in participation with local professionals and residents. Without the 
narrative provided by George and Grace, the socio-ecological impact of mining and drilling 
on the town, people, and local environment would have remained largely invisible to me. For 
example, I brought assumptions about the landscape with me and, without local knowledge, 
would not have recognized the rolling hills as reclaimed, as products of decades of mining 
and extraction. In addition, the visit with Andersons and the tour itself were both 
spontaneous, rather than planned, events. The visit provided the richest experience from my 
fieldwork and would not have occurred without the generous spirit of George and Grace or a 
willingness to be vulnerable and to open myself to the couple as they opened themselves to 
me. As Tracy (2013) notes, “Good field researchers must leave their ego at the door, be 
flexible, and learn to fit in” (p. 459). I further suggest that organization studies in the 
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Anthropocene requires organizational communication researchers to consider the 
sociomateriality of built spaces but also to leave the space of the office in order to learn how 
natural environments constitute professional identities. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSION: NATURE MATTERS 
 
Nature makes a difference in professional identity making. This dissertation develops 
the concept of eco-sensible approaches to organization studies of identity to recognize that 
meanings attributed to nature and the environment are never neutral or fixed. Rather, the 
meanings given to nature are politically charged and malleable. Organizations mobilize these 
meanings toward profitable ends. Workers, too, offer varying definitions of nature and their 
relationship to it. Nature gives meaning to workers as much as workers give meaning to 
nature. Eco-sensible identity work involves the negotiation of cohesive narratives about 
work, identity, and the varied possibilities for human-nature relations. 
Nature is a critical materiality that co-constitutes professional identities, meaning it 
has the capacity to effect change in human conduct and narratives of the self. An eco-sensible 
approach to organization studies makes nature sensible in everyday work practices. In the 
present study, the human does not only act upon nature. Rather, agency is distributed among 
the oil, gas, earth, water, and human workers of fracking processes. An eco-sensibility 
encourages organization researchers to recognize organizing and communicating as a 
“constitutive entanglement” of discourses and materialities that include both human and 
nonhuman actors. 
A study of eco-sensible identity work invites multiple methods and flexibility on the 
part of the researcher. The interviews, observations, cultural artifacts, and ethnographic tours 
of the present study provided rich contexts for studying the work of fracking. Moving across 
organizational settings, professions, and environments can expose researchers to the interplay 
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between bodies, sites, objects, and nature. An eco-sensible approach encourages research that 
brings nature in and moves the researcher out of built environments. 
Significant Contributions 
 
My investigation into extractive industries demonstrates that nature matters in 
organization studies. The worker negotiates meanings of nature in the process of building 
cohesive narratives of the self. Oil and gas companies limit the possibilities for human-nature 
relations, making invisible counter-narratives and constraining conceptualizations of nature 
as active in organizational life. This project creates a space for examining the intersection 
between work, identity, and nature in extractive industries and for cultivating an eco-sensible 
approach that brings nature into professional identity work. 
Stigma, Identification, and Disidentification 
Human-nature relations are significant in the organization of professional identities. 
Through an eco-centric study of the labor associated with extractive industries, I demonstrate 
that there is an interplay between work, self, and nature in the negotiation of identities. My 
study exposes how stigma is organized across workers differentially, with ramifications for 
blue-collar bodies as well as white-collar knowledge work. Further, identification and 
disidentification with extractive industry discourses produce profound effects for worker 
consent and resistance. 
The “dirt” of dirty work organizes stigma unequally among blue- and white-collar 
workers. In line with dirty work scholarship, I found that workers experience stigma across 
organizational settings (Ashforth & Kreiner, 1999; Ashforth, Kreiner, Clark, & Fugate, 2007; 
Hughes, 1958, 1962). My findings reveal that the meanings given to the bodies and land 
associated with fracking factor into workers’ professional and personal identities. The 
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physical grime and wasted landscapes of extraction expose working-class bodies to both 
toxic environments and judgment. Accidents, crime, and violence articulate to a drill worker 
aesthetic that portrays shale workers as untamed and uncouth. The high wages of shalefield 
employment are used to justify stigma, suggesting that workers sacrifice their bodies for 
short-term profit. Ramifications are bleak, however, as working bodies and landscapes are 
constructed as disposable. Unlike shalefield workers, white-collar workers mostly escape the 
physical taint of fracking. However, environmental conflict exposes individuals involved in 
white-collar work to stigma that otherwise goes unnoticed. Individuals whose work supports 
the oil and gas industry must manage the moral taint attributed by fracking opponents. 
However, one academic also shared the “hellish” experience that occurs when research is 
seen as inhibiting industry’s progress. Knowledge work can turn “dirty” depending on who 
ascribes meaning. 
Extractive industry discourses restrict human-nature relations, the meanings of which 
are taken up by workers through processes of identification and disidentification. In the case 
of fracking, nature itself takes on an organizational identity that workers accept and deny 
across a spectrum of views. On one end of the spectrum, individuals who were most invested 
in industry, both personally and professionally, shared anthropocentric views of nature as 
necessary for human comfort and pleasure. Responses in the middle of the spectrum gestured 
toward identification with extra-human “co-workers.” Individuals and organizations deploy 
linguistic devices, such as metaphor and anthropomorphism, to give nature human-like 
characteristics and, I suggest, embrace an affinity with nature. Finally, several examples 
arose from the other end of the spectrum that challenged industry-prescribed definitions of 
nature and produced modes of resistance. For one contract researcher, resistance came in the 
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form of tensions between his environmental commitments and working for “dirty money” 
with an oil company. Drill-site workers, who witnessed industry’s disregard for human and 
environmental health, felt a necessity to speak out via public forum as their form of 
resistance. Identification with industry has the potential to discipline worker attitudes while 
disidentification can create conflict and moments of resistance.  
My findings have implications for theorizations of professional identity work. Dirty 
work, for example, remains focused on the human’s negotiation of stigma. From an eco-
centric perspective, the “dirt” of dirty work becomes an organizing force that exposes certain 
bodies and identities to risk while its absence masks the critique of others. My project also 
creates important openings for theorizing identity, power, and resistance. Critical 
organization studies has a long history of demonstrating identity regulation as a form of 
organizational control (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002; Deetz, 1992; Du Gay, 2007). Eco-centric 
studies demonstrate that human-nature relations are another element of control. Corporate 
discourses enable and constrain meanings of nature, creating tensions for workers that have 
otherwise gone unnoticed in studies of identity work. The acceptance and denial of these 
meanings occurs on a spectrum of understanding, with some organizational members 
aligning more strongly with corporate discourses than others. Studying how organizations 
outside of extraction manage human-nature relations could enrich studies of identity, control, 
and resistance. 
Nature as Materiality 
Nature as a materiality, and the meanings given to it, makes a difference in how 
people do work. The present study generated several significant insights into the meanings of 
nature for work as well as the agentic capacity of nature to work. First, extraction industries 
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mobilize a limited set of possibilities for human-nature interaction. My case study of Range 
Resources’ “Drilling Is Just the Beginning” campaign reveals how the company romanticizes 
extraction at the expense of counter narratives associated with its risks. These alternative 
histories include environmental degradation and neoliberal economic policies that break 
unions and diminish the workforce. Extractive discourses have implications for local and 
labor identities, which become articulated to the harmful industrial processes that employ 
working-class communities.  
Second, the symbolic and material “dirt” of drilling industries is unequally distributed 
among workers. A critical analysis of worker narratives and popular media demonstrates how 
the working bodies of shalefield employees are made vulnerable to both toxic environments 
and public criticism. The drill site exposes workers to toxins, spills, and accidents. Workers 
also come to embody the industry, leaving individuals exposed to classed evaluations and 
blame for accidents even when they are harmed.  
As my tour of Pearson reveals, extractive histories also produce a constitutive 
entanglement of sociomaterialities, including communities, identities, and labored 
landscapes. My visit to a community impacted by drilling and mining reveals the material 
effects of reclamation policies and a history of extraction. Companies leave landscapes 
aesthetically pleasing but sterile. An eco-centric study of organizing and communicating 
makes sensible the varied, active forms that materialities take, the toxic environments where 
work can occur, and the bodies that do work at a cost. Organization studies significantly have 
advanced knowledge of the active role that materialities play in communication. Extant 
research reveals the significant ways that the material effects change, in the form of human 
bodies and the sites and objects of built environments (Ashcraft, Kuhn, & Cooren, 2009; 
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Dale & Burrell, 2008; Kuhn, 2006; Orlikowski, 2007; Trethewey, 1999). Extra-human nature 
is an important addition to existing studies of materiality. Nature “acts,” regenerates, 
reproduces, and effects change differently than other materialities. The physical form that 
nature takes, and the meanings given to it, have the power to organize work and identities 
and also control possibilities for human-nature relations. More research is needed to examine 
how nature is mediated in various sectors. The present study creates new lines of inquiry for 
work outside of extractive industries to learn how workers think (or do not think) about 
nature in their lives. A study of extractive industries shows that there are risks to doing 
business as usual. De-centering the human in studies of materiality can make visible the 
natures and environments that corporate materialities and discourses often have us forget but 
of which we and our identities are very much a part.  
Employing Multiple Methods 
An eco-sensible approach advocates for research methods that are multiple to capture 
the diverse settings of work and organizing. Energy industries are one example that begs for 
a multi-sited research project. Crossing methodological, geographical and organizational 
boundaries allowed me to glimpse the interplay between work, identity, and nature in the 
context of fracking. Multiple methods were used for this study, including case study, 
interviews, participant observations, and the ethnographic tour. Each approach cultivated an 
understanding of how human-nature relations shape occupational and personal identities. 
My case study of Range Resources’ “Drilling Is Just the Beginning” campaign 
provides useful insights into the broad reach of drilling, which follows oil and gas deposits to 
where they are situated. Company movement drives conflict, as drilling appears in regions 
and communities unfamiliar with the operations. Shale deposits mobilize workforces to drill 
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and transport, as well as regulate, market, and monitor company processes and effects. To 
profit from drilling, shale formations require companies to cut swaths across state borders 
and workforces to follow. Studying a specific corporate communication campaign presented 
the opportunity to work closely with a set of texts produced by a company marketing to an 
unfamiliar audience. The case study reveals how dominant discourses enable narratives that 
paint extraction in a positive light for local working-class communities in the Rust Belt. 
These discourses also obscure the damaging counter-narratives that operate simultaneously.  
The experiential practices of workers deepen understanding of organizations that can 
go undetected in the study of communication campaigns. I turned to semi-structured 
interviews and participant observations as a way of answering organization studies’ call to 
“bring work back” (Ashcraft, 2006; Barley & Kunda, 2001). In the present study, interviews 
made me privy to how workers give meaning to extractive industries, nature, and the self. 
Examining work across organizational settings allowed for varying perspectives on fracking 
as it impacted work practices and as an industrial process. Studying work across geographies 
developed my insights about extraction but also about the landscape of work today. For 
example, I learned over the course of the study how the drilling industry rests on contractual, 
contingent, temporary employment for both blue- and white-collar work. Limiting my scope 
to one sector, organization, or type of job may have restricted my view of important factors 
in identity formation. 
In addition to interviews, I immersed myself in the politics of fracking, attending 
meetings, hearings, lectures, and film screenings. Venues gave me insight into how debates 
over fracking were multiple and changing. Being present at public hearings, lectures, and 
community meetings put me in touch with the people, places, and things that organized the 
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professional identities I was studying. Visiting multiple settings has relevance for 
organizational communication research beyond studies of identity, as well. For example, 
those interested in organizational decision-making can benefit from following employees to 
different venues to learn the impact of physical space on decision-making processes. 
Interviews and observations give a range of perspectives across geographical and 
organizational settings. An ethnographic tour further deepened my understanding of 
extraction’s material effects. A spontaneous tour with a couple of their hometown 
significantly contributed to my own research and my experience of the study site. The tour 
exposed the sociomaterial entanglement of living and working in communities impacted by a 
history of extraction. Ethnographic tours can provide researchers with rich material for 
studying identity work and can open researchers to deeper, ethnographic understandings of 
participants' experiences (Pink, 2009). The tour also required an openness to spontaneity, 
albeit cautiously and ethically, on my part as a researcher. Ethnographic tours should become 
regular practice for researchers interested in organizational materialities, in particular. 
Bodies, sites, objects, and natures co-constitute the meanings workers make of their practices 
and selves. The tour can give researchers an appreciation of how the material organizes 
worker experience.  
Along with the above methods, significant limitations and implications arose from 
researching the shale industry, aspects of which resemble a “hidden organization” (Scott, 
2013). The choice of fracking as an object of study brought its own problems, in terms of 
access and my position as a researcher. Recruitment of participants is difficult when they 
work for organizations dependent on the secrecy of their operations (Monahan & Fisher, 
2015). In line with Monahan & Fisher (2015), providing detailed information about my study 
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and my affiliation with a university gave the interview legitimacy in cold calls and emails. 
Referrals through personal contacts were invaluable, establishing legitimacy and initiating 
new networks of potential participants. Legitimacy introduces its own complexity, however, 
particularly in terms of power relations between researcher and respondent (Monahan & 
Fisher, 2015). After discussing my position as a doctoral researcher, several participants 
called attention to what they saw as their own “lack” of education or expertise. Established 
academics, too, saw my position as a student as an opportunity to offer advice about 
university job searches. Sensitivity to the privileged relationship between 
researcher/participant is paramount as is remaining cognizant of the risks that participants 
take to be interviewed. 
Studying the case of fracking was made even more difficult because of the 
contentions surrounding the issue politically. When I asked to talk with company 
representatives, I often was pointed to media spokespeople or sometimes denied altogether. 
The “dirtiest” jobs seemed the most inaccessible. Drill-site workers were especially hard to 
find and contact, as their labor generally is quite mobile, insular, and takes place on sites that 
are inaccessible to the public. I also encountered suspicion and defensiveness from 
individuals who assumed I was representing either an anti-drilling or a pro-drilling stance. In 
many instances, individuals were interested in finding out which “side” I was on. In addition, 
some respondents were “elite” professionals and public figures, who can be hesitant to 
participate in research (Monahan & Fisher, 2015). These participants had encountered 
negative experiences in speaking with the press and public audiences. Recognizing that 
environmental conflicts produce stigma and tensions for workers helped me to navigate the 
interviews and approach questions carefully and thoughtfully. It was important to remain 
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aware of the sensitive nature of the topic I was studying, in both recruitment and the 
interviews themselves.  
Future Directions and Questions 
 
I see exciting directions for the research questions that my study opens for 
organizational communication. Including nature as a materiality changes how bodies, 
objects, and sites are conceptualized and constituted. Gender studies research, for example, 
may look at how the products used to transform the body to fit organizational expectations, 
such as make-up and hair care, can expose workers to chemicals, some innocuous and some 
harmful. Studying the elements of a product itself can reveal how toxicity is unequally 
distributed among gendered and raced bodies and identities. Such studies can call attention to 
the unequal distribution of dangerous environments to which working bodies are exposed. 
Another intriguing direction is in further examining the “dirt” of dirty work. What is it that 
makes dirt “dirty?” For example, how do jobs in organic farming recast dirt as a something to 
be revered and protected rather than seen as waste. How might theorizing dirt as toxic and 
harmful or safe and harmless revise meanings of dirty jobs?  
Another area for potential research is in the significance of human-nature relations in 
processes of organizational control. This concern may be especially fruitful for study in light 
of global climate change. How do human-nature relations function in corporate discourses 
that rest on endless development and economic growth? The question extends to scholarship 
outside of organizational communication, as well. Earth sciences, environmental studies and 
critical geography could benefit from organization studies that uncover mechanisms of 
control in decision-making and leadership in the Anthropocene.  
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Finally, this study takes seriously the threat of climate change and the role that 
organizations play in contributing to it and in initiating responses. In light of a contemporary 
moment of environmental crisis, organizational communication scholarship must consider 
the field’s ethical duty to respond to climate change (e.g. Cox, 2007). Organization studies 
scholars are in a prime position to mobilize research and interrogate management practices 
that inhibit corporate responses to climate change and its effects. Important work already is 
being done to examine organizational discourses related to greenwashing, corporate 
environmentalism, and sustainability (Mitra & Buzzanell, 2015; Wright, Nyberg, & Grant, 
2012). Assuming an ethical duty will require developing research that embraces and 
advocates for change. For example, Cox (2007) asks our peers in environmental 
communication to consider the “set of values that orient our work, require of us its 
dissemination and implementation, and whose ethical orientation serves as the basis of our 
recommendations for reform--or abandonment--of harmful or dysfunctional practices” (p. 
17). The field of organizational communication would benefit from a similar series of 
meditations. Confronted with environmental crisis, what are the normative values and 
commitments that underscore the discipline’s response? If these values and commitments do 
not yet exist, are they necessary? Why or why not? Climate change already is being felt by 
the most vulnerable communities across the globe, and our field owes it to ourselves, the 
organizations we study, and the earth to contemplate answers. 
Final Thoughts 
 
I recently was reminded of Carl Sagan’s astute quote, “We’re all star stuff.” While we 
share the same vibrant materialities as the “things” that surround us, our own natures often 
get lost in everyday practice. Global environmental transformations, including climate 
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change, sea level rise, and decline in biodiversity, call attention to the consequences of 
forgetting. Recognizing the intimate relationships among discourses, bodies, sites, objects, 
and natures can generate eco-sensible responses that makes a difference in how organization 
occurs. The theories and practices that organizational communication develops and the 
discourses it circulates have consequences locally and globally. How we choose to mobilize 
is up to us to decide. 
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APPENDIX A: INTERVIEW GUIDE 
 
Thank you for joining me today. I would like to audio-record this interview. Do you consent 
to this interview being audio-recorded? [If participant consents, then the interview will be 
recorded. If participant declines to the recording, then I will stop the recording and capture 
the interview through research notes.] 
 
Today is ______________________ and this is participant number ____________. 
 
This interview will take approximately 1 to 1.5 hours. First, I have some questions that relate 
to your work. These will be followed by a set of questions in which I’ll ask you to share your 
thoughts about conservation and participation in local decision-making processes. Finally, I 
have some questions specifically about your opinions on the public attention surrounding 
shale gas development. You do not have to answer any questions that you do not feel 
comfortable answering and you are welcome to stop this interview at any time. 
 
Questions 
 
Identity and Work 
First, I have some questions about your current job. 
 
1. Can you tell me a bit about your current position? 
a. How long have you worked in this position? 
b. What brought you to this particular job?  
c. What were your previous work experiences? 
 
2. What is involved in your daily work activities? 
a. What equipment or tools do you use and how do they function in your work? 
 
3. What do you do in your downtime when you aren’t working? 
 
4. What do you like about your work?  
 
5. What do you dislike about your work? 
 
6. Is there anything significant that you feel people don't necessarily recognize about the 
work you do? If so, what would you want others to know about the work you do? 
 
Identity and Environment  
Next, I would like to ask for your thoughts on conservation and development. 
 
1. What are three words that you think of when I say the word “nature?” 
 
2. What are three words that you think of when I say the word “environment?” 
 
3. Do you consider yourself to be an environmentalist? 
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a. Why/why not? 
b. Are there any specific environmental issues that you support?  
i. If yes: Which ones? If no: Move to next question 
 
4. Have you ever attended a public meeting concerning the issue of natural gas drilling? 
Why or why not?  
a. If yes: 
i. What was your role at the meeting(s)? 
ii. How much time did you spend preparing for the meeting? 
iii. Why do you think members of the public attend these meetings? 
iv. Have you seen workers participate in the process? If you could talk with 
workers involved in drilling, what would you say? 
 
Environmental Conflict and Fracking 
Finally, I have a set of questions specifically about hydrofracking. As you may know, 
hydrofracking has gained public attention over the past decade. 
 
1. Why do you think that fracking has attracted public attention? 
 
2. How does negative public opinion of hydrofracking make you feel about the work 
you do? 
 
3. Have you or your co-workers encountered protests to your work? 
a. Why do you think some people take issue with fracking? 
b. How do you/your organization respond to critics/supporters of fracking? 
i. If organizational response: Do you agree or disagree with the 
organization’s response? Why/why not? 
 
4. Have you received any training on how to talk about fracking to those outside of your 
organization/field? 
a. If so: What was involved in the training? 
b. If not: What advice would you give to someone in your position for talking 
about fracking to others? 
c. What sources do you go to for information about fracking?  
 
• Other 
1. Do you have anything else that you’d like to say? Is there anything else that you feel 
is important for me to know? 
 
2. Who else may be important for me to interview in a study of the work related to 
hydrofracking? 
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APPENDIX B: WORK CLASSIFICATIONS OF INTERVIEW RESPONDENTS 
 
Profession/Organizational Membership Description 
Research and Education Tenured professors in science, engineering, 
labor studies 
Community college employees 
Communications Professionals working in public relations, 
journalism, marketing 
Environmental and Community Advocacy Non-profit employees and unpaid volunteers 
Monitor industry practices 
Industry Employees and Contractors Employment dependent on oil and gas 
industry 
Labor-Environment Relations Mediation, collaboration-building 
Leaseholders Landowners with lease agreements 
Policy-Makers Employed by state to develop regulation 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW CODES 	  
Abbreviations Codes 
Acc Info Accessing information 
Alt Eng Alternative Envergy 
App Scrut Appreciating scrutiny 
Be Cont Being a contractor 
Clai Exp Claiming expertise 
Collab Collaborating 
Comm Wkr Commenting on HF  workers 
Cons Met Constructing Metaphors 
Control 
Discussing control by management, clients, 
other processes/systems 
Cos Ben Cost benefit analyses 
Def Nat Defining nature 
Def Env Defining environment 
Def Work Defending work 
Des HF Describing HF 
Dis Comm Discussing language 
Dis Ind Distrusting Industry (Big Biz) 
Dis EG Distrusting env groups 
Econ Ben Economic Benefits 
Econ Cons Economic consequences 
Econ Lang Economic language 
Econ Sci Economics of science 
Ed Oth Educating others 
Eng CC Engaging climate change 
Eng Pol HF Engaging w/ HF as political issue 
Eng Pol Engaging w/ politics at work 
Eng Pub Engaging w/ publics 
Enj Chal Enjoying challenges 
Enj Disc Enjoying discovery 
Env Ben HF Environmental benefits of HF 
Env Con Describing Environmental Conflict 
Env Work Env. critics impact work 
Env Impr Improving the environment 
Exp Conf Experiencing conflict 
Exp Unc Experiencing Uncertainty 
Fear Fear of industry, HF, unknown 
Feel Luck Feeling lucky 
Feel Obl Feeling obligated to engage 
Feel Urg Feeling urgency 
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Abbreviations Codes 
Gender Discussing gender 
Gasland Watching Gasland 
Hum Nat Human-Nature relations 
Imp Env Environmental impacts 
Imp Soc Social impacts 
Ind Care Feeling industry doesn't care 
Ind Speed Speed at which industry grows 
Ind Work Industry impacts work 
Joking Joking 
Judg Oth Judging others (i.e. lack of knowledge) 
Lab-Env Labor-Environment relations 
Lack-Trai Lack of training 
Lease Leaseholder 
Look Fut Looking to the future 
Mak Imp Making an impact 
Man Earth Manipulating Earth 
Miss Out Missing out on other activities 
Neg Class Negotiating class 
Neg Env Negotiating Environmentalism 
Neg Adv Negotiating advocacy 
NEW New economy work 
NGR New Grassroots Movement 
NIMBY Not in my backyard 
Off Sol Offering Solutions to conflict 
Perf Storm Perfect Storm 
Pers Ind Personifying industry 
Pol Ind Relations between Politics & Ind 
Pol Sci Relations between Politics & Science 
Priv Sci Privileging science 
PBF Pretty blue flame 
Prais Ind Praising or showing amazement of Industry 
Pro Env Protecting the Environment 
Pub Know Evaluating public knowledge 
Push Pap Pushing papers 
Ref Pers Referencing personalities 
Reg Ind Regulating industry 
Rel Inf Reliable information 
Res Loc Resisting locally 
Res Opp Responding to the opposition 
Res Work Respecting workers 
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Abbreviations Codes 
Rid Mid Riding the middle 
Risk Assessing risks 
Role Gov Negotiating role of government 
Self Imp Improving the self through work 
Sell Org Selling one's organization 
Sens Inv Making sense of inevitability 
Sens Plac Making Sense of Place 
Sens Time Making Sense of Time 
Tak Sid Taking Sides 
Toxic Toxic processes 
Train Pub Training to speak w/ public, critics 
Trust Exp Trusting experts 
Trust Ind Trusting Industry 
US Role Role of the US 
Use Nat Using nature 
Vis Drill Visiting locations where drilling is occurring 
Work Adv Negotiating work and advocacy 
Work ID Work identity 
Non-Work ID 
Identifying with hobbies, activities, family 
roles 
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